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PART I.
OFFICIAL BOARDS.

STATE BOARD OF REGENTS.

HON. THOS. C. MILLER . ... ..... .......... State Supt. of Schools
Charleston, W. Va., President.
HON. M. C. LOUGH .......... ..... . . .. ...... .. . . . . . . . . .. . Editor
Fairmont, W. Va., Secretary.
HON. ELLIOTT NORTHCOTT .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. District Atty.
Huntington, W. Va., Treasurer.
HON. S. H. BOWMAN
HON. ROBT. 8. CARR

Huntington, W. Va.
Charleston, W. Va.

Attorney-at-Law
Business Man

HON. H. P. McGREGOR . .... . . ...... .... . ........ . . Business Man
Wheeling, W. Va.
. - - ------,--.

HON. F. C. COOK

Welch, W. Va.

Attorney-at-Law

LOCAL EXECUTIVE BOARD.

CAPT. A. F. SOUTHWORTH ..................... R. R. llngineer
Huntington, W. Va., President.
PAUL W. SCOTT

Huntington, W. Va., Secretary.

Attorney-at-Law

GEORGE F. MILLER ..................... Cashier First Nat'l Bank
Huntington, W. Va., Treasurer.

THE FACULTY.
SESSION OF 1907-'08.

L. J. CORBLY, President, A. B. and A. M.: Psychology.
Fairmont State Normal School, W. Va. University and Universities
of Halle and Berlin, Germany.
FRENCH.
MRS. NAOMI EVERETT, Pb. B.: Dean of Women.
Steubenvllle Seminary and University of Chicago.
EDUCATION.
ANNA S. CUMMINGS, A. B., A. M,. Seminaries, Professional Subjects,
and Superintendent of Tralnlni; School.
Colby University, University ot Chicago and Leland Stanford Univer
sity.
FLORA El. POPE, B. E.: Supervisor o! Model School.
Oberlin Collei;e and University of Chicago.
MRS. R. J. l..ARGENT, Critic Teacher, Grade VI.
W. Va. ·wesleyan College. (Resigned at close ot Fall Term.)
LELIA PURDY, B. E.: Assistant In Manual Training, and Critic Teacher
Grade VI.
University of Chica.go, Columbia University, and Chicago Academy ot
Fine Arts.
CLARA M. REED: Critic Tea.chur, Grades V and VII.
Marshall College.
MARION F. GREEN,: Critic Teacher, Grade IV.
University ot Chicago and Columbia University.
GARNET SLIGER: Critic Teacher, Grndes II and III.
Marshall College and University of Chicago.
HARRIET FERGUSON: Critic Teacher, Grade I.
Training at Marsha.II College and University of Chicago.

•

MATHEMATICS.
LILLIAN HACKNEY, A. B.
W. Va. University, Ohio Wesleyan, Cornell University, and Columbia.
University.
MARTHA J. HUGHES. A. B.
Wellsley College.
ELIZABETH COLWELL, A. B., A. M. (Spring Term only).
Dennison University, Vassar, 11nd R11dcl11Te.
0. R. NEFF, Assistant: Bookkeeping and Penmanship.
(Winter and Spring Terms).
L. B. CROTTY: Fellow.
Class Lqos, Marsha.II College.
W. R. GOFF: Fellow.
Graduate 1907, Marshall College.
H. 0. FAST: Fellow.
Class 1908, Marshall College.
GREEK.
HARRIET D. JOHNSON, A. B.
Dennison University and University of Chicago.
HISTORY.
L
l. A.. FITZGERAD, A. B., A. M.
Marshall College, Georgetown College and the University ot Chicago.
ENGLISH.
C. E HAWORTH, Ph. B., A. B., A. M. and M. D.
C olgate University and
the
University of Chicago.
w• H• FRANKLIN, A. B.
ealeyan College and Alleghany College.
W
• R , COLBERT,
AI>""
A. B.
W 9.at Virginia University
and Harvard.
c• C· ..
,.
ILLER: Fellow.
Claae 1908, Marsha.II College.

LATIN.
C. E. SAYLOR, A. B., Pb. D.
Johns Hopkins University.
R. J. LARGENT, A. B.
West Virginia University and Cornell University. (Leave of absence,
session of lDOS-'09, to study al Harvard.)
GRACE CUMMINGS, A. B., Assistant.
Colby University and Leland Stanford.
GERMAN.
OLLA STEVENSON, A. B., A. M.
Northwestern University and University of Berlin, Germany.
BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY.
W. G. VINAL, A. B., A. III.
Bridgewater State Normal, Mass., Lawrence Scientific School, and
Harvard.
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
R. C. PECK, A. B., A. M.
Yale and Columbia.
ART AND MANUAL TRAINING.
E. E. MYERS.
Pittsburg Art School, Cincinnati Art School, Harvard Summer School
(Arl), and New York University Summer School (Art).
JULIA RYAN, Assistant.
Marshall College.
MUSIC.
FLORA RAY HAYES, Director, Plano and History of Music.
Graduate West Virginia University School of Music, Pupil John Por
ter Lawrence, Washington, D. C., and Graduate work with Barth.
Scharwenka and Hugo Kaun In Berlin, Germany.
•RHODA CRUMRINE, Senior Teacher of Plano and Theory.
Graduate of West Virginia University School of Music, Graduate
study with John Porter Lnwronce, Washington, D. C., William H.
Sherwood, Chlcal{o, ,\mon Foerster, Richard Burmeister, Phillip, ond
Scharwenka In Berlin, Germany.
HAZEL HEATHER, First J\�11lstant: Plano and Harmony.
Knox Conservntrn•, Oalcuburg. Ill.
MARY SHARP, Second ABMIStant: Plano and Harmony.
Mareh::ol College, De('P.�t,n�nt ot Music.
PERLE PARl-tO'l'T, Voice
Pupil of Ma 1-Lme SL C:ll•lre Buxton, Washington, D. C., Madame
Capplanl, New York City, Madame Marchesi and Jean De Reszke.
Paris.
ROSE FRANKS M�CLtNTOIJK, Violin and Ensemble.
Student of Strauss, Little Rock, Ark., Arthur Neville, Kentilcky.
EXPRESSION.
FLORENCE CHAFFE WffiTJ,J.
Graduate of Emeraon College of Oratory, Boston, Mass
FJLIZABETH F. MYERS, I 11,rarlan.
••MRS. LAURA J. MEANS, Preceptress.
i\fRS. NELLIE A. KEARN, lllntron.
STUDENT ASSil9TANT TEA'::HERS:
W. W. POOL, Entire Yeo.r-Blolol\'Y and Geology.
C. C. MYER, Fall Term-Biology and Geology.
EMMON HAINES, Wln:,ir Term-llfathematlcs.
M. F. SMITH, Winter Torm-Mathematics.
J. R. DA VIS, Fall Tenn-English.
FRANK GRASS, Spring Term-English.
•was In Berlin on leave of absence, studying during session or. 1907-'08.
"Deceased, Feb. 4, l908. Succeeded, March :.>, 1908, by Flora E. Pope.

STANDING COMMITTEES.
SESSION OF 1908-'09.

CLASS OFFICERS.
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

1909.-Dr. Haworth and Miss Stevenson.
1910.-Mr. Franklin and Miss Hughes.
1911.-Mr. Miller and Miss Colbert,
1912.-Mr. Vinal and Miss Johnson.
1913.-Mr, Peck and Miss Colwell.

-----

GENERAL.
GRADUATION.-Mlsses Hackney and Colwell.
SENIOR EXERCISES.-Senlor Class Officers.
JUNIOR EXERCISES.-Junlor Class Officers.
LIBRARY.-Mlss Stevenson, Dr. Haworth and Mrs. Myers.
PUBLIC EXERCISES.-Miss Johnson, Dr. Haworth and Mr. Corbly.
STUDENT SOCIALS.-Mrs. Everett, Miss Pope and Mrs. Kearn.
i.JAILY RECITATION SCHEDULES.-Mlss Hackney and Mr, Fitzgerald.
INTER-SOCIETY CONTESTS.- Mr. Franklin, Miss Johnson and
Miss Colbert.
BOARDING.-Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. Franklin, Miss Hughes and all
Club Managers.
ATHLETICS.-Mr. Vinal, Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. MIiier, Miss Pope and
Mrs. Everett.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.-Dr. Saylor, Miss White, Mr. Peck,
Miss Stevenson, Miss Colwell and Mr. MIiier.
CARE OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.-Mr. Myers, Mr. Franklin,
Mr. Peck, Mr. MIiier, Miss Pope, Mrs. Kearn, Mias Hackney
and Miss Johnson.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT.-The Chairmen of all the Standing Com
mittees,
COURSES OF STUDY.-Mr. Corbly, Dr. Haworth, Mr. Fitzgerald,
Mra. Everett, Miss Hackney and MIH Johnson.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.-The President, the Heade of De
partment,, and the President of the Senior Clas■,
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COLLEGE HALL.

DINING ROOM.-The Matron and the Hall Treasurer.
HOUSE.-The Matron, the Preceptress and the Hall Treasurer.
GOVERNMENT.-The Preceptress, assisted by the President and
all teachers having rooms In the Hall.
ADVISORY.-The Dean of Women, the Matron and the Hall Treas•
urer.
STUDENT.

J

COLLEGE HALL.-Appolnted First Week After Opening of Session.
SCHOOL.-The Presidents of the Five Classes, and Two Ladles and
Two Gentlemen from the Senior Class, one Lady and Two
Gentlemen from the Junior Class, One Lady and One Gentle
man from the Sophomore Class, and One Lady from the Fresh
man Cl.186 In Addition to the Presidents of these Classes.
(In Case the President of the Freshman Class be a Lady,
the Additional Member of this Committee Must be a Gentle
man, and vice versa, and In case the President of the Junior
Class be a gentleman the Rest of the Committee Must Be
Made Up of Two Ladies and One Gentleman, and Vice
versa.)
DUTIES OF STANDING COMMITTEES.
1. CLASS OFFICERS: It is the duty of these committees:
(1). To enroll the students falling to their class division at the
opening of each term; that Is, to care!ully and accurately fill
out their enrollment cards and assign them their studies.
(2). To make out class admittance cards of these students the ev
ening of enrollment day and hand t.hese cards to the various
teachers to whom their class assignments tall, by nine o'clock
the following morning.
(�.) To m'lke out a duplicate set of enrollment cards within one
week after enrollment day and hand same to the president
for filing In I.he office.
(4). To keep trace of and in close personal touch with, all students
belonging to the cla�s-year assigned the class officers.
(5). To keep constantly on the lookout for worthy- additions to the
class when in the field, or through the members of the class.
(6). To cherish a high-toned school and class spirit and lend sym
v.athy and support to all worthy means for enlarging and bet
tering the claBB.
(7). To look after the careless, the listless, and the discouraged,
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and keep informed on the standing of all the class.
To serve as counselors, advisors, and helpers ln an matters of
whatever nature affecting the class as a whole or any of its
members.
(9). To see that the class ls duly organized within one month after
the opening ot school In the fall and that this organiza
tion ls kept alive, active and effective.
We should like very much to see the Interest of class officers
become so decided and so liberal that the personal relations be
tween them and the members of the class would be that of close
sympathetic friends. Not only the size but the quality of the class
depends ln a very large degree upon who the class officers are and
to what extent they give themselves to the class and class duties. In
some Instances heretofore this relation has been very beautiful and
the help and interest especially commendable while in others cold
ness, Indifference, and neglect were painfully evldenL In some In
stances one member of the committee had to do all, or practically
all the work. Such carelessness, Indifference, or neglect of duty will
be tallowed by removal from the committee hereafter.
GRADUATION: This committee serves as a check on the sen
ior class officers, keeps a duplicate record of the standing of every
member of the senior class, both the studies yet to complete and
those being carried, and calls the different class rolls,-September,
December and the two final class roll calls, one one month before
commencement the last one week later. It Is an exceedingly Im
portant committee and so far has done Its work exceptionally well.
SENIOR EXERCISES: To have general supervision and Immedi
ate oversight over all public senior exercises, including the exami
nation and approval of all public programmes, Is the duty of this
committee. By "public exercises" In this connection Is meant not
only all programmes to be offered In the buildings or on the grounds,
but to give all permissions for, and to have general and personal
charge of all receptions In and outside of College Ha.II, all "outings,"
socials &c. Wben these class socials and receptions occur In Col
lege Hall permission from the committee on student socials must
be obtained, but the exercise, whatever be Its nature, must be un•
der the personal charge of the Class Officers who will be held
responsible for results.
(8).

JUNIOR EXERCISES: The duties here are exactly the same
as those of the committee on Senior Exercises. And in case any
"lower class" exercises be held, the class officers of those classes
Will be held correspondingly responsible.
LIBRARY: It Is the duty of this committee to take general
charge of the library, the rules and regulations governing It, and
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to perform all other duties a!fectlng this very important center of
college work.
PUBLIC EXERCISES: .Before any public programme can be given
whether In the buildings or on the grounds, that is, a programme to
which the public in general, or any part of It, Is invited, the consent
of this committee must be obtained, and obtained before any of
the arrangements for the programme, as to who Is to take part, or
other details, have been decided upon. And after the consent of this
committee has been obtained a copy of the programme must be
submitted for theit approval before notice has been given to the
public either of the nature of the programme or of those to appear
on the same; and unless these provisions be complied with the
committee reserves the right to cancel the programme no matter how
far advanced it may be.
This committee refers the approval of the details of t.he pro
gramme to the faculty committee In Immediate charge of such ex
orcises should there be such a committee, but reserves the author
ity to pass upon the advisability of the programme as a whole; and
in case there be a specJal faculty committee controlling the details
of any public exercise, such, for example, as Senior Exercises, &c.,
then permission from the committee on Public Exercises to offer
such programme must be obtained by the special faculty committee
In charge.
It must be remembered that the "lecture course" Is Included
under the head of public exercises, and the "course" must be sub·
mltted to thls committee for approval before contracting for it, or
for any special number, hereafter.
Only fixed programmes such as the regular inter-society con
test, the "annual sermon," "annual commencement night," &c., are
supposed to be excused from the control of this committee, and these
must be under special committees, as they have been for years,
here.
It goes with but this one more saying that this committee wants
no more loose dealings with matters coming under Its jurisdiction;
and If there be any such Its authority w111 have to be exercised to
the decided embarrassment of some one or more future programme
makers.
STUDENT SOCIALS: It Is the duty of thJs committee to de
cide who sha11 give socials, receptions &c., In College Hall, when, at
what hours, and under what other restrictions. And In case the
social or reception fall not under the head of some special faculty
committee then this committee must have entire personal charge;
but their anthorlty does not extend outside of College Hall.
DAILY RECITATION SCHEDULE: This committee has charge,
with the advice and approval of the president, of making out, correct•

._i
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Ing and posting all schedules of recitation. It wlll be their duty here
after to make out and post the schedules for each term at least
four weeks before the close of the previous term and post same on
the board In front or Study Hall tor examination by the student
body, and to submit a copy to the president tor reference and tor
answering inquiries by mall. They wlll also be expected to post
the tall term schedule four weeks before the close of the Spring term.
INTER-SOCIETY CONTESTS: The duties of this committee are
already well-defined by years of experience. Brletly they are: To
take Immediate charge of all the details of these exercises not be
longing to the societies, from the outset, such as, passing upon the
subjects of the various performances, correcting the MSS. and pas•
sing upon their originality, assisting the president In the selecting
of judges, seeing that all exercises are perfectly committed In good
season as well as handed to the committee In time for correction,
that the performers take the necessary amount of training, and
taking tuJJ charge of the exercises on contest occasions.
This Is a very important committee. To llst
BOARDING:
rooms and boarding places tor all students, male and female, not
boarding In College Hall, keep these llsts up to date, arrange tor
clubs and select club managers, have oversight of all clubs, assign
students to ther rooms and clubs, or to provate boarding places,
seeing that they are met at the train, these and the many other details
of the work of this committee make Its selection an Important matter
and Its duties onerous.
ATHLETICS: Much of the life and spirit and health and
dignity and enthusiasm of the school depends upon the work of this
committee. In addition to Its fixing the standards of honor and of
athletic tone In the physical life of the school as related to the
"gridiron," the "diamond", the "links," the "court," the "basket,"
the "arch," &c., It ls held responsible for the delicate task of wisely
allotlng athletics lta proper place In, and Its correct adjustments
to, achool lite and school work-a serious matter Indeed. This com
mittee ahould also be on the constant lookout, personally and through
athletic young men and women connected with the school, for ad
ditions to the active athletic force for both the present and the
future. We tear that thls committee, as capable, efficient, and pains
taking as lt has been from year to year, has not Cully realized the
nature, extent, and particularly responsible and serious character or
lta duUes; this has been chletly due, we cheerfully grant, to the
neglect of the president to outline and emphasize these duties.
Moreover this committee has never had the hearty, united and en
thualaatlc support of the faculty and student body which it deserves
and which lt naturally expects. We con.11.dently look for a practical
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transformation in this department ot our school life at Marshall,
beginning with the coming year.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
All matters pertaining to the
organization ot new societies of any kind among the student body,
looking after the welfare ot those already organized, conseling and
advising them, visiting them while in session with a view to re
porting their proceedings to the faculty so that this body may be
come better informed on all matters pertaining to the organized
work of the students, and in every legitimate way encouraging these
organizations-these are the chief duties of this committee.
Before any new organization can be formed among the student
body having for its purpose stated sessions in the college buildings,
this committee must be applied to tor permission; and after the com
mittee has duly considered the matter, it is their duty to report the
matter for Jina! action to the faculty.
It is the duty of this committee to organize within the first month
of school and appoint sub-committees from its membership to look
especially after certain student organizations, report said sub-com
mittees to the president in writing who will call for reports from these
sub-committees and from the chairman at least once per term.
CARE OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS: A very important
committee is this and Its duties mean constant diligence. They
include every feature ot oversight of buildings and grounds, and when
defects or neglect are found to exist it is their duty to correct them
at once without troubling the president therewith if possible.
This committee should organize early In the second week of
school and appoint the following sub-committees:
1 •.. BASEMENT COMMITTEE: Thia committee shall look after
putting all basements in perfect order and keeping them so, devis
ing energetic measures for doing so if necessary. The president will
need to exact severe requirements of this committee, tor our base
ments must be made and kept clean and orderly-the laundry, furn
ace rooms, closets, stair-cases, storage rooms, cellar, lumber rooms,
gas jets, &c, &c, &c.
2. ROOM COMMITTEE: All rooms, hallways, stair cases, &c,
&c Including school-rooms and girls rooms will be in the hands of
this committee, also all studios, society halls, &c.
3. GROUNDS COMMITTEE: EVERY part of the groundB"'come
under the scope of the duties of this committee, also all steps leading
to the buildings, and all verandas and other entrance ways.
There shall be one searching investigation by each committee
within the second week of school and written reports made to the
president of results of same. But before this first Investigation
of the premises is made tlie committees will please notify the presi
dent of the exact time, as a health officer of the city will be ap•
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pointed to accompany each committee, as w!ll also the president, hen\.a
these committees will meet on -three different days.
It is well known that some teachers take poor care of both
room and furniture, are careless about windows and of what is thrown
out of same on the grounds; this ls also the case with a studio
now and then and with a societ1 hall; and it is notorious that
certain girls in the dormitory keep their rooms about as one wouhl
keep a storage room, unless they are closely watched. They not only
keep rooms topsy-turvy but they fail to keep their beds clear of the
unspeakably oJiensive cimex lectularius, We do know beds and rooms
can be kept clean and it is proposed to see that they are kept
clean hereafter or get rid of the girls, teachers or maids who do
not keep them clean.
Hereafter the "room committee" will make Its rounds at fre
quent and irregular Intervals wholly unheralded. Also a bed In
spector will be sent to every room of the dormitory once per month
and the number of the room and the names of the girls in the mom
found In any way unduly out or order or unclean in any wa) will
be reported to the president who will certainly "go a!ler·• thb >,'Ullty.
The buildings and grounds must be kept clean from ba,;em1Jnt
to garrett and from street to street; and not only clean lrnt sanitary
and free, If poaalble, of all but human Inhabitants, for mir;e, r!lis,
cockroaches &c, &c, are not only horrid Intruders, but are , ,dous
breeders of contagious diseases.
Special attention will be given to waste paper, h�sket-cuntc·nls,
and other unsanitary matter, aa well as accumulations dangC'i·ous
from fire.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT: The president will explain �b!J
duties of thls committee when they are called togethur.
COURSES OF STUDY: Its name explains the 1lutles of this
committee and Its Importance.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES: This committee \\Ill ILCot, c ·ly
In the year and decide upon the exact nature of comrneni:enumt t-:X•
erlcae1, also the programme In Its main features, how many ex�ro..lsee,
and the evening or day on which each Is to be held.
COLLEGE HALL.
THE DINING ROOM AND HOUSE committees have their dutles
well defined by experience and It only remains t.<: be sultl that the
buildings and grounds committee reserves the right of general over
sight over the work of these committees.
GOVERNMENT: Instead of a committee on 11:ovornment In the
Hall It seems to be the part of wisdom to place che g�vcrn1.0ent In
the hands of the preceptress, who will be free to act under all cir-
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cumstances, but who will be expected to call to her assistance the
counsel of any teacher in the Hall in all cases involving severe or
extraordinary punishment or discipline. And in ca.-;e of s�ri)tts need
of advice It Is recommended that the counsel of the entire "advisory
committee" be solicited. And In no case will a young lady in the
Hall be either suspended or expelled withou;:. the al)proval of ::he
president.
ADVISORY: This committees' duties are, as \ts nnme indicates,
advisory and not official; and yet when any two of its me•nbers
deem a matter of so serlouh a nature as to require the attention of
the preceptress, It shall be their duty to call her attention to It
and If she and they cannot agree as to the advisability of action In
the matter they may refer it to the president.
STUDENT.
The duties of the two committees coming under this head will be
explained early In the tall term of each year. With the work thus
divided and distributed so that it need fall neavy on no head o,· hand
it will be expected that every one do his duty promptly and efficient Jy;
by so doing everything can be put In first •.:lass condition ci.rly 'n
the year and kept so to the day after adjournment.

Enrollments, Session 1907-'08.
Expression ....... ....................... ........... ........ ..
Model School ..... ............................. ...............
Manual Arts ..... ............. ................. ...............
Music ....... ................................... .. ............
Normal and Academic .................... ..... ...............

45
116
194
302
903

Grand Total .............................................. 1560
Counted Twice ........................................... 489
1071

Net Total
GRADUATES, SESSION OF 1907•'08.

Expression Department ............. ............ ...... .... ...... 5
Academic Department .. .............................. .......... 24
Normal Department ............................................. 44
Grand Total ................................................ 73
Receiving Two Diplomas ... ...................... ........... 5
Net Total ............ ...... ......... ........ ...... ......... 68

•
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PART II.
ADMISSION.

AGE:-The following are the age requirements f

·--•!:l�lon to

fHE DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS OF THE SCHOOL

1. Art Department,-no age Umtt.
2. Department of Expreaalon,-no age Umlt.
a. Muelc Department -no age limit.
4. Model Depart"lent,-from 6 years up.
I. Normal and Academic Departmente.-male1 from U years up,
female■ from 13 yean up.
RECOMMENDATION :-Every student who wishes to enter any
department or the ■chool must ftrst present to the President a letter
of recommendaUon of good moral character, reasonably studious
hablta, at leut ordinary Intelligence, and willingness to comply with
all regulaUona of the school.
Thie letter must be written by some
honorable and lnluentlal citizen who le not related to tho applicant
for admluloo, and who resides In the same community. The name of
the writer la entered on the records of the school as the one who
voucbea for the applicant. Said writer will be duly and promptly
notuled In cue the student recommended fall to verify by his habits
here, or by hi■ lntelll11:ence, tho correctness of the assurances set forth
In tile recommendation.
ID a4d1Uon to the recommendation required, every student who
enroll■ hereafter wUI be required to sign the following when he
emoll■

:

I hereby agree to abide by all the rules and regulations of this
ICllooJ, llar■ball College, during my connection with It as student,
to be obedient to all properly constituted authority, and In case of
llllJ TlolaUon of rule or regulation, or disobedience to properly con•
lltltuted authority, I shall accept, without complaint, such punish
ment aa said authority may attach to said violation or disobeclience,
or I lhall withdraw from the srhool.
Slgned---------
(Tlle foDowtq la Intended for male ■tudent,, onlr:
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I furthermore pledge my word of honor that under no clrcum
stance11 will I use tobacco in any form while on the school grounds
or in the school buildings, either during school hours or on Salunlays
Sundays, or other vacation days, or while attending any exercises of
any kind, In the bulldlngs or on the grounds, day or night, while I
am a student in Marshall College,
Signed,
The president reserves the right to suspend or expel anyone
who ls found violating this signed assurance that tobacco will not be
used under any circumstances, on grounds or In buildings by any
one who Is a student. He does not interfere with the tobacco habits
of young men students otr the grounds, however much he may disap
prove of these habits, especially when carried to excess, particularly
with the pipe, lhe cigarette, or the chewing habit. These are mat
ters for young men lo decide for themselves, except that he advises
strongly against it, especially In the case of our immature boys.
Cleanllness,-shall we not
say, Common Decency,-demands the
above ruling with reference to the school buildings and grounds.
CREDITS FOR WORK DONE ELSEWHERE:-Credlt Is given
for work done In any school of recognized standing and �own
thoroughness in the work it requires. The number and extent of
these credits depend on the course of study in said school, the
teachers under whom the work was done, and whether It covers
the requirements here. The text book used, and especially the
school, and the education and experience of the teacher under
whom the work was done are the Items of Importance to us when
allowing credits. Correspondence before.hand Is always the safer
plan for the applicant tor credits to adopt. Write the president of
this school direct.
Those holding First Grade county certificates lssu<'d under the
new West Virginia law, and any experienced teacher holding a Flret
grade certtncate or Its equivalent, wlJI receive credits on the follow
ing subjects, provided be bas made 90 per cent or above on these
subjects, and provided further that his work as student here Indicates
that his scholohshlp Is of such proficiency as wlll justify our giving
these credits, and provided finally, that our "Pnrollel Reading'"
requirements be complied with: 1. Written Arlthmetlc. 2. Mental
Arithmetic. 3. Geography. 4. U. S. History.
6. General History.
6. Penmanship. 7. Boolrkeeplng.
8. Physiology. 9. Orthoraphy.
These credits merely excuse the applicant from pursuing these
subjects here In school, but do not excuse him from the final ex
aminations on Written Arithmetic, Mental Arithmetic, Geogra.phy,
U. S. History, English Grammar, and Orthography, nor do they ex
CUH l)Jm from tha require,\ rel\cllnglf o� Georraphr aiid t7, 8,
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History, see "'Parallel Readings" of the pages foJJowlng. Final
examinations are required only of those who are candlllates for
graduation, but '"Parallel Readings" apply to all who ask for credits
whether they graduate or not.
Credits will not be given on Roman history, and English history,
unless these subjects have been completed In a good school, under
a good teacher of history, In separate text books. 'fhe work on
these subjects In General history wllI not be accepted as work on
Roman and Engllsh history. Our students are required to use
separate texts on Roman and English history. Credit on Greek
history will be given those who have made a grade of 90 on general
history In the West Virginia state uniform examinations, and to those
who can furnish satisfactory grades for work dono on this subject
In general history.
Credits wlll be given on any other subject in the normal or
academic courses whenever the applicant for credits can produce a
written statement from a school whose work can be approved.
Blanke are furnished applicants, who may send them to the schools
where the work was done, for filling out and !or signature. On
receiving credits, entry le made on our grade book stating where
the accredited work was done, so that in case the applicant
afterward prove deftclent In the subjects on which credits have
been given, we may discontinue that school as an accredited one,
or refer the one who discovers the Imperfection, to our records to
show that the work was not done here.
No student, however, no matter how many credits he may have,
la permitted to graduate without having spent one full year at this
school, except by special permission of the state board, and thl&
must be hla Junior or eenlor year.
The "Final Examinations" In written artlthmetlc, mental arithme
Uc. geography, U. 8. history, English grammar and orthography
referred to a few paragraphs above are by no means severe, except
the one In orthography (which Is not a mere pastime). They are
brief, simple, straightforward, having In view merely the finding
out whether we could recommend those taking them, should occasion
arise, for positions of any kind, or to some higher Institutions. No
attempt Is made to embarrass lhe applicant. If, however, the results
of theae very simple examinations show that any applicant for
aentor honors le seriously lacking In the fundamentals of these
aubJeeta, some additional work may be required; this would de110nd on how serious the lack of knowledge on these subjects
proved to be.
FEES:-The only fee required of West Virginia students for
entertq the Nonual l'Dd Academic department• 11 th1:1 "Enroll•

\

\
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ment Fee," $2.50 per term, which Is payable at the opening of each
term,fall, winter and spring, AND IS NEVER REFUNDED, NO
MATTER HOW SHORT A TI.ME THB STUDENT MAY REMAIN IN
SCHOOL. Thia fee la alwaya payable In advance and ahould be
brought when the student presents hlmself for enrollment, a• It la
the receipt for this fee which must be presented to the teacher
before the atudent can enter his classes.
The fee for the summer term In the Normal and Academic de
partment is $6.00, payable In advance, and Is not returnable except
In case of continued and severe illness. The reason the fee for the
summer term Is more than the fees for the other terms ls because
the Instructors who have charge of the summer term are not salarl•
ed tor th:i. term by the state, hence receive no remuneration tor
their services except from this fee.
The fees for the Model School are as follows:
In cases where three or more children come from the same
family the rates hereafter will be,
Each chJld, per year .................................$10.00
In cases where there are but two children from the same family
the rates will be,
Each child, per year ................................. $12.50
In cases where but one child comes from each home the rates
will be, per year: ........................................$15.00
These tees will be payable In advance tor the full year, Instead
of by the term, as heretofore.
The fees for entrance to the Normal and Academic departments
for the fall, winter and spring terms, go to help defray the current
expenses of the school, while the $5.00 fees payable at the open
Ing of the summer term go to pay the teachers for tbat term, they
having no other source of remuneration for said term as stated
above.
The fees charged for entrance to the Model School go toward
paying the salaries of the teachers of that school, also !or purchasing
e�11lpment, library books, etc., for the children In the Model SchooL
Students from other states who wish to enter the Normal and
Academic departments for the fall, winter and spring terms, pay,
ln addition to the "enrollment fee "' ($2.50 per term), a "tu!Uon
tee" of $6.00 per term, thus making their total fees for these three
terms $8.50 per term; but they are admitted to the summer term
on exactly the same basis as students from West Virginia, $6.00.
For the amount of the fees In the departments of Art, expres•
11lon and Music, see under "Contents" In front of book for pages
on which the work of the■e departments 11 outlined.

t

PART III.
COURSES OF STUDY
Preparatory Work to Each of the Four Courses
FALL TERM
Arithmetic I.
English Grammar I.
Geography I.
U. S. History I.
Spelling

wmTER TERM
Arithmetic IJ.
English Grammar II.
Geography II.
U.S. Ilibtory II.
Spelling
Mental Arithmetic I.

SPRING TERM
Arithmetic III.
English Gra= ar III.
Geography Ill.
Physiology
Spelling
Meotul Arithmetic II.
Bookkeeping

FRESHMAN YEAR

0

t.)

;a

�0

..

II:;

I ..

..:a�

eo

it)
•

I
�

1

u

J

j

FALL TERM
Hebrew History

WINTER TERM
Orieutnl and Greek
History
English Gmmmar IV. English Grammar v.
Latin I.
tin II.
Conimercial Gcogriv
Algebra I.
pby
Drawing
Drawing
Hebrew History
· -inntal and Greek
l:tt�lll
English Grammar IV. Engfo1h (] rammar V.
Lntin I., German I.
Latin II., German 11.
or J,'rench I.
or French II.
Co•1.merci11l GeogAlgebra I.
rarity
Drawing
Drawing
Hebrew History
Oriental and Greek
Historv
�&sh Grammar IV. English Grammar V.
Lat10 1..
Latin II.
Commercial GeugAlgebra I.
rapby
Drawing
Drnwing
Bilbrew History
Oriental and Greek
lli�tory
ED!tlillh O rammar IV Ene:lish Grammar V.
Latin I., or
Latin II., or
German I.
German TT.
C'-0mruercial GeogAlgebra I.
raphy
Drawing
Drawing

SPRING TERM
Roman History
Engli�h Gramma r VI.
Latin III.
Algebra II.
Drawing
Roman History
English Grammar VI.
....... : TII.,German III.
or F reorb Ill.
Algebra II.
Dr:rn;ng
Roman History
En�lish Grammar VI.
Lattn III.
Algebra IJ.
Drawing
Roman History
En�lish Grrunml\r VI .
Ll\tm III., or
German III.
Algebra. II.
Drawing
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SOPHOMORE YEAR

�.,
Be?
::,
oo
IZ.c..>

...

.,

English lTislory l. or
Mcdiae,·al History
Rhetoric I.
Latin IV.
A l�cb rn. Ill.
Drawing

En�liRh llislory 11. or
Modt>rn History
Rhetoric IL
Lntin V.
A�ebrn IV.
Dra,,ing

�

English History I. or En!,(lish nistory TI. or
Medistevfll Ui�tory
Modern Histo1y
Rhetc,ric I.
Rhetoric 11.
� � Latin IV., nerman IV. Latin V., German V.
or 1"rcT1cb IV.
or French V.
1;'0
Algeh_ra III.
Algebra IV.
�
� Dra"'ing
Drawing
- Engli1<h History f�Euglishnistory JI.,
Mcclineval History
o r Modern History
u .,
Rhetoric JI.
·;;; e? Rhetoric L
g Lat.in IV. or Greek I. Latin V. or Greek II.
uc..> Algebra III.
Algehra JV.
Drawing
Dra\\ing

e., -.;,�

:a
:a

...,3
..
a..

Enp:Jish History L, or
l\f!'Cliaeval History
Rhetoric I.
Latin IV., German IV.
or French I.
Algebra III.
Drawing

0

c..>
u

·;:;
Cl)

----

..
::,

0

c..>

]

0

;z;

�,

., .,

C 0

,..c..>

1

::a ;.,

3

]�,

••

�0

c..>
u
·;;;

:a

u

English History II., or
Modern Histo1y
Rhetoric 1 [.
Latin V., German V.
or Frenoh II.
Algebra IV.
Drawing

E

Hislo,·y of <lucation
Rhctorir Ill.
Latin VI.
Botun"
Drawing
Botany
Rhetoric III.
Latin Vl., German VI.
or French V l.
Algebra V.
Drawing
Rht>toric III.
Latin VI.or Greek III.
Algebra, V.
Dra,�ing
Botm1y
Rhetoric TI1.
Latin VJ., German VI .
or Fnmch III.
Algcbm V.
Drawinir

JUNIOR YEAR

Zoology

Physiogmphy

Junior English I.
PhyRicR 1., or
('hrmislry I.
Geometry I.

Junior En�lish Tl.
Ph_vfiics II., or
Chen,istrv TI.
Geometry II.

l\lanual Arts (2).

Monual ArtR ( 2).

Zoology or :\lgebra VI. I'hysiogrnphy
Junior English J.
Gennan VIT. or
French VIL.
Geometry I.

Junior EnJ?lish U.
Ge>rma11 V LJI. or
French VIl I.
Geometry IT.

Junior Eu�lish I.
Latin VII.
Greek IV.
Geometry J.

J1111ior Enp;li�h IT.
Latin VllI.
Greek V.
Geo:netry II.

Geol�y oud .Mirwraloi:.,ry or Astronomy
Junior L•:n�lish lJ J. ·
J'hysicH 11 L or
Chern isl ry ll L
Geometry TII. or
Economics
Manual Arts (2).

--

--

Geolo<.zy and l\ li ueraloey or A trono111y
Junior Eng� ish JJ f.
German IX. or
Fn>nch CX.
Geometry III. or
Economir·s

-- --

Junior Engli�h III.
Latin IX.
Greek VI.
Geometry !IT .or Geo!ogy and Mineralogy,
or A stronomy, or
Economics.
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TI.
JuniorEnglish
Fr ench V., or German VIII.
Geometry IL

Agriculture mid rForestry, or Domestic
Scicnce&Fornst.ry(5)
Manual Arts tl)
Methods (2)
Psy chology (2)

P erlagogy (5)

Ethics (5)

Manual Arts (1)
.Methods (2)
Psycholc,gy (2)

Manual Art.s (1)
�h:thods (1)
Bducalionnl Psycbology (1)
S<!n1or English III. 5)
Child Dcrnlopment � 1)

Physics I. or Chemistry I.
Senior F.np;li�h I.
Germon X.
Fl'f'nch :X:.

Physicl! II. or Chemistnr TI .
Senior Enitlish II.
German XI.
French XI.

Phvsics III. or Ch emistry Ill.
Senior E�lish III.
German XII.
French XIJ.

Phy11icll J. or Ch emistry I .
Senior English I.
Latin :X:.

Physics IL or Chemistry TI.
Senior Engli..�h II.
Latin XT.
Greek VJU.

I'by�ics 111. or Chemibtry JI).
Renior English 111.
Latin Xll.
Greek TX.

Phy�iC'I II.
f'homi1-try II.
Sphi,rical Trigonomctry
Mechanical Drawin2:(5 )

Physic1:1 TII.
l,hemistry HT.
Analytical Geom e try

I

Plane TrigonomPtry

..9

df

•

Review Work (5)
Te!lehing

..&

u

SENIOR YEAR

Senior English II. (5)
Senior English T. (5)
School Sanitation and Sociology (2)
Architecture (1)
Re view Work (2)
Review Work (I)
Teaching
Teaching

Greek VII .

Cl

,,.

Junior E lish I .
Fr ench I1., or Ge ,mau VII.
Geometry I.

Geo logy nnd Mineralogy or Astronomy
Junior English TII.
Frenth VI., or Germa.n IX.
G eometry III.

Zoology or Algebra VI. Physiography

Agriculture and Forest!')•
Pbwit"..s I.

Chemistry I.

MPchanical Drawing (51 --

TEACHERS' REVIEW WORK
Aritb
, Written .. . .. . ... Any G00d B ook......... · . · .·· · ·
r metit"
e
· · · ··
A ithm f•�, AIental...........Brookq............... .
Boo kkeepmg.... . • • • • . .....Budl,'(et S �tem ........ ... . . . . . . . ..
. ......... ... :
_v
Ci vil Oo,·ernmen t . · ·....... w·11
I ouµ;bby..........................
r�-"""
- hY, po rr
1 1r.a , .. .•. .. . . Anv
• Good Book....········ .... . . . . .
Geog PbY , Phys1ca.
· I ....... .'l'itrr...
.... ... . .. . . . . . ...... . . ...
Ill Z
Patrick''! Le&on1<, or
Oramm� . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . 1 Reed & Kellogg's Higher
� ....... .
LeS!ions. •.
-.:•, ,· ...
,.., •,,,,._ ...

3
3
3
3
3
3

monthR
month�
months
months
months
months

3 months
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History, United States . .... .Any Good Book .......... . . . . . . .. ....
HiRtory, Ancient ...........Any Good Book ........... ...........
History, Grecian........ ......Any Good Book.......... ............
Hi8tory, Roman .............Any Good Book.................. . ...
Ilistory, Eniz:liRh ...........Any Good Book.................. . . . .
Dr awing ..................No Text Re.:juired ......... ........
Ort.holography ......... .....Text Pr<!pared by the President......
Penmanship .... .............Slanting Hand ... . ..................
Physiology ...................Overton........ ........ .... . . ... ....
Theory and Art of Tea.chin.g .White...... ... ............ . . . . . .. .

3 months
3 months
3 months
3 months
3 months
3 months
3 monthR
3 months
3 months
3 month&

NOTES.
1. Three substitutions are allowed in each of the courses; that is,
Three units of any course may be omitted and three other units substituted
therefor, under the following conditions:
(1) No substitutions can be made for the second year of Latin
in the Normal Course.
(2) No substitutions can be made for any of the "professional"
subjects of the normal course; that is, any of the subjects
coming under the Department of Education.
(3) All substitutions of Ancient or Modern Languages must be by
the full year; thnt is, no fewer than three units of a language
will be permitted 88 substitutes.
(4) Groups of units, such 88 Hebrew History{ Greek History,
,
Roman History, Mediaeval History and modern
History,
or Hebrew History, Greek History, Roman History, English
History I., English History II., must not be broken by sub
stitutions . When one of a group is taken all of that group
must be taken.
(5) No substitutions will be permitted without the consent
of both the cln.ss officers and the president, except in such
cases as those of decided disagreement between class officers and
the president (which are not at all likely to occur), in which
case the permission of the pre�ident nlone will be sufficient .
(6) "Groups" of studies are defined ?Y the president and the
head of the department under which the groups occur, and
will be explained upon application to either the president or
the head of the department.
2. Five years of Languages (besides E nglish) that is, 15 units of Ancient
or Modem Languages, are required for graduation in either the CIMsio or the
Modern Laogu�e Course ..
3. To complete a. second course of study and receive a di J?loma. there
from, one must take all the work of said second cour51l uot found m the course
already taken, with permission to substitute three units for three in said second
course; but the three substitutions must not be taken from work already
done in the course already taken. Thttt is to say: aiter one hos taken, sa.y
the Normal Course, nnd \\-ishes to take tho Classic Course. also, one must
take all work required for graduation in the Classic Course not already taken
in the Nonna! Course, and the three substitutions permitted must not come
from work done in the !'iorrnal Course, unless said work was in excess of the
amount required for graduation in the Normal Course, in which case, said
excess work, of course, may be substituted according to rules governing
substitutions.
4. All Nonnal Seninrs who cannot read simple music at eight nnd are
not familiar with those fundamentals of vocal music which a teacher must
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know in order to intelligently assist in teaching music to beginners, arc required
io take work in music covering these fundamentals.
6. :13Y oversight the annual Senior test in Oi:thography was _omitted for
the_ sess1Qn of 1907-'08. That will not occur agam. The test Will hereafter
· :•
be wcluded in the "Review Work" of the courses.
6. The work in Drawing and Manual Arts will be considerably enlarged
and extended, beginning with the session of 1908-'09. This �I 1;1ot af!eci
the amount of work required of the class of 1909, whose work m this subiect
will be the same as that of the clas s of 1908.
. 7. Gradu ates from the Normal Course, after June 1, 1908, rec_eiv� a
" FirstGrade " Certificate good for three years and renewable at the expiration
of that time under certain conditions. This certificate is exactly the same as
a No. 1 certificate granted under the "State Uniform Ex�na�on" SysteIJ?.
8. Five recitations per week (each recitation 45 mmutes_ m length) i_ s
the amount of class work required in all subjects not otherwise marked m
Arabic numerals except "Drawing" in the Freshman and Sophomore years,
which comes but' once per week.

THE WORK
OF THE COURSES OUTLINED BY DEPARTMENTS.

The work of the school is organized under
headings known as departments. These are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Englis h
History
Mathematica
Geology and Biology
Latin
Greek

distinct

7. German

8, French

13. ..Art.

•

thirteen

9. Physics and Chemistry
10. Education
11. Music
12. Expression

In outlining the work under the various departments the plan
adopted Is, to refer to consecutive terms under any subject by means
of Roman numerals. For example: Latin I. means the first term
of the first years work in Latin; Latin II. means the second term
of tho first years work; Latin III. means the third term of the first
:rear's work; Latin IV. means the first term of the second year's work,
and so on up to Latin XII., which means the third term of the fourth
:rear's work.
The same Is true of Greek, German, French, Physics,
Geometry, and all other subjects covering more than one term.
It Will be observed further that "one term" means three months,
&nd that the work ot three montha, or one term, in any subject,-flve
recltatlona per week,-ls referred to by thle school as a •unit."
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ENGLISH.

The continued growth of sentiment favorable to the study of
Engllrh has been recognized In this Jnstltutlon by an additional year
of required work, extending throughout the
senior
year.
Thoroughly articulated courses are offered, covering the grammar, the
Freshman, the Sophomore, the Junior and the Senior years.
PREPARATORY YEAR.
GRAMMAR 1: Elementary,prlnclples of Grammar. The parts ot
speech. Patrick's Lessons In Grammar Is used In this course. Oral
and written composition are constantly emphasized. Oral sentenc� 11.
lustratlve of principles under Immediate study are constructed and
criticized In class. This practical and more technical method Is
expanded Into short story telling In relating anecdotes, tables or
Incidents, In the course of which the instructor may note the un
conscious application of principles under discussion. The written
work of this year consists of a weekly theme, on an assigned subject
within the range of the students experience. These are reviewed
and corrected by the Instructor, returned to the writer with In
dividual or class criticism as the case seems to justify. Another
feature of the year's work consists In a weekly or semi-monthly
discussion of assigned stories. These stories must be short, Interest•
Ing and wholly within the comprehension of the pupll. In these
various ways the formal study of grammar Is lifted out of dead and
deadening routine into a live class exercise. The stimulus of real
growth is felt without the sense of weight and ennui that usually
attn<'hes to formal grammatical detail.
GRAMMAR II: Patrick's lessons In grammar continued. The
parts of speech declension, conjugation, analysis, parsing and punctua
tion. Oral and written composition and study of assigned stories as out
--.,
lined In I.

GRAMMAR Ill: Advanced i:(rammar, nouns, noun clauses,
pronouns, adjectives, adjective clauses, �nalysis and parsing. Oral
and written composition continued. Hawthorne's Wonder Book,
Carpenters' grammar.
FRESHMAN YEAR.

GRAMMAR IV. Addvanced grammar continued. Verbs, Verb phrases,
Infinitives, partlclples, adverbs, preprosltions and conjunctions, analy
sis and parsing. Composition work continued, Re11,ding- Irvlngs Sketch

•
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Book.

Carpenters' grammar.

GRAMMAR V.-THE SENTENCE AND THE PARAGRAPH:

This

Is a course In analysis and composition. The structure of the sen
tence is studied logically by analytic detail. Dally themes consisting
of a single paragraph of fifty to one hundred words form an Impor
tant part of the work of this course. The Vicar of ·wakefield Is read
out of class, and one recitation period of each week is given to a
discussion of the story from the various points of view which lt
atfords. Kimball's English Sentence Is used as far as Infinitives.
GRAMMAR VI.-THE SENTENCE

AND

THE

PARAGRAPH:

Tho analytic study of the sentence completed. Scott's Ivanhoe Is
read out of class, with class treatment as In I. except that topics
will be assigned for special reports. Kimball's English Sentence.

t .

SOPHOMORE YEAR.
RHETORIC I: Exercises in the correct use of nouns and pro
nouns; practice In writing narratives and descriptions (The usual
reQulrement In Composition In Rhetoric I, II, and III, Is a theme of
300 to 400 words twice a week. Occasionally a longer theme Is
substituted for one or more shorter ones;) a study of specimens
of narration and description In good literature; a study of George
Eliot's "Silas Marner" as a narrative with a plol. (Some of the
literature studied In Rhetoric I, II, and III, Is read out of class, and
some of It ls read In class; all of It Is covered by oral and written
exercises that thoroughly test the student's knowledge of the work.)
Text-Jilli's Beginnings of Rhetoric and Composition.
Rhetoric 11: Exercises In the correct use of verbs, adjectl ves,
adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions; a study of the qualities of
expression; pra<·tlce lu wriitng uarralives, descriptions, and ex
positions; a discussion of the forms of poetry; a study of short
selections as specimens of dltl'erent kJnds of versification; a brief
study of Coleridge's "Rirne of the Ancient Mariner" and Shake
speare's "Julius Ceasar." Text-HIii's Beginnings of Rhetoric and
Composition.

t

RHETORIC Ill: A further study of diction and the forms of
compoattlon; practice In writing expositions and arguments; a study
of Macaula7's "Life of Johnson," Burke's "Speech on Conciliation

J
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with America," and shorter selections, with reference to their ex
pository and argumentative features.
Text-Hill's Principles of
Rhetoric.
JUNIOR YEAR.
JUNIOR ENGLISH !.-AMERICAN LITERATURE I: Th1s
course Is mainly historical at the close of which special attention
wlll be given to the writers of the Revolution. The drift of English
Literature in the seventeenth and particularly the eighteenth century
Is held in view for comparative or historical reasons. The course
Is given principally by lecture varied with frequent qulzzea and
discussions. Class discussions are particularly encouraged, and every
effort is made to Insure that vital touch of heart with subject so
necessary In a soulful study ot literature. The library has been
supplemented by numerous reference works. The composition work
of this course consists of minor themes, to be handed in each
alternate Friday, and one major theme of not less than two thous
and words to be handed In at the close of each term. The minor
themes wlll consist of about two hundred words, and are designed
to test the students ability to apply the principles of composition
In his own work. A study Ln class of these principles wlll be made
each Friday, while the student will have had the technical and
practical features of this work previous to the Junior year, yet
the direct application of his knowledge wlll be further Insisted upon
through the Junior and Senior years. The student Is expected to
acquire such readiness In applying the principles of clearness, Mass,
Coherence and Force, that their use wllJ become habitual. Themes
mustratlng these principles wlll be read In class and. critically discuss
ed. Inab!llty to practically apply the principles of composition to
one's own uses and advantage Is too general, and the purpose of
this course ls to bring theory and practice Into such contact that
the memory of the one can be wholly forgotten In the exercise of
the other.
JUNIOR ENGLISH 11.-AMERICAN LITERATURE II: This course
will Include a hand to hand study of the leading American poets
and prose writers. Very little time will be devoted to blagraphlcal
or historical detall . Friday lectures on composition wlll be con
tinued. Minor and Major themes as In course I.

\

JUNIOR ENGLISH 111.-ENGLISH LITERATURE I: This course
that of American literature I, wlll be mainly hlstorlcal and by
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lecture, Morsley's English writers, Stafford Brook's Early English
literature, Sanltobury's and Ten Brink's English llterature afford
ample llbrary reference. Beowuelf is read and discussed in class.
The making of the language, the literature before the conquest and
the AllltraUne, and Metrical romances are studied. Major theme
required.
SENIOR YEAR.
SENIOR ENGLISH !.-ENGLISH LITERATURE 11: Chaucer,
Occlue, Lydgate, Malong, Surrey, Wiatt and Spencer. The develop
ment of the English Drama. Minor and major themes required.
SENIOR ENGLISH 11.-ENGLISH LITERATURE 111. Shakeapeare and Milton. Historical development of eighteenth century
poetry and prose. Minor and Major themes requJred.
SENIOR ENGLISH 111.-ENGLISH LITERATURE IV.

Poetry

of the nineteenth century Bronson's English Poems used In this
course. The course Is designed to Inspire critical and appreciative
tsudy of great English Poems from Lyrical Balla(!s to Passettl.
Minor and Major themes directly applicable to the work in hand
required.
HISTORY.
This department Includes history, civics,
clology.

economics and so•

The history work Includes West Virginia History, United States
matory, Bible History, History of Greece and the Orient, Rome,
Europe and England. Two elementary courses in United States
matory are offered, which students not sufficiently prepared for
berln.nlng the study of ancient history are required to take, State
lllatory, primarily for teachers, Is �fl'ered only during the spring
term. The student must master the text, due emphasis being placed
Ul)On the study of government, and acquire a saUsfactory knowledge
Of hl■torical geography from the use of outline maps, blackboard
dl'awtngs, wall charts, etc. Collateral reading Involving references
to llecondary authorities and selected sources, not less than 600
.,.._ la required. More of this kind of work ls demanded from
a ance
4Y
c1 than from elementary classes. Bl-weekly written report:.
11't lllade u to the amount read. Topics and search questions aro
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assigned for study and written reports, it being the aim to make
this sufficient to necessitate tbe requisite amount of reading, to
stimulate the Interest of tbe student, and to develop the judgment
of the pupil with reference to the importance of leaders, measures,
periods and nations. Lectures are sometimes given, but the time
for class work is principally devoted to quizzes, papers upon topics
previously signed for Investigation, and class discussion.
The work in economics, sociology and civics Is pursued In a
11lmlar way.
The following Is a list of tbe courses given In this department:
1. The United States to 1789.
2. The United States since 1789.
3. The United States.-A teachers' review course.
4. The Bible.-The apostolic period; The Hebrews; the Life of
James.
5. The Orient and Greece.-A survey of the oriental nations
followed by a study of Greece to the fall of Corinth.
6. Rome.-From the beginnings to 800, A. D.
7. The Mediaeval Period.
8. The Modern Period.
9. England to 1603.
10. England Science 1603.
11. West Virginia.
12. Civics.-A study of American government; contrasts with
European forms.
13. Economics,-The principles of political economy.
14. Sociology.-soclety; its development, relationships and prob
lems.
MATHEMATICS.
Book-Keeping. One unit. Text: The Inductive Set of Commer
cial and Industrial Book-keeping. Sadler-Rowe.
This is a budget system, teaching the principles of single and
double entry, the use of the journal, cashbook, ledger, balance sheet,
how to keep a bank account and how to prepare nll papers necessary
In conducting an ordinary retail business.
Mental Arithmetic I. Drill in the four fundamental operations,
factoring, traction_s and tables of weights and measures.
The easy problems are omitted-problems are solved without book
or pencil.
Dubbs' Complete Mental Arithmetic to Section IV., page 125.
Mental Arithmetic 11, Proportion, interest, Involution and evolu•
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tlon, miscellaneous problems. Solution of problems without book
or pe�cll.
Brook's Mental Arithmetic completed, beginning at Section VI.,
page 102.
Arithmetic I. Fractions, declma.l fractions, denominate numbers,
longitude and time. Milne's Standard Arithmetic, pages 99 to 204.
Arithmetic II. Pracuc·a1 measurments of surface, percentage
profit and lose, ta.xes, duties, insurance, interest-partial payments,
discount, stocks and bonds, excha)lge. MIine's Standard Arithmetic,
pages 204 to 311.
Arithmetic I II. Ratio, proportion, involution, evolution-square
and cube root, progressions, divisors and multiplies, circulating dee!•
mals, measurments of solids, metric system. MIine's Standard Arith•
metic, pages 312 to 417.
Algebra I. The four fundamental opei·at!ons, the solution of sim•
pie equations, factoring, divisors and multiples. Milne's Eletnents of
Algebra, to page 90.
Algebra II. Fractions, principles of involution and evolution.
MIine's Elements completed. Factoring. MIine's Academic Algebra,
pages 90 to 114.
Algebra Ill. Divisors and multiples, fractions, complex tractions,
the solution of equations of the ftrst degree containing one or more
unknown quantities. MIine's Academic Algebra, pages 114 to 213.
Algebra IV. Involution and evolution, tract!onal and negative ex
ponents, quadratic equations-simultaneous quadratic equations.
MIine'• Academic Algebra, pages 214 to 324.
Algebra V. Ratio and proportions, the progressions, Imaginary
numbers, elementary treatment of lne(]ualitles, variables, binominal
theorem, u ■e of logarithms, undertermined coefficients, premut:ltion:;
and combinations. MIine'■ Academic Algebra completed.
Geometry I. Plane geometry. Demonstrations of theorems ancl
constructions and demonstrations of problems, Unes, triangles, qund•
rllaterals, polygons and circles. Milne"s Geometry, ·Books I. and 11.
Geometry II. Plane Geometry. Ratio and proportion, demonstra
tions of theorems, contsructlons and demonstrations of problems, In•
eluding lengths of lines and areas of triangles, parallelograms, trape
zoids, regular polygons and circles. MIine" ■ Geometry, Books III., IV.,
V. and VI.
Geometry Ill. Solid Geometry. Dc•monstrntiQns or thrnrenrn and
problems, Including planes, dihedral and pol) heural angles, prisms,
pryamlds, similar and regular polyhedrons, cylinders, cones anu
1pheres. MIine'■ Geometry, Books VII., VITI., IX.

Trl9onomttry I, Plane Trigonometry, Definitions of trlgonometrlo

Il
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functions and ratios, functions of 0, 30, 45, 60, 90. etc., degrees, formu·
las for the sine, cosine, tangent and cotangent of the sum and differ•
ence of two angles, for twice an angle and half an angle, anti-trigo
nometric functions, the use o! trigonometric taoles and the solution of
right and oblique triangles. Wentworth'• Plane Trigonometry.
Trlgononmetry II. Spherical Trigonometry, Deviation of formu
las for right and oblique spherical triangles, Napler'11 rules, slx cases
of oblique triangles, area of spherical triangles, geographical and
a!ltronomlcal problems.
Wentworth's Spherical Trigonometry.
Algebra Vl.-(College Algebra.) The course in College Algebra
includes the following required subjects: Inequalities, indeterminate
equations, mathematical induction, logarithms, undertermlned coeffl•
cients, partial fractions, the general discussions of the blnomlnal theo
rem, the exponential and logarithmic series, theory of equations.
The subjects-convergency of series, summation of lines and deter
Well's University Algebra.
minates, w111 be optional.
Analytical Geometry. Plane Analytical Geometry, co-ordinates,
loci of equations, the straight llne, parallels and perpendiculars
the circle, parabola, ellipse and hyperbola, tangents and normals,
poles and polars. Wentworth's Analytical Geometry.
BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY.
The courses In this department are so arranged that each course
depends upon the one preceedlng It. Students are required to take
the subject In the order named but may follow one or both of the
two divisions.
The courses are given as follows:
BIOLOGY COURSE.
Drawing.
Physiology I.
Botany.
Zoology.
Physiology II.
Forestry.
Agriculture or Domestic Science

GEOLOGY COURSE.
Drawing.
Political Geography.
Commercial Geography.
Physiography.
Mineralogy.
Geology.
Astronomy.

•

GEOLOGY COURSE,
DRAWING: Students are required to take this course In pre
paration for work In science. This course follows the outline of
courses I and II in the Art Department. The foUowlng topics are
emphasized: Principles of free-hand drawing with pencil, pen, and;

•

AT WORK IN THE GEOLOGY LABORATORY.

"
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brush; color; map-drawing; structural drawing; modeling; and block
diagrams.
Polltlcal Geography 1.-North America. 1. The general work In
Geog. I. will be a study of North America. The special point during
the first part of the term will be the agencies which change topo
graphy. A study of the topographic features that occur in the vicinity.
The problems and processes involved ln drainage are illustrated
near school grounds. A general study of glaciation wlll be made
with special application to New England.
From a knowledge of the rocky soil and through the use of pie•
tures and descriptions, a study of rivers, forests, hills, boulders, water
power, and climate of the region in relation to the principal In•
dustries-manufacturing, agricultural and fishing, will be made.
Location of towns and cities as determined by the topographic
causeii will be noted. The rocks in the vicinity will be studied.
2. A study of the topographic regions of the United States with
a special study of the Mississippi basin Industrially consideced: (1)
cotton belt, (2) grain belts, (3) sugar cane belt, ( 4) rice belt, (6)
grazing belt.
3. A study of the entire continent, Including polar and tropical
regions, wlll be continued.
Visits wlll be made to the Industrial plants In the city which
will supplement class room work.
4. During the entire year for political geography, current geogra
phy will have an Important place in the curriculum. A period each
week will be devoted to the study of current events.
5. Expression. Drawings illustrating type scenes of plains,
mountains, arid regions and tundra will be made; also map showing
plateaus and mountains.
Polltlcal Geography II. Eura■l■.-1. What we owe to Eurasia.
2. Location:
Extent
Shape
Coastline.
!. Topography: Location, extent and altitude of mountains,
plateaus and plains.
4. Drainage: Great continental slopes. Location of the Artie,
Pacific, Atlantic, Indian and inland drainage systems.
6. Cllmate: Prevalllng winds. Monsoons. Cause of Monsoons,
Etrect of ocean currents. Areas of heavy precipitation, of little pre
cipitation. Account for these conditions.
6. Vegetation: Location and areas of tundra, forest, steppes,
deserts and "black earth region." Reasons for position of each.
,Effect of each upon human life.
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7. People: Regions where Important civilizations have devel
oped and persisted to the present time.
Conditions favorable to the growth of European civilization, to
the Indian and his civilizations, to the Chinese and his civilizations.
8. Our commercial relations with the leading countries will be
emphasized.
9. Sand models, chalk models, maps, drawings of type scenes
will be an Integral part of the work.
Political Geography 111.-South America, Africa, Australia. 1.
South America: A continent similar to North America in structure,
but dil!ering In Its climatic conditions-hence differing in its agri
cultural, commercial and social relations.
Thll i;:.iwe general plan is followed as in the study of North Ameri
ca. J\Iuseum collection will be used to illustrate the trade relations
between the United States ata.:l South America.
2. Africa: A continent difft:rlng in strnoture from those alMady
studied. A continent greatly retarded in Its development becaus:i
of Its desert conditions, plateau formation, and slightly eroded river
valleys.
Points to be considered, and purpose to bo attained are the same
as in previous study.
3. Australia: A continent similar to South America In location,
but difrering from it in climatic, lndustrl3:l and commer<'ial features.
A study of current events during the year serves to unite all con
tinents with our own.
Commerical Geography: This course comprises a study of the
people in their Industrial and Institutional life, and a comparative
study of the commercial nations. A period each week Is devoted to
the study of current events ralated to the course.
The pupil Is first made acquainted with library methods
of study. Tho following topics are considered. Dewey system of
claslfl.catlon, card catalogues, Indices and bibliographies.
The course is outlined as follows:
1. Natural conditions controllng commerce, the principles of
trade; unequal endowment of regions In advantage of position. In
relief, minerals, soil, climate, character of vegetation, industrial
development.
2. Means of transportation:
Conditions and forces of land
transportation; of water transportation; !unction of water ways In
fixing rates; character and significance of harbors; the logic of ocean
routes.
3. Means of communication:
The postal, the parcels post,
QCN.ll cable•, the telegraph, the telephone, wirele,, tran1tml11lon,
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4. Commodities of the countries ta.ken up 1n topographic sec•
tlons with special reference to the United States.
6. The development of manufacturing, with special reference
to our own country and State.
6. Government revenues from commerce: Direct taxes, Indirect
taxes, tariffs, Internal revenues. Government aids to consular officers,
lighthouses, harbors, navies, subsidies, bounties, publications, fair11,
expositions, commercial museums.
A museum showing the actual material of Commodity fn lta
various stages of preparation of manufacture is to be found on the
third floor.
Physiography: The aim of this course Is to cultfvate the sclen•
tlfic habit of thinking. We accept most of. our knowlcdgo as pure
information. The plan ls to question the student fn such a way
that he wfll have to think out the answer with the lesson as a basis
of thought rather than repeat what has been memorized from a book.
Each student ts required to do this thinking whfle standing that
he may attain self assurance and be an easy thinker. The topics
are taken up In the following order: 1. The Earth as a Globe.
2. The Atmosphere. 3. The Land. 4. The Ocean.
Experiments are performed fn presence of the class. Each
member then writes up the exercise, keeping three points fn vfew
method, observation, and Inference.
It Is proposed to Introduce exercises In the geographical labora
tory. It Is Intended that the pages of questions and directions be
bound with class exercises in the note book. The laboratory Is abund
antly supplied with a globe, maps, relief models, and about a hun
dred topographic folios of the United States Geological survey.
Practice Is given In reading pictures so that the pupil may acquire
ability to Interpret geographical forms.
Excursions are made to Illustrate the general prlnclples.
Mineralogy and Geology: This course Is open to "I.hose only
who have taken physiography. The aim of the first part of the
course 111 to enable the student to know and Identify minerals,
rocks, and soils-their properties, uses, varieties and classlflcatlon.
The student ts expected to do field work andrmake Individual collec
tions. Each student Is furnished with a cabinet of 30 minerals, a
blow-pipe and other necessary appllcances.
The latter part of the term ts devoted to geology proper. The
class work Includes a study of the principles of geology and col
lateral reading.
The laboratory exercises In this part of the course are designed to
Jlluetrate by mea11J1 of rock, and t0Hll1, photographs, maps, alld 11e<>
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tions, the origin lllld mode of occurence of the local formations ot
the state, their Interpretation, and representation. The study of the
coal formation in the state as to economical Importance, varilles,
properties and history of coal age is emphasized.
The field excursions comprise a series of observations upon the
weathering of rocks; the Ohio river phenomena; stratified rocks,
including conglomerates;; sandstones, shales and limestones; folds;
joints; clevage; terraces; ox-bow cutoffs; coal formation; Iron
formation; concretions; dendrites, and a collection of fossils. The
region offers abundant resources for geological study.
ASTRONOMY: To this subject one term, three months, Is
given. ""he object being to give the student an Intelligent grasp of
the fundameutals of astronomy. Moulton is used as a text.
BIOLOGY COURSE.
Physiology I. This course consists of the study of an elemen
tary text book. The practical application of the facts of anatomy
and physiology to personal hygiene are always emphasized. The
text book work ls 111ustrated by charts and drawings. In demon
strating the gross anatomy of organs the Instructor dJssects s·uch
animals as the cat or rabbit. The vital processes in living anJmals
are demonstrated such as the circulation In the web of a frog's
foot, the respiratory movements, the pulse wave, etc. The subject
Is also taught by the aid of a human skeleton, microscopic sections
of tissues, and experiments.
Botany: This course alms to impart to the student an Insight
into the life of plants-dealing with the principal topics in Dolany
structure, functions, habits, classification, distribution, adaptations
and uses.
The practical work In thJs course Is conducted in small sections
under the direct supervision of the head of the department. Each
pupil keeps a record of notes and fully labelled drawings made at t.he
time of original observations. The drawings should aim at sim
plicity, clearness and accurancy. Ko shading Is allowed as it Is
believed that shading of drawings lndlcutes equal shading in the
mind of the observer. Each student is tixpected to gain some fac
ilty In determining the names of plants by tho use of manuals. Con
stant practice is given in dissection by ul:!e ot the simple microscope,
and to a less extent, by the use of the compound microscope. The
methods of teaching the subject matter and the laboratory work in
the public schools ls Illustrated to some extent.
The plants cultivated in the three window gardena of the lab-
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oratory atrord ample material for demonstration. A herbarlum ls
being added to this equipment. The topics for laboratory study
are as follows: The seed, the seedling, the root, the stem, buds,
the leaf, the flower, and the fruit.
These exercises are supplemented, weather permitting, by field
excursions.
Zoology: This course Is designed to give the student a knowl
edge of the general principles of Zoology and to offer a foundation
for physiology. It Includes a discussion of animals as regards their
habits, parts, (structure and function). development and adaptations
to environment. Occasional lectures are given on the most recent
papers related to Zoology.
The laboratory exercises consist of Ii study of material which
Illustrates the principles taught In the class room. The common
representatives of each group of animals are studied and drawn.
Jt Is proposed to dissect the following animals:
Locust, Clam,
Worm, Frog and Pigeon.
Each student is assigned dissecting Instruments and a
locker
In a large, well lighted laboratory on the first floor. Students In
the laboratory also enjoy the advantage of seeing live specimens
close at band, as well as extensive museum collections. Special
emphasis Is placed on Insects and why they are useful or injurious.
There are over a hundred specimens of insects mounted for class
work. The library adds to this rich equipment a complete set of
standard reference books.
Physiology ll:. This course is designed for advanced students
who are particularly lnterest<'d In physiology and also for those
who wish to lay a broad foundauon for the teaching of pllysiolot,y
or the subsequent study of human anatomy as medical students.
The laboratory work Is planned so that students may work out
the results of their own observations. The examination and dis
section of the cat ls taken up In the laboratory coincidenUy wllh
the systematic study for recitation. A part of the laboratory work
consists of the study with the microscope of the minute structure
of the more important tissues and organs of the body. Each student
Is assigned a complete set o! dissecting instruments, a dissecting
pan, and a private drawer. Note books are required which con
tain notes and drawings made In the course of the laboratory work.
Forestry (To be taken with Agriculture: This course will com
prise the study of the trees and shrubs of this region with special
reference to the woodlot. The Identification of trees by external
features will receive considerable attention. It is proposed to have
all the species of trees lo West Virginia represented on the campus
Tbe following toplce will be considered: The characteristics of
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forests; the forests regions of the United States; trees Important
In forestry; care of the woodlot; methods of reproducing forests,
Including pruning and grafting; tree planting; and forest laws of
the United States and West Virginia.
In the field work of this course, excursions will be made to
tracts of forests In the neighborhood of Huntington. Each student
will be given practice In the description of the following: Wood
lots; local species of trees; reproduction cuttings; thinnlngs and
other sorts of Improvement cuttings.
Agriculture: Since agriculture Is based on so many sciences
it Is desirable that It follow Geology, Chemistry, Botany and Zoo
logy. Subjects are selected which concern the plants and animals
that are used on the farm. The following topics are considered:
Soll; Tlllage; Drainage; Irrigation; Fertilizers; Nitrogen problem;
Rotation of crops; Economic Plants; Plant Food; Plant Breeding;
School Gardens; Variation, Heredity and principles of animal breed
ing.
The study of government bulletins Is an Important feature. of the
course. Many reference books have been added to the library.
It Is proposed to make a museum collection to Illustrate com
mon plant diseases. A large collection of the Injurious Insects of
the state Is at the disposal of the students.
Field lessons on soil, crops, grazing, etc., are an Important
element of the course.
ANCIENT LANGUAGES.
In the work of these departments there Is a constant effort to
lead the student to realize the vital connection existing between
English and the classic languages, as well as to appreciate the
literary and historic value of the masterpieces he reads. The best
maps and pictures supplement the class room Instruction. The
library Is well supplied with works for reference and parallell reading.
The work of these departments is thoroughly practical. Thoso
who are fitting themselves to teach ln our public schools may gain
from a careful study of the classics ease, accurancy, and variety
of expression In the use of English, as well as broad mental cul
ture.

LATIN.
The work in Latin covers 4 years, or 12 units, 5 recitations per
week, of 45 minutes each. The first 6 units, covering 2 years, are
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compulsory in the normal course.
Latin I. Beginners' Book, fiirst 34 lessons. Text, Pearson's
Essentials of Latin.
Latin II. Beginners' Book, lessons 35-65 inclusive. Text, Pear
son's Essentials of Latin.
Latin Ill, Beginners' Bool, completed; Caesar's Gallic War, Book
I., first 20 chapters. Texts, Pearson's Essentials of La.tin; Caesar,
Harkness & Forbes; grammar, Bennett.
Latin IV. Caesar's Gallic War, Book I., completed, Book II.
Prose composition, 18 lessons. Texts, Harkness &. Forbes;; grammar,
Bennett; prose composition, Riggs in Latinum.
Latin V. Caesar's Gallic War, Boolrn III. and IV. Prose com
position, 18 lessons. Texts as in Latin IV.
Latin VI. . Cicero against Catiline, Orntlons I., II. and III. Prose
composition, 18 lessons. Texts, Forbes; Prose; Riggs' in Latinum;
Bennett's grammar.
Latin VII. Cicero, 4th oration against Catiline, oration for Poet
Archias and oration for Marcellus; Vergil's Aeneid, Book I., 410 lines.
Prose composition, 10 lessons. Texts, Cicero, Forbes; Vergll, Ben
nett;; prose, Riggs' In Latinum; grammar, B<'nnett.
Latin VI II. Vergil's Aeneid, Boole I. Completed, Books II. and
III. Text, Bennett; grammar, Bennett.
Latin IX. Aenied, Books IV., V., and VI. Text, Bennett; gram
mar, Bennett.
Latin X. Cicero, De Senectute and De Amicitia. Prose composi
tion, 10 lessons.
Latin XI. Horace, selected Odes, Epodes, and Satires; Ars
Poetica.
Latin XII. Livy, Books XXI. and XXII; Prose compoi:iitlon, 10
lessons.
Courses I., II., and III., comprising the work of the first year,
cover pronunciation, inflection, vocabulary, syntax, and easy transla
tion from Latin Into English and English into Latin.
Courses IV. and V. have as their particular obJect facility In
translation. They embrace, as leading to this end, a thorough re
view of inflection and syntax, and a study of the history and geo;;ra
phy involved in Caesar's Commentaries.
In Courses VI. and VII., in addition to the emphasis placed all
the way through on form and syntax, attention is given to the ele•
ments of Cicero's eloquence, and the condition of the Roman com
monwealth.
Courses VIII. and IX. lay particular stress upon scansion, figures,
and mythology.
The efrort, through these nine courses, Is to secure such mastery

�I
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of form and syntax that the works of the authors taken up In courses
X., XI. and XII. may be studied chiefly as vehicles of thought and
masterpieces of literature.
GREEK.

I

I
II
I
I

The work In Greek covers 3 years, or 9 units, 6 recitations per
week, of 45 minutes each.
Greek I. First Greek Book, first 41 lessons. Text, White.
Greek II. First Greek Book, lessons 42-72 Inclusive. Text
White.
Greek Ill. First Greek Book completed; Xenophon's Anabasls,
Book I., first 8 chapters. Text, White; Anabasls, Harper and Wal
lace; grammar,Hadley-Allen.
Greek IV. Anabasls, Book I. completed. Book II. Prose com•
position, 10 lessons. Text, Harper and Wallace;; grammar,Hadley
Allen; prose composition, Gleason.
Greek V. Anabasis, Book III; Homer's Iliad, Book I.; prose com
position, 10 lessons. Texts, Harper and Wallace; Hadley-Allen; Glea
son; Iliad, Seymour.
Greek VI. Iliad, Books Il. and III., with selections from Book
VI. Prose composition, 10 lessons. Texts, Seymour, Hadley-Allen,
4
Gleason.
Greek VII. Lysias and the Minor Poets. Prose composition, 10
lessons.
Greek VIII. Selections from Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xeno
phon's Memorabllla. Prose compositions, 10 lessons.
Greek IX. Plato, Apology and Crito. Prose composition, 10
lessons.
Courses I. and II. Involve thorough drill in pronunciation, accent,
Inflection, and vocabulary.
In Course III. connected translation Is begun, accompanied by a
thorough review of form and syntax. The principal parts of 90 irreg•
ular verbs are memorized.
In Courses IV. and V. an effort is made to get a good working
knowledge of Attic form and Idiom; in Course VI. particular atten·
tion Is given to the Homeric dialect and Idiom, and to figures, scan
sion, and mythology.
Beginning with Course II., sight reading in the New Testament
Is done once a weak. Text, Westcott & Hort.
In the work of the second and third years, a constant effort is
made to lead the student to comprehend and estimate correctly the
literary and ethical merits of the masterpieces he studies; to teach
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him to regard them as , •hlcles of thought, and as a stimulus to clear
thinking.
l'M)OERN LANGUAGES.
GERMAN.

Statement: The a ...cman department has been organized this
ar not only on a literary basis, but also on that of a practical use
the German languag -l. hence the German is constan Uy used In
class-room. Attentn,n is given Uaily in the elementary courses
ronunciatlon and C(1 �versatlon.
In courses IV., V., and VI. difficult passages are sometimes
tr slated, but usually all explanations are made in German.
Th ough drill In comp,.,.tiltlon and Jetter-writing is required and cor
res ndence with Germ4D students ts encouraged.
tress is laid on Ii ierary excellence in courses VII., VIII. and
IX. d an effort is me,lti, by means of a study of the life, manners,
and ustoms the Germ111ns to arouse in the student a desire and
an
erest to continua the study of this language.
urses X., XI. anli XII. in addition to the reading of the
classi involYe much r>Arallel reading in German and original
wrltte work based on the literature and history of the works
German 1 • First German nook. Text, Collar's, first
Exercises /•"llly in pronunciation based on Victor's and
Klingba t's methods.
Ger n II.. Collar', "First Year German" lessons 28-45 In
clusive. Reading, GuE1:ti-er's "Maerchenword, Erzaehlungen," Parts
I. and II. l\Iemorlzing c-f poetry.
111. Colla1 'ii First Year German completed. Reading, ,,
mensee;" Jil.�yse's "L'Arrabita" with written exercises.
of Poetry. �ight reading.
IV. Deuta.:he Grammatik, Text Spanboofd; German
Grammar, homas; Rei.ding and discussion in German, '·Wlllkom
men In De scbland," i•ut, Mosher. Study of idioms.
Duetsh• t.a Germmatik; German Grammar; German
composition,
Study of idioms.
Reading: "Hoeher -us die Kirche," Hillern's Tangenichts
Elchendorf.
German
Same "'rammar work continued.
Reading: "Der N•«e Als Onkel, Schiller;
Sight Reading,
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Vom Rhein" Pope's German Composition; ;Poetry,
"Geschlchten
Hatfield's Lyrics and Ballads."
German VII., VIII and IX. Lesslng's "Mlnna von Barnhelm,"Schll•
ler's "Wilhelm Tell", Goethe's Herman and Dorothea," Hatfield's
"Lyrics and Ballads," Original Composition work.
verman X., XI., XII. Schiller's "Wallenstein's Tod;"
"Nathen der Weise;" Goethe's Egmont; Heine's Poems; Paralle
Reading; Scherer's GeschJchte der deutchen Literature; Goeth
by Carl Heineman, Schiller, Wychgram, Deutsche LitteraturgeschJch
Robert Koenig.
FRENCH.

First Year. Grammar, Otto Bocher. Two hundred pages.
Reading. First term: "Le ChJen du Capltalne," Enault.
Second term. "Mon Oncle et Mon Cure,". La
position work based upon It.
Third term. "La Belle Nlvernaise," Daudet, with
work.
Second Year. Grammar. Otto Bocher, completed.
Reading. First term: "Tartarin sur Les Alpes."
Second term. "Le Roi des Montagues." About.
Second term. "La Tullpe Nolr." Dumas.
and
Third term. "Quatre-Vlngt-Freize." Hugo.
dictation through the year.
Third Year. Grammar reviewed. Reading. Verse an
Special attention given to the works of Hugo, Moliere an
Composition through the year.
Fourth Year. Grammar work In connection with co position
continued. Various of the classics, the selections varying
to year, are read in the fourth year; frequent drills in sig
and composition based upon the classic being studied a
literature
distinctive feature of the work. French literature as
receives liberal attention In this year, and French autho and their
t study of
writlngs receive Individual attention 1n addition to
French literature as a whole.
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
A year Is given to each of these subjects. Indivld 1 laboratory
all students.
work, from two to tour periods a week, Is required
A laboratory tee of one dollar a term In Physics an
term in Chemistry Is required. An additional fee fo
amount of breakage due to carelessness will be ch
oratory has just been fully equJpped with abundadn apparatus and
Individual desks with gas and water for a class of xteen students
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working at once. In Pii.yslcs at least thirty-five experiments of a
quantitative nature are required and the most exacting requirements
of the colleges such as those of the College Entrance. Examination
Board, are fuJiy met. 'J•he course does not rest satisfied with thie,
however. A large amount of qualitative experimentation ls done to
add Interest to the sul,ject and give future teachers skill In the
manipulation of apparat 11s. The work in Chemistry is similar ex
cept that it ls more la11:ely qualitative and should If possible pre
cede that In Physics. More attention can be given to the needs of
future grade teachers M the college requirements are much Iese
exacting than in Physlc-s. In both subjects the Industrial side l1
strongly emphasized. N1 JDerous excursions are made, such as to the
ice plant, the power ho•tse, pottery, glass works, locomotive shop1
about town, and the st,,i,el works at Ashland. Those Intending to
teach are encouraged to give talks Illustrated by experiment to the
younger classes.
The text books used -.re Millikan and Gale's Physics and Newell's
Descriptive Chemistry.

EDUCATION.
The work of this der,artment Includes:
1. Ethics.
2. Pedagogy.
3. Methods o:f TeachJng.
4. Phychology, Purn and applied.
6. Child Developmeut.
6. History of Educztlon.
7. School Sanitation and Architecture.
8. School AdminlstJ'>\ti0n and Supervision.
9. Practice In Tcacll.lng.
10. School Visiting.
11. Sight Reading in Music.
12. Drawing and Colflt Work.
13. Manual Arts.
14. Special Lectures.
15. Library Work.
16. Orthography.
17. The Seminaries.
li. The Model Scho«l'l

ETHICS.
Theoretical ethics 1, .considered at first with a view to finding
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the nature and authority of the moral standard. This is followed
by a consideration of the practical side as applied to the ll!e of the
individual and to tne moral training of children. Especial effort is
made to Impress upon teachers the need In our schools for the ethics
which make for clean, wholesome and sane living. Mackenzles'
Manual ot Ethics Is the class text. The required readings Include
many books by the best authorities of the day.
PEDAGOGY.

This subject Is treated from a psycologlcal point of view, since
we believe this to be the basis of au true pedagogy. The principles
of teaching are discussed especially from the standpoint of their
bearing upon general and class-room methods. The text Is Boyer'•
Pedagogy. The required readings are from the best practical
educators of the day.
METHODS.

The work In Pedagogy Is supplemented throughout the year by
lectures upon the teaching of every subject Included in the com
mon school curriculum. Members of the class are encouraged to ask
questions and to discuss, In class, their own methods and experl•
ences, and to compare notes as to results, thereby gaining mutual
The advantages of these lectures and discussions are seen
benefit.
once in the work of the student teachers In the Model School.
J\Jany texts are used as references upon the various subjects dis
cussed.
PSYCHOLOGY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT.

In the fall and winter terms, lecture courses are given In pure
Psychology, dealing especially with the subjects of habit, attention,
heredity, wlll, Instinct and emotion.
These courses are followed by one In Educational Psychology,
applying the principles considered lmmedl1¢ely to the education of
the child.
The subject of Child Study follows, ba�d upon the previous
work. Here, Tracy's •Psychology of Childhood Is used. All of these
courses are supplemented by a large amount of required reading.
HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

In this course the purpose Is to give students a general know!•
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edge of some of the most Important epochs ln educational progress,
by means of a study of the Jives of famous early educators. The
advantages of the course are two-fold : inspiration comes from
famJllarity with the teachings and experiences of the pioneers, and
a knowledge of their mistakes and failures serves as a safeguard to
the young teacher. The text-books used are Seelyes' History of
Education and Quick'• Educatlonal Reformers. A large amount of
required reading is added.
SCHOOL SANITATION AND ARCHITECTURE.
The work under this head is made somewhat comprehensive,
including art in several forms, especially In the way of school
room ornamentation, also landscape gardening, as well as the leading
topics falling under this subject,-archltecture pure and simple,
heating, venttlatlng, outhouses, &c. Balley and Burrage ls used as
a text.
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION.
This work continues throughout the year In connection with
the training work In the Model School, and ln connection with the
work In methods In Pedagogy Seminary special lectures on the
subject are given by the head of the department.
THE TRAINING WORK.
The opportunity for observing and sharing In the
actual
teaching of children belongs only to those Institutions which are
able to support a model school. That the requirements at Marshall
College are rigid only goes to show the high estimate which is
placed upon an opportunity of this kind. Normal seniors who are ex
perienced teachers are obliged to give to this work a period a day
for at least one term. Those without experience must give a period
a day, for a year, to observation and teaching. Many gladly spend
much more than the required time for the sake of the practice.
We regard the Model School as the laboratory of the training de
partment, for the young teacher.
It Is not enough to listen to and absorb the theories of the
Instructor, he should have a chance to observe for himself the
practical working of these theories. Not only this, he should have
as wide and comprehensive a view as possible. Here the model
achool plays a most Important part. No amount of theory or
observation takes the place of actual practice.
The teacher who has had little or no experience goes Into
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his flri,t school full of enthusiasm it may bt->, but with many serious
lessons to learn.
It is far better that these lessons be learned as quickly as
po■slble and under the direction of a su\,,ervlsor whose business
it is to find defects and to point them out. He is not left to him
self to learn his lessons through needlessly bitter experience and
an unnecessary expenditure of time ..
It he has entertained too high an eso,nate of his own quali
tlcatlons, this is soon modified by his gNi wing knowledge of the
real demands upon him; on the other hand, ttis more intelligent view
of the problems presented and the possibilities of meeting them
give him a confidence in himself which is jw1tified by the new power
growing within him. He begins to develop rapidly, to throw aside
old prejudices and notions and to form a more accurate estimate
of the requirements of the profession.
We contend, first, last and always, tha.1: Inborn fitness to teach
and power of personality are absolute ess,mtlals, but we also in
sist that careful training Is equally as esseHtial, that It is the only
remedy for the reckless waste of time &1d numberless mistakes
which are the portion of the teacher who enters upon his work
without adequate preparation.
SCHOOL VISITING.
All members of the Normal senior cla,is are required to visit
at least ten schools outside of our own, during the year. These
visits are for the purpose of studying the work of other teachers;
their methods, system, discipline, courses of study and general plan.
A report of each visit is made to the superJntendent of the Training
Department, not with the idea of criticism, but rather in order that
she may see what has been gained by thE! experience. Ten visits
for observations on the class work of our �wn school, and reports
of these visits are required.
SIGHT READING IN M\JSIC.
The course In sight reading ls lntendtti to fit the student for
teaching the elements of music in the public schools. At tho
close of the course he m'ust have some degree of skill in tone per
ception, must know something of the prln� !pies of deep breathing
and breath control, and must be able to vass an examination on
simple technique.
He must also have at his command a good theory of teaching
which he 11 able to put Into practice in khe training of ch11dren,
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and must therefore be able to read simple music at sight.
DRAWING AND COLOR WORK.
The work under this head lncludes,1. Drawing of natural and artificial forms In the fl.at and from
the object.
2. Illustrative drawing.
3. An understanding of color, color mixing and the matching of
tones In art and nature.
The reQulrements are:
1. A thorough understanding of the principles of drawing.
2. Knowledge of the theory of color.
3. The power to present the subject In Its various phases to
grade pupils.
MANUAL ARTS.

All normal seniors are reQulred to take work In manual training,
twice per week, under the Instruction of Prof. Myers, head of the
A.rt department.
The work Includes the following subjects:
1. Clay modellng.

2. Paper Cutting.
3. Card board construction.

6.

Sewing.

6.

Textiles.
7. Stenciling.
8. Venetian Iron work.
. 4. Wood work.
9. Leather tooling and book binding.
SPECIAL LECTURES.
These are divided into two classes; those purely of an academic
nature and those on professional subjects. The speakers are Invited
by the president and the subject named by him, on which the
lectures are to be delivered, for he, after consulting with the
superintendent of the training department, knows best the kind of
lectures needed most. This prevents haphazardness and overdoing
aome themes at the expense of neglected ones.
The list of parallel readings bearing on the educational studies
Will be found In the booklet printed for the students and containing
U.ta of parallel readlng11 on all subjects in all the courses.
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The professional library is unique. We -...ave placed at the com
mand of the young teachers, for study, tl1tt best and latest texts
to be found In all of the subjects taught u,. the graues, as well
as many of the works of the foremost wrJ,,. rs on professional sub
jects. Seniors are encouraged to consult. t tese books and to ac
quaint themselves with their contents In COS!nection with each sub
ject as it Is discussed In this class In ped11gogy, and also to use
them for reference and side helps in teao" lng.
ORTHOGRAPHY.

I

In Orthography the requirements are:
1. Ability to pass the .final test on spe'ir'ng-100 'l'l'ords selected
from a list of 6,000.
2. Ability to pronounce, by the use "f Webster's diacritics,
or orally, 75 out of 100 words sele•·•ed from the vocabulary
of the educated man.
3. Ability to define 100 words selecte� from a !1st of 1,000
4. A fair knowledge of words in the way of word analysis,
synonyms, homonyms, and antony Js, and of vowels, con
sonants, mutes, liquids, and phon.,. 1cs.
5. Famlllarity with the more Important rules of spelling.
THE SEMINARIES.
The senior seminary is modeled after the '"selllinar'-' of the
universities, simpli.fled so as to meet our Jt.'IIE!ds. It ls planned to
develop the habit of reading, the ability ti.> gather together and
logically arrange material for public prese tatlon and the power
to stand before an audience and present a subject clearly and
readily.
The meetings are held on Thursday att,Jrnoons. Once in two
weeks, some Important pedagogical subject r,, offered by a member
for criticism and discussion.
A printed syllabus accompalned by a gr,,d bibliog,·aphy, Is pre
pared and the subject presented orally by 'lle student who Is the
chief speaker of the afternoon.
After the presentation a discussion folltr �s In which all of the
Thie ulscussion includes
members are expected to take part.
criticism of the form of the syllabus, the El"glish used, the subject
matter and of the opinions expressed.
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On alternate Thursdays the current events seminary is held.
Subjects connected with present day interests are discussed
and In addition, reports are made from Congress and the State
Legislature, when in session, and from foreign countries.
At the end of the year all seniors must pass a rigid examina
tion upon the work of the year. Many of the students who have
gone out from Marshall College have united In saying that this
part of their professional training has been more helpful and
effective In Its results than anything elese outside of the actual
laboratory work In teachlhng.

THE MODEL SCHOOL.
The purpose of the Model School as it concerns the normal
students, has already been stated. But what of Its purpose and
advantage In relation to the child?
We aim, first of all, to surround the children with the most
favorable conditions for health. The rooms are large, well-lighted
and well-ventilated. To avoid the unwholesome conditions so
common In crowded school,-rooms, the number Is limited to twenty
In each · room. This insures not oniygood air to breath but free
dom and space for work without nervous strain.
At stated times, fresh drinking water Is brought to the rooms.
Many of the children, at our suggestion, bring their own cups or
glasses from home. Parents, as a rule, cooperate with us in
encouraging the use of separate cups.
'
Personal care and attention are given to the bodlly welfare of
every child, so that physical Irregularities may be detected and
reported at once to the parents.
Moral health, as well as physical, we try to carefully guard.
Every teacher knows the need and the difficulty of precaution In
this particular, wherever children are associated together. We de
mand in our teachers uprightness of character with refinement of
manner. These personal elements, constantly observed and copied
by the child, are quite as Important as pedagogical training. Then
we endeavor to have the chHdren under Immediate supervision
from the time they arrive at the building until they leave it to re
turn home. They are not allowed to wander away by themselves
at recess time, or to congregate in basements or cloakrooms. The
dl!Ierent groups have recess at succesive periods, so that the
older and younger children do not mingle together, for any length
of time. Thus, it Is our purpose to exercise constant watchfulness
over their conversation, and to be awake to the influence of
•v•rr c)I.Ud •• aoon •• be beco,ne1 • �znber ot our 11chool.
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For mental development, It is our aim to use the most modern
methods known today in the educational world. This does not
mean methods which are still in an experimental stage.
While
It Is true that all
methods of teaching which are progressive
must be more or less flexible and experimental, yet we aim to
rollow only those that are based on principles tried and accepted
by the leading educators of the country. To this end the superln•
tendent, each year, visits some one of the large normal-training
Institutions as Columbia, Baltimore, Chicago and others. She
makes a careful examination of the work In each grade, bri:i.glng
back the best suggestions from all, and adopting and applying
them to the Model School.
The supervisor and several of the
teachers have studied recently at teachers" colleges, and they in·
tend to do so each summer, that they may do Intelligent, up-to-date
work.
From time to time, the rooms have been supplied with appll·
ances and aids for the purpose of securing the Interest and happiness
of the children. A few choice pictures from standard subjects
hang on the walls. To these, we hope to make additions each
year.
All kinds of modern kindergarten supplies, kept in a cabinet
furnished for the purpose, are at the service of the teachers of the
first, second and third grades.
SUPERVISION: At the beginning of the present school year the
teaching force was increased
by the addition of a trained and
experienced supervisor for the Model School. This appointment
has been of great benefit to the whole departm1:,nt. The Model
School, its teachers and pupil helpers have come under the direct
supervision of a competent director whose whole time belongs to
them, thus making possible an Intimate knowledge of the detail
work of each room whlch has been hitherto impossible. At the
same tlme, the new arrangement has left the superintendent free
ot give more time to the professional side of the work, to the
individual needs of normal students and to the strengthening and
building up of the entire department.
THE LIBRARY: Another valuable feature of our school is the
model school library, for the exclusive use of the children. With
the help of prominent publlshers of school books, a splendid collec
tion of books has been made suited to children of all ages. These
books range from classic literature of the Greeks and Romans to
juvenile histories of our own country. The volumes have been
catalogued and placed on the sh�lves by our college librarian. They
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are kept in one of the grade rooms and are ttsed for reference by
teachers and pupils, or given out to the children to be read at home.
The eagerness with which the children come for books daily and
the joy with which they go through one after another testifies to the
value of this their own little library. Our pupils also have access to the
college library where Mrs. Myers selects and loans books to them.
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT: In class and group work, we believe
that we have a system which Is unexcelled for the best develop
ment of the child mind. It is based on the principle of the natural
growth, under guidance, of the Individual child. Instead of re
straining and cramping and forcing, untll the chlldrcn :i.rc little
machines, all modeled after one pattern, thinking and acting alike,
we would have each child free and natural, developing in his own
distinct way and retaining his individual personality. The teacher
must guide and suggest, strengthening his weak points and helping
him to see and correct his own mistakes, but always leaving him
free to exercise that originality and love of Investigation which forms
the very germ of mental growth. We wish to turn out children,
not with beads stuffed full of dates and facts, but with the power
to reason and think, and with a love for intellectual pursuits.
This kind of development is Impossible where large numbers
of children are studying the same subject. Free discussion and
original thought are only practicable where numbers are small. The
larger the class, the more dominating and mechanical must be the
control of the teacher.
Just here comes the advantage of group work. With twenty,
or less, cblldren in a room and with the help of our normal seniors,
we are able to know every child intimately and to give him ln
divudial help according to his needs.
DISCIPLINE: Our Ideal of discipline demands implicit obedience
and that obedience, not prompted by the physical superiority of the
teacher, but by the inner self-respect of the child, which recognizes
another respecting self who holds rightful authority over him. With
this sense of deference and courtesy In the child, and sincere sym
pathy on the part of the teacher, conditions are right for the best
kind of discipline.
Very few rules need be made, for the pupil
learns self-control. He knows that In a dJscusslon, two persons
cannot talk at the same time and be heard, that If children leave
their seats at pleasure, they destroy the comfort and well-!Jeing of
the room, that to Interrupt another in conversation is rude and
Ill-mannered. He learns that when he wilfully or thoughtlessly
loses control of himself, certain punishments follow, not as appeasers
qt a teacher's wrath, but as inevitable results of hie getting out of
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harmony with the order of his little community. We aim to make
each group resemble a family group In which the Individuality
and the rights of every member are respected by all the other mem
bers; where each recognizes his place and his responslblllty In up
holding and promoting the weHare of all.
READING: Reading Is a means to an end. The child wants
lo learn to read because he finds that books have something Interest
ing to tell him. The mechanical process, form, Intonation, etc., are
kept subservient to the thought, as far as possible. The child
forms the habit very early, of reading for the purpose of finding or
expressing a thought, not simply to repeat words. This may account
for the remarkable love of reading which seems to characterize
children of the Model School.
The work commences with word and sentence bulldlng. The
first lessons are given lo script from the board, with concrete
lllusratioos of the meaning of the words, then the child passes by
gradual transition to the reading book.
Tho text used through the
first five years Is Arnold and Gilbert's Stopping Stones to Literature.
Constant attention Is given to sight and silent reading throughout
Supplementary material Is gathered from all sources,
the grades.
from myth, fable and folk-lore, geograph� history and th� best
classics. Much emphasis is placed upon
committing poems and
memory gems from the choicest authors.

I

ENGLISH: It Is being surely proved by our own experience In
this country and by the just criticism of visiting foreigners that no
subject in our schools Is so neglected or so abused In the teaching
as that of Engl!sh. Because of this conviction, practice In English
Is given a most Important place In the curriculum.
First of all, because most necessary, every ungrammatical ex
pression used by the chlldren ls noted by the teacher and the
mistake corrected, regardless of the time consumed. In this way the
early habit of speaking correct English Is formed and the proper
foundation la.Id for later training. Original sentence work commences
with the second year and original composition with the third year.
Every effort Is made to encourage the expression of thought, first
orally and then In writing. Stories, poems and descriptions are
reproduced, varied by simple exercises lo the construction of sen
tences. Every composillon and exercise written Is carefully re
viewed by lhe teacher and then corrected by the pupils themselves.
All examination papers are treated In the same manner thus making
them an exercise In Engl!sh as well as a test of scholarship.
When the first text book ls used, in the fifth year, It Is still
supplemented by original work, designed to develop thought and Its
,1preaalon. Patrick'• Lt)Hon• In Lanlf\l&Je 11 the 11rst book u11e4
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and this ls followed by Patrick's Grammar in the seventh and eighth
years. From the first a combination is made with the drawing
lessons, whereby the children do their own Illustrating. This Is
varied by pictures cut from periodicals, only those pictur�s being
used which are copies from the best in art. This union of the draw
Ing and English, resulting In really artistic composilions, adds
greatly lo the interest In the lessons and serves as an inducement
to the best efl'ort.
ORTHOGRAPHY: Practice in spelling supplements the reading
of the first year and ls a dally exercise lhroughout all the grades,
not only In connection with the reading and English but also by
means of separate lessons. The simplest sounds of .the letters are
learned during the first year, and exercises in phonics and the
makin� of quantity from a part of the regular lessons.
Recitations are both oral and written and include the spelling
of geographical and historical names. The first written work is
made part of the writing exercise upon especially prepared paper.
A!ter the first year The Modern Spelling Book ls introduced and used
throughout the grades.
WRITING:
The vertical slant system of writing is used.
During the first two years all English work is done upon paper
especially ruled for the purpose, In order that regular habits in
penmanship may be formed from the beginning.
Much objejction Is made to any syslem of handwriting which
does not vary among adults.
This system, while it insures a certain unUormlty, until the
child has learned to properly estimate the relations between spaces
and the letters occupying them, does not prevent the development
of an individual hand later.
ARITHMETIC: This we try to make practical and real. It
finds Its way Into nearly every other subject. It also correlates
Itself naturally with every form of hand work, from the measuring
and reckoning of card-board construction in the lower grades to
the mechanical drawing and estimating of proportions and materials
In the wood-working class. It Is in the fourth year lhat we begin
to lay stress on drill, the multiplication table, fbi:lng of form, etc.
It Is believed that mental exercises cannot be introduced too
early. The subject of weights and measures is concretely presented
by means of a run cabinet, containing measures and scales, so that
the pupils can actually test the tables for themselves.
Every good device known ls available
for the number work
and by this means It Is prevented from becoming monotonous and
tedious.
Belfield & Brook's Rational Arithmetic Is used during the first
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years by the teacher, but thls book furnishes only a basis for supple
mentary exercises taken from the newest and best texts of the
day. It Is followed by Ray's Elementary Arithmetic, and this by
Milne's Standard Arithmetic in the upper grades. Dally drill In
mental arithmetic Is continued throughout the course.
FRENCH AND GERMAN: We have undertaken to give children
In the model school one .modern language because we believe that
In childhood, when the verbal memory Is strongest, languages are
most easily acquired. It is a matter of observation that a child
taken abroad by his parents for the purpose of learuinz a foreign
tongue will speak It fluently before the parents have mastered the
irregular verbs.
In the study of French and German the Model School has kept
pace with the children's schools belonging to large Institutions of
the country. We otter them In every grade. In the first year, the
children learn to count In these languages soon after they count In
English. The work Is objective and conversational until the fourth
year, when they use an elementary reader. In the sixth grade, they
read stories and bits of good literature.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE: The work In elementary science In•
eludes nature study for all grades, health talks, simple physiology
and hygiene.
For the little ones, Anna Thomas" First School Year Is the
basis of the lessons, supplemented by other texts as they are found
helpful. With the older ones tho best books are read and discussed
and all the children are encouraged to watch and investigate animal
li!e as they see it around them. During the first three years the
course in drawing Is based on the nature study and both correlate
with the English. The drawings of the children are used to mustrate
their composilions and the ideas which arc developed by pencil
and crayon are gained largely from the observation of animals,
fruits and plant life. This is supplemented by stories, pictures and
descriptions.
Elementary talks are given In physiology and hygiene, intended
to prepare the way for the text later.
DRAWING:
The purpose of drawing in this department is
fourfold, viz:
4th. To cultlvatf' expression.
1st. To awaken interest.
2nd. To stimulate observation.
3rd. To develop memory.
All the children are interested In drawing and this Interest Is
deepened by fixing their attention upon the common things with
which they come in contact; they thus develop a keen and unerring
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observation of created things with reference to form, color, action,
feeling, weight, effect and source.
When they have observed these facts for themselves they next
proceed to give expression to their knowledge, and this process
(drawing), compels observation and reflection; it. also develops
imagination, judgment and reason.
The work in the first three grades Is bassed upon and correlates
with nature study and English and Includes memory and Imaginative
drawing. In the higher grades the same work is carried to a greater
degree of perfection with the addition of map-drawing, constructive
drawing and design, light, shade and the study of color In natural
and artificial objects.
GEOGRAPHY: Lessons In geogro.phy commence In the second
year. A fine globe, suspended from the celling by a weight, gives
the children their first Ideas of th'e shape of the earth, the zones,
the continents and main bodies of water with other forms. As
soon as they are in possession of a few fundamental facts, such as
those of directions, distance, the sbape and motions of the earth,
changes In climate and the forms of land and water, they are taken
on an imaginary journey around the globe.
Everything Is mat1e as realistic as possible; pictures are used in
profusion, descriptions of places and people are read or presented
orally, and an earnest effort Is made to develop and fasten the Idea
that the study of geography primarily means the study or real places
and real people.
The history and Englishh of the second year are united with
the geography. A visit to Rome, for example, fumish a chance to
tell the story of Horatius at the Bridge and to read the poem. Then
the story is reproduced as a part of an lilnglish exercise.
All through the course the geography, history ::rncl English are
made to correlate. Frequent stories and descriptions famlllarize
the pupils with the habits and customs of the peoples of t,Jle different
countries.
No maps are used until the fourth year, but a large sand table
furnishes abundant chance for concrete illustration of the surface
of the earth.
Rand and McNally's elementary geography is studied In the
fourth and fifth years, supplemented by outside readings, pictures
and descriptions. In the sixth and seventh years Mltchefl's Geography
Is used. Chalk modeling Is introduced with the first map drawing
and large dissected maps of all the countries supplement text and
globe. Until the sixth year history and geography aflernate with
each other.
HISTORY: As has been noted, the history o! the second and
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the third year correlates with English and geography. Biography,
story and descripttion, read, written and illustrated, hold the Interest
and prepare the way for the text. In the fourth and fifth years Mont•
gomery's Elementary History is used, with outside readings. In all
cases, when a text is furnished, fully half of the recitation period is
spent In reading over and discussing the next day's lesson. The re
citation proper Is considered of Jess Importance than the preparation
of the lesson.
In the sixth and seventh years llfontgomery's History Is studied
and In 1.he eighth year the work is reviewed, It needed. Tests are
frequent and every test Is made also an exercise 1n English.
MUSIC: Song-singing, when properly related to sight-reading Is
of greater value In the musical development of the child than the
study of technique alone. While technique is abstract and beyond
the comprehension of children, songs are to them realities, attractive
and Interesting. The study of song alone, however, cannot bring
about necessary growth in musical understa�ding. We recognize
the Importance of thorough drill In the el�ments of music and In
Hence, the combination of simple melodies with
sight singing.
Interval practice and sight-reading Is followed throughout the
course.
We use the system and books established by the School of
Education In Chicago. Melodies Introduce note reading Instead of
the reverse order.
MANUAL ARTS: Probably no subject In the curriculum has
made more rapid advance In the last twelve years than that of hand
Twelve years ago, It was taught In
work, or .manual training.
comparatively few schools and in most of those, as an experiment.
Now, It has a prominent place In normal and pubUc schools all
over the country. More than this, It has occasioned tne establish
ment of numerous craft schools for the teaching of manual arts
only, and for the training of teachers as specialists In that line.
Today, every school that would keep abreast with the progress of
modern education, must offer to Its pupils some of the various
forms of hand work.
In spite of the fact that this branch of school work has been
so widely adopted, there seems to exist considerable misapprehension
::t!\ to its rurpose and value. If asked why children in elementary and
high school grades are taught wood-work, clay-modeling, sewing,
cooking, cardboard construction, textiles, etc., many would reply
that these occupations amuse and Interest children, or that pretty
and useful articles are me.de, or that the foundation Is laid for trades,
or that children thus learn to respect labor. Now, while these results
do follow the teaching of manual arts, yet all of them together
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would not justify the place that the arts occupy in our school
system. That place could have been gained only because manual
training fills a need In the Intellectual development of the child,
and hence ls founded upon an educational principle.
This principle ls two-fold. First, 1t runs parallel to and Is
closely Interwoven with psychological development. Note the never
ending activity of a normal chlld. His strongest instinct le tor
constant change in the conditions and objects about him. He pulls
his play things apart to make tbem different, to construct some
thing new. It Is this constructive or creative activity In the chfld
that makes hand-work the natural and adquate means of stimulating
and dlrcct:n� n,cntal growth. In learning to control material, to
create something, to make it different from any other that has ever
been made, to make ft beautiful or useful, to overcome difficulties,
the mind becomes alert to direct the hands and to devise ways of
bringing about the desired end. In other words, the mind expresses
itself through the work of the hands. The two are Inseparable in
all natural development. The writer has seen, more than once, a
backward, dull child wake up In arithmetic and other studies because
of the Impetus hlo mind received in working out a problem in wood.
Then, the satisfaction experienced from having made his ideal
tangible and real, is an Incentive for another effort, a little more
difflcun and hence requiring stm more mental activity.
The second aspect of the educational prlnclple upon which
manual training rests, relates to social and economic llfe. The chlld
becomes acquainted with materials and processes which, since the
age of primatlve man, have served to perpetuate the life of the race,
In furnishing food, shelter, and clothing. In hie own efforts, he
experiences some of the struggles through which man has passed.
Jn other words, he gains a knowledge of society first-hand, rather
than accepting facts which have been thought out and prepared
for him by some one else. 1\lore than this, the part that he plays
is not a passive, but an active part. As a member of lhe home, of
the school, of the community, he gains a certain power of Initiative;
and he comes to know his place and his responslblllty In the social
and economic world. A generation ago, lhe home supplied this
element or education, in the domestic occupations necessary to
family life. As modern facilities have, little by litUe, taken the
place of the spinning wheel, the loom, the axe, and the candle, It
has fallen to the school to furnish the child with hand work, thereby
reinforcing mental training with the training of eye and hand, and
at lhe same time gradually adjusting him to his social environment.
ll Is clear, then that the manual arts have not been thrust upon
the school system by reformers ot education. Like all Innovations
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which have genuine value and premanence, they are inevitable;
they have made their way In, to answer a psychological demand, to
fill an educational need. Their rapid advance Is proving, beyond a
question, their right to remain.
The first classes In manual arts In the Model School were begun
last September, at the beginning of the fall term. The work was
placed under the supervision of Mr. Myers, with the as11lstance of the
grade teachers and the normal seniors. Courses were ottered In
paper cuttlng, cardboard construction, wood-work, and sewing, and
the children were allowed to choose the subjects which they wished
to take.
Paper cutting Is especially adapted to young children and was
given to those In the first, second, and third grades. After a story
has been read to children, they long to give expression to the mental
picture they have formed. This they do by cutting or tearing the
various forms out of paper. The variety and orlgluallty of the ob
jects made, show bow each UtUe mind la working In lt11 own peculiar
way. The work was varied by the maklng of articles of doll furni
ture from cardboard, and by sewing In the third grade. The children
there pieced a small bed-quilt for the doll-house which was to be
made later.
The work done In cardboard construction la.Id tli.e foundation
for the other forms of hand work which were to follow It. This
class we� made up of the older children. Among the articles made
were folios for English and art papers, picture frames, calendars,
telephone cards, and match-scratchers. The work Involved careful
measuring, folding, cutting, pasting, and decorating. This Is fun
damental to the later work In wood where exactness In measurement
and in estimating of proportions, ls necessary.
In wood, the boys began with simply a knife, ruler, and sand
paper. But every article made, was carefully planned, and a work
Ing drawing was first made upon paper. This often Involved mathe
matics and laid the foundation for future work in physics and me
chanical drawing. During the first term, five or slx articles, as, a
keyrack, pencil- sharpener, pin-tray, scissors-holder, match-box, and
calender-easel were made, each a little more difficult than the preceed
lng one. All were decorated with the simple designs. The boys were
very enthusiastic in the work. Often, at the end of two hours they
would beg to stay longer, or to take their wood home to finish.
Two classes In sewing were organized for the girls. Bags were
made, simple ones at first, then more and more complicated. They
have been constantly In use by the children since. The making of
these necessitated learning the various kinds of stitches; and the
Improvement made by many of the children was remarkable. Thill
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work was followed by the making of needle-cases. Before the end
of the term, the class had completed many attractive articles to be
used as Christmas gifts.
During the winter term the childten were presented with a pretty
doll, which they call "the school doll." This doll forms the center
of lnterest In nearly all the classes. The sewing class made a com•
plete ward-robe for her, lncludlng unCerclothes, and dresses.
The
girls cut their own paper patterns and, each one will be able to
make clothes for her own doll, and by enlarging the patterns, gar
ments tor herself.
It was found desirable to form a class In wood, for the younger
boys, In the third, fourth and fifth grades.
This class voted to make
a doll house for the school doll. Original plans were offered by
each boy and discussed by all. Records were made of proportions,
materials, and different parts of the house, all this brlnglng Into
use writing, arithmetic, spelling, and English, as well as observation
of architecture. The frame work was put together, and the en·
thuslasm of the workers reached a high pitch.
The children ln the ftrst and second grades made furniture of
cardboard for the house. Tables, chairs, bedsteads, mantels, and oth•
er furnishings are already finished.
Some ot these will be supplanted
later by furniture made of wood. The size of the rooms In the doll
house determines the size of the turnllure, so that all wlll be in
proper proportion. Wall paper has been designed by the children
tor decorating the rooms when the house Is finished.
The older boys In wood undertook a difficult problem In the
shape ot a sand wheel. It was made on the same plan as the over
shot water wheel, the dlfferernce being that sand Is the propelling
force Instead of water. In preparation tor this work, the boys were
given a lesson by Mr. Peck of the physics department In the college,
on the principles of the overshot, the undershot, and tho turbln
wheel. With Mr. Myers, they also visited the planing mill, taking
their order for material with them. With the help of Mr. Morrow,
the owner, they learned how to make out an order. They were taken
Into the engine room where they saw the di!ferent processes by
which wood Is prepared for use In the commercial world. The work
will be of great value to the boys, not only In control over the me
chanical processes, but In the new steps taken in mathematics, me
chanical drawing, and physics.
Clay-modeling, another line ot hand work., was orfered to all the
children above the third grade, both boys and girls. These classes
Promise to be among the most valuable of any yet started. Clay Is
the beat possible medium to awaken in children an Interest In art
N4 biltoT7, Jt glve• exc;ellent Ol)portunlty for originality and !reA•
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dom of expression. They were made acquainted with the material
by modeling bowls, pitchers, cups and saucers, and other articles
with which they are famJilar In their hoIIHls. Each child has made
a tea tile with bis own design, to be glazed and fired and kept by
the children. The clay will serve a most important purpose as
Illustrative of subjects the children are studying in history, llter
ature, and English. It a.lso offers excellent opportunity for work In
decoration and applied design. In the spring term work in textiles
was added. This Included the designing and weaving of rugs for
the doll house and the decoration, by stenciling of curtains, linen
covers and scarfs.
No kind of hand work correlates more naturally than telUles,
with all the subjects of the curriculum and with the other manual arts
Two exhibits of the children's work have been given during the year.
The work In manual arts thus far, confirms us in the conviction that
It has c9me at the right lime, and that It must be carried on steadily
and with enthusiasm, If we would see the best developmAnt of the
Model School.
TEACHERS.
Anna S. Cummings
Department of Educat,on.
Flora E. Pope
Supervisor of Model School
Mrs. Naomi Everett
Advanced French.
Miss Olla Stevenson
German.
El. El. Myers
Department of Art.
Flora E. Pope
Music.
• Mrs. R. J. Largent
Sixth Grade.

Lella Purdy
Sixth Grade.
Winter and Spring Term
Clara :\t. Reed
Seventh and Fifth Grade
Marlon L. Greene
Fourth Grade.
Garnet Sliger
Second and Third Grade
Harriett Ferguson
First Grade
Julia Ryan
Assistant In Art.

• Resigned at end of Fall Term and was succeeded by Miss
Lelia Purdy.
PUPILS IN THE MODEL SCHOOL
Boys- 49,
Bagby, Helen
• Bagby, Louts Garland

!..!.:_______

Glrls- 67.

Total- I·.,

• Le Sage, Frank J.
Le Sage, Luelle F.
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• Cammack, Howard
• Carter, Dayton E.
Carter, El1zabeth
Carter, Thelma E.
• Cavendish, Henry
Cavendish, Marguerite
Cavendish, Virginia
• Clark, Guy
• Connell, Carl
• Corbly, Randall L.
Crouch, Lucile
Cundiff, Catherine M.
• Dabney, Paul M.
• Davidson, Clarence M.
Donovan, Ruth D.
Doolittle, Jean
• Doolittle, Mac
• Emmons, Arthur R.
• Emmons, Carleton S.
Enslow, Florence
• Evans, WIiiiam J.
Farrell, Doris Leota
• Ferguson, Clarence H.
Ferguson, Kathleen
Ferguson, LIiian
Fitch, Anita
Fitch, Mary
(;autler, Kathleen
Gelger, Frances A.
• Gelger, John Walker
• Gorman, Eugean R.
Gregory, Jean
Gue, Mable L.
• Gue, Edward L.
• Gue, Ulpha
Guthrie, Elizabeth
Hagen, Mary
• Hall, Robert Parke
Handlin, Lois
Hawkins, Ellnor
Hicks, Xilpha I.
Jlolllda1, Loulee M,

Le Sage, Ruth M.
• Love, Paul E.
• Macdonald, Donald
Mace, Guelma M.
May, Beulah
• Matthews, Robert P.
McCllntock, Laura
McNeer, Bessie V.
McVay, Hilda G.
• Miller, Craig J.
Myers, Doris
Northcott, Amizetta
Orndorff, LIJlian 0.
Parrott, Helen
Parsons, Janet
• Patterson, Harold
Peters, .Evelyn B.
• Peyton, Harvey D.
• Raney, Vivian
Ries, Lois Adele
Riffle, Lucile C.
• Roberts, Garland
Roberts, Thelma
• Robinson, Elbert B.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanborn, Audrey
Spangler, Jessie J.
Stevens, Alleene
Swentzel, Luther P.
Thornburg, Chas. Irving
Thornburg, Josephine
Van Bibber, Laura
Van Bibber, Lucy Rachel
'Vannaman, Agnes C.
Vickers, James Leonard
Vickers, Lola
Walton, Porter
Walton, Vinson
Watts, Margurite V.
Watts, Vickers
Welder, Carl
Whittaker, El1zabeth
Williams, J'e1&e Howard
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Homrich, Celeste E.
Hoscher, Amanda M.
Ingram, Karl L.
Ingram Marguerite
Jenkins, Emma
Johnston, Emma
Jones, Selden
Kearn, Alice
Kendale, Amelia M.
Kent, Curtis S.
Kent, Geneva C.
Ku-kland, Theodosia W.
Lefkowltch, Allen
Le Sage, Dovel

Wl1llams, Pearl E.
• Williamson, John Vickers
Williamson, Mary
Williamson, Mary Ellen
Wilson, Frances
• Wilson, Louis
Winget, Hilda
• Winget, Walter
• Winters, Andrew
• Winters, Ernest E.
• Wood, John Edmond
Yates, Annie
• Yates, Walter
Zeller, Sylvia P.

• Boys.

DEPARTMENT OF MANUAL ARTS.
Purpose. The work In this department purposes to train the eye
to see, the judgment to appreciate, and the hand to respond with skill
and accuracy, and is developed with reference to the school and school
work. the home and its needs, the community and Its requirements !or
useful citizens. The educational, practical and cultural values of the
!lrts must be kept constantly in mind and well balanced for the best
work.
School. All work accomplished under this department will vital
ize and articulate with as many of the school subjects as possible, for
the student will be prepared to make diagrams, projections, and sec
tions that he wllI use In Physiology, Botany, Zoology, Physics, Geog
raphy and History. The manual arts will aid investigation and quick
en the observation, develop the sense of proportions, quantities and
kinds, will also give the student understanding and skill, and appre
ciation of beauty and truth in works of art and in nature.
Students secure facility in drawing as a language of lllustratlon
which l s of great assistance should they take up teaching as a profes
sion.
Home. In as much as environment plays such an Important part
In the formation of habits of care, economy, order and of good taste,
the home is entllled to c onslderable attention in the way of plans,
decorations, sanitation and surroundings.
Community. The accepted purpose of a common school education
.Is to prepare for good citizenship, that 111, to prepare to take one'11
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place ln the Spiritual, Mental and Industrial activlttes of the com•
munity. Preparation for good citizenship is the aim ot education,
there!ore a man should be able to understand and appreciate the things
that are good and true and beautiful, and also be able to carry these
ideas and ideals into the issues o! everyday li!e through the ability
to plan, dealgn or construct.
Scope. The scope of the work in the Manual Arts ls sufficiently
broad to give taciitty in drawing, representation, construction In the
various materials, color and designing. The psychology of the science
and art of manual expression will parellel the course.
Plan. .All students In the Freshman and Sophomore years wlll
take the same work which will correlate with the other school work
and lay the foundation for the mechanical drawing and Normal courB41
In Junior and Senior years.

MANUAL ARTS COURSE.
Freshman Year.
Principles of free hand drawing
Pla•t drawinc
Color
Object drawlnc
Perspective
Map Drawing
Sophomore

Plant drawlll.g
Object drawlnc
Light and shade
Perspective

Structural Drawinc.
Blackboard sketchinc
Color
Design
Plant drawlnc
Letterinc
Year.
Working drawinca
Map drawing
Color and Design

Junior Normal.

Plant analysis
Color study
Deslcu
Landscape
Object drawing m
light & ■bade

Construction In
card hoard, paper
and wood
Flower painU•c
Color & destp
Steuclllng
Senior Normal.

Advanced study
Flowers, !rults, tree1
Color, ».1tp.

House pla••inc
Landscape-gardeninc

{J{J
Construction
Still ll!e In
light & shade
and color

Marshall CoUege
House decorating
Stenciling

Junior Mecnanlcal.
Geometric drawing
Free hand sketching
Symbols
Use of instruments
Orthographical
Isometrlcal

Projections
Free hand
Sketching
Lett'erinc
Worklnc drawing■
Senior Mechanical.

Working drawings
Patterns
Freehand sketching
Machinery

Blue Printing
Architectural drawing
Machine drawing
Freshman and Sophomore.

The two yea.rs work Is required for admission to either the Junior
or Senior courses unless on examination they are found to be qualified
to enter these advanced courses. The work ot this department must
be treated seriously.
The sperlt of dllettantelsm which still characterizes much of the
work done under the head of art instruction Is most destructive to the
best work in normal schools and will not be tolerated.
Special Clas■ea.
Advanced work In landscape, color and composition , still life In
outline, light and shade and color, drawing from the cast and the llle
model.
Special Teachers Course, per term .................$15.00
Day Cla■s-Work, per term ........................ 16.00
Night Class-Work, per term ........... ..... ... .. 8.00
Day and Night Class-Work, per term .............. 18.00
These rates Include both the Enrollment Fee and the Tuition for
this department . In cases where students have already paid their
Enrollment Fee In order to enter some other department the Tuition
In Art 111:
Day Cla■a-Work, per term, ..........................$13.00
NlliJht Clau-Work, per term , ........ . •. . . ..... .. .. S.00
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Day and Night Class-Work, per term, ..•........... 1�.00
TWO YEAR'S TEACHERS COURSE,
The growing demand !or special teachers in the Manual Arts neces,.
sltates a special course that will prepare not only special teachera
but supervisors.
FIRST YEAR
Plant drawing
Color
Paper !Olding
Map drawing
Landscape composition
Psychology
mstory ot Art
Mediaevlal and Modern History
Object drawing
Perspective
Structural drawing
Working drawing

Cardboard constr11rtlon
Child study
mstory ot Arctletecture
English
Design
Construction
Btenclllng
Weaving
Leather
Pottery
Historic Ornament
Botany

SECOND YEA.ft
Plant analysis
Design
Color Study

Study ot Home and lta
furnishings

Development of Course of atudy for Grade• I, II, Ill.
Drawing from the cast
Working drawings
Mechanical drawing
Lettering

Still-lite drawing
and painting
Cardboard construction

Course of Study for Grades IV, V.
Study ot plants, trees and fl.owers
Color
Design

Study of door yards and parka
School
Sanitation and Decoration

Course of Study for Grades VI, VII, VIII,
Certlfloate Granted on Completion of thl1 Course
Enrollment; Mal• 92. Female 117. Total 209,
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The twentieth century marks a new era in the history and de
velopment of expression, for the art of the spoken word is aurely
and inevitably resuming its rightful place among the great arts
The chief factor which is aiding this growth is the recognition of
technique as a requirement in this, as in all other fine arts.
In expression, just as in every other art or science, "The foun
dation must be stronger than the superstructure." This brings us
to the essential truth, viz: the development must be that or inner
potentialities. Every trace of superficiality must disappear, all in
slncerily and all tendencies that do not emanate !rom the soul or
the speaker, must be overcome. Every gesture, every expression
9t the face, every inflection of the voice Is the Interpretation of the
speaker as the medium of literature. So the first requisite In the
progress of this art, must be a good solid working foundation.
Charles W. Emerson seemed to realize to a greater degree than
other disciples that growth in expression must be accomplished by
gradual stages of development. That only when the basis Is sub
stantial, can the outward form be true. So going back to the old
theory or building a house upon a rock, he formed a definite basis
tor the technique of expression. In brief, the theory rests upon th!■
principle: The soul Is the motive power ot the Individual. The
mind, body and voice are the agents of expression. rt the motive
power is sound, the emanating force w1ll be directed into the proper chan·
nels. As evolution is coming to be one ot the leading factor■ in the
development of the mind, so it forms the foundation theory o! the
technique of expression. "Evolution of Expression is the study by
means of which the student o_f oratory rises to the pertectlon of his
art through successive stages of development." These successive
stages form natural divisions tor the process ot evolution from one
phase of growth to another. This growth must be through each
of the agents ot expression, the mind, the body and the voice. So
the study of expression may be classified under three heads. Read
ing, Physical Culture, and Voice Culture. These combined and
perfected give ,us the objective results, "Interpretation." These
subjects are so co-related that one cannot be separated with satis
factory results from either of the other two. The necessity of train
Ing the body and voice to respond to the action of the mind cannot
be too strongly emphasized.
"The scope of interpretation Inch.ides the development of the
whole being that it may be a faultless medium In the expression ot
tll• author'• thought." It I• e11entlall7 a ■tudy of per■onal develQJ>·
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ment which cannot recognize as legitimate mere tricks of voice and
gesture. The development of imagination, power to think, and emo
tional capacity, cannot fall to be of vital value to every personality.
Therefore In undertaking the study of expression each student
1hould begin with resolution, energy and hopefulness. "Have faith
ln some power outside ot yourself; have just as postlve a faith In
your own posslbUJtles;; have will power and work llke a fiend."
The system of training used In this department Is that taught
ln the Emerson College of Oratory, Boston, Mass.
Students will be given credit for work at Emerson college, to
the following extent:
Class lessons{ Hour for hour, subject for subject.
Private lessons:

Credit for each lesson, two hours each.

After this year the course for graduation will comprise three
years or nine terms of work. (A. terms work ls three months.) On
the completion of the course, diplomas will be awarded.
COURSE OF STUDY.
One class period each week will be given In each of the following
subjects:
FIRST YEAR.
Evolution of Expression (Vols. 1, 2.)
Voice training.
Physical training.
Pantomime
Per■onal Development.
One private lesson.
SECOND YEAR,
Evolution of Expression (Vois. 3, 4.)
Volce and Physical Culture, period alternating
.Analytical study of Hamlet.
Extemporaneous Speaking.
Human Nature.
(a) Character study through llterature and observation.
(b) Construction and reproduction of an original scene.
One private lesson.
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THIRD YEAR.

Poetic Interpretation.
Scene work ln Hamlet.
Interpretative study ot "As You Like It."
Character study continued.
Personal Development.
One private lesson.
(Arrangement ot a play, or book, for presentation.)
In addition, there will be one period every two weeks devoted
to recital work tor both classes. Students wlll present work for
the criticism ot the Instructor. These periods ar� free to visitors.
Text books used: Evolution of Expresslon-C. W. Emerson.
Rolfe's Edition of Shakesperean Plays_
TUITION, PER TERM.
First Year, per term . ....................... $16.00
Second Year, per term ....................... $18.00
Third Year, per term ........................ $20.00
COACHING.
Two private lessons per week, per term ....$10.00
One private lesson per week, per term ......$ 6.00
Single lesson .................................$1.00
ENROLLMENT.
Session of 1907-'08.

Senior Class-Males 0, Females 6, Total 6.
Junior Class-Males 2, Females 7, Total 9.
Special Students-Males 11, Females 19, Total 30.
NET TOTAL 45,
For the academic work required of students ot this department
hereafter, see "Rules and Regulations" under department ot music.

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC,
The
L. J. Corbly, A. B., A. M.,
Flora Ray Hayes, Director,
• Rhoda Crumrine, Senior

Faculty
President.
Teacher of Plano.
Teacher of Plano and History

of
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Music.
Hazel Heather, Plano and Harmony.
Mary Sharp, Plano and Harmony.
Pearl H. Parrott, Voice.
Rose Franks McCllntock, Vlolln.
• (Session of 1908-'09.)

This department has kept pace with the general growth of the
school. It has not only assumed decidedly creditable proportions In
point of enrollment, but has become a very potent Influence on the
llfe and character of the school, an Important and decidedly valuable,
feature of the success of the entire Institution.
Music has becoume, as It should, a part of the very warp and
woof of Marshall College life, and has put the school In closer touch
with the city of Huntington and the state than could have been
possible otherwise. Thie Is but natural; for the school that does
not have music In Its soul, and does not In some way appeal to the
musical In other men's souls ls essentially as lacking in complete
life as ls the Individual.
The world's greatest men,-statesmen, philosophers, scientists,
and llterary masters as well as our masters In music, attest the
value of music as one of the greatest, If not the greatest, of the
arts. Note the following:
"Music Is the essence of order, and leads to all that ls good, just
Plato.
and beautiful."
"Music ls a stimulant to mental expansion."

D'lsraeli

"I verily think and am not ashamed to say, that next to divinity,
Martin Luther.
no art Is comparable to music."
"Music Is God's beet glft to man;; the only art of Heaven given to
earth, the only art of earth we take to Heaven." .
Landor
"Study only the best, for life Is too short to study everything." Bach
"The world le full of musical treasures, but we are not being enriched
Booth.
by these to half the extent we ought to be."
"Music le calculated to compose the mind and fit It for Instruction
Aristides
"It Is In music, perhaps, that the soul most nearly attains the great
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end for whJch, when Inspired by the poetic sentiment, It strugglesthe creation of supernal beauty." ................Edgar Allen Poe.
"We cannot understand a complete education of man without
music."
Jean Paul Richter
"Of all fine arts, music Is that :whlch has most Influence on the
passions, and which the legislator ought the most to encourage
Napoleon Bonaparte
"Would'st thou know If a people be well governed, If Its laws be good
C'onfuclua
or bad:-examlne the music It practices."
"It hath been anciently held and observed that the sense of hear
ing, and the kinds of music have most operation on the manners"
Lord Bacon
"The person who Is unacquainted with the best thJngs among modern
literary productions Is looked upon as uncultivated. We should be
Robert Schumann
at least as advanced as this In music."
Special Advantages.
There are many advantages ottered to a student In a depart
ment of music connected with a college. Opportunities are ottered
for studying In the various other departments, thus securing to
the music student a symmetrical education, llterary and scientific,
aa well as musical. Instruction Is furnished without tuition In a
number of branches, whJle In others, the tuition Is merely nominal.
Building and Equipment.
The Department now occupies the upper floor of the new build
Ing and may boast of the best appointed studios and practice rooms
In the State. A new Recital Hall seating 200 people has just been
provided for lectures and student's recitals. The auditorium, seat
Ing 1,200 people, contains a Chickering Concert Grand Plano.
Faculty Recital•
A aeries of Faculty recitals are given during the year. All the
me.mbers of the Faculty take part In these recitals and music stu
dents are expected to attend them as a part of their Instruction.
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Students' Recitals
Public recitals by students are held every Wednesday afternoon.
These recitals have been establlshed as a means o! developing
confidence ln the student.
The Choral Society
The Choral Society under the direction o! the voice teacher
of the college numbers about sixty members. All students of the
college who can sing are admitted to this Choral Society free o!
charge.
Awards
The "Mozart award," $10.00 in gold, offered annually by L. J.
Corbly, president of the college, ls given to encourage the study
of the history of music and the biography of musicians. An exam•
!nation on these subjects wiJI be given the contestants for this
prize early in May, and will be open only to students of the music
department.
The "Bach award," $10 in gold, offered annually by Miss Crum·
rine, instructor ln piano and harmony, ls given at the close of each
year to the student who excels in playing selected preludes trom
the "Well Tempered CI11:vichord" ot Bach.
The "Beethoven award," $10 In gold, offered annually by Miss
Hayes, instructor in piano and history of music, is given at the
close of each year to the student who excels in playing a sonata
selected from Beethoven.

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Students may enter the Department of Music at any time, but
it is greatly to their interest to enter at the beginning of the term.
Students entering within the first two weeks or a term wm be
charged for the full quarter; ; after that time, for the remainder oC
the term and one week additional.
There will be no deduction tor lessons missed by students, ex•
cept In case of prolonged illness, when the loss Is divided equally
between the student and the school.
The competition for awards is con.fined to those who have
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entered the Department at the opening of the school year.
All music students are expected to attend the reguiar stu
dents' recitals, and to take part In them whenever so assigned;
and to attend all concerts given under the auspices of the Depart
ment. Students are expected to Identify themselves with the various
organizations of the school �nd are required to enter any organi
zation to which they are assigned by teachers.
It Is expected that all students wm take sufficient work-llterary
or music, or both, to occupy their entire time.
Courses of Study
The Department ot Music otters Instruction In each of the
following subjects: Plano, voice, violin, organ, mandolin, ensemble
playing, harmony and history of music.
In Plano
Two courses of study are offered, one of four years, leading to a
teacher's certlflcate and one of five years, leading to an artlst'11
diploma.

Department of Instruction.
Strict adherence to a fixed list of studies Is not required. The
needs of the lndlvldual student are considered and the studies
varied accordingly.
PIANO
First Year
1. Technical Studies.
2. Elmery's Foundation Studies.
3. Gurlitt First Lesson.
4. Gurlltt Opus 187.
6. Selected Compositions.
Second Year
1.
2.
3.

Technical Studies.
K11nz Canons.
Schumann Album for the Young.
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Clementi Sonatinas.
Selected Compositions.
Third Year.

1. Technical Studies.
2. Kullak's Octave Studies.
3. Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues.
4. Bach's Two Part Inventions.
5. Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words.
6. Sonatas by Mozart and Haydn.
7. Selected Compositions.
Junior Year
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Technical Studies.
Moscheles Opus 70.
Kullak's Octave Books IT. and m.
Clementl's Gradus & Parnassum.
Bach's French Suites and Three Part Inventions.
Chopin's Nocturnes.
Sonatas· by Beethoven.
Selected Compositions.
Senior Year

Advanced Technical Studies.
Bach's Well-Tempered Clavichord.
The Greater Sonatas of Beethoven.
Studies by Chopin, He_nselt, and Liszt.
5. Concertos by Masters of the Classic, Romantic and Modern
Schools.
6. Composition by Schubert, Schumann, Chopin, Grieg, Brahms,
MoszkowskJ and others.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Requirements for Certificates and Diplomas
Elementary work in harmony and In the history of music ls
required as a part of the work of the third year.
Candidates for "Teachers' Certificates" must complete the first
four years' work ln the piano course, together with two terms work
In harmony and three terms work in the history of music.
Candidates for diplomas must complete the work of the five
years and must take advam:ed work in HaPmony, Theory and the

-
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History of Music. They are also required to give ln publlc, entirely
trom memory, a recital consisting of only the best standard piano
selection 11.
FEES-Plano and Organ.
All fees are payable by the term In advance. Tuition rates
vary accoi·dlng to the Instructor chosen by the pupil.
With heads of departments the fees are as tolJows:
Fall Term ........ ... . .. ...... .............. .... .. ... .. $18.00
Winter Term .. .. ...................................... 16.00
Spring Term ...................... ............ .. ........ 16.00
Summer Term ........ ...... .. ................. . .......
8.00
With assistant teachers the fees are:
Fall Term ....... ....... ........................ ........ $16.00
Winter Term ...... ...... ........... ................... 14'.00
Spring Term . ...... ....... ... ................. ...... ... 14.00
Summar Term ... .............. ... ...... ........... .... . 7.50
FEES-For Plano and Organ Practice
Charges tor the use of plano11 and organ11 for practice between
lessons, depend, of course, upon the number of hours pupils practice
per day:
Per Term-1
2
3
•
6

6

hour per day In advance ..................$2.00
................... 3.00
4.00
6.06
6.00
7.00
VOICE
First Year

Placing of tones.
Studies from best composers.
English and German Ballads.
Elements of Church Music.
Sight-reading and Part Singing.
Second Year
Studies from the best composers.
Songs by modern composers.
Church music.
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Third Year

Studies from the best composers.
Oratorio and Opera.
Bonga by classical composera.
Normal Tralnlng.
Practice of accompaniment.
Harmony and theory.
History of mu■lc.
The work in voice Includes also the following:
1. Normal ClallB 1n Sight Reading.
2. Choral Club.
S. Choir Singing.
1. NORMAL CLASS IN SIGHT READING:-ln this class stu
dents are taught the intervals by the use of numerals, a thorough
knowledge of time, rhythm, accent, and such other features of vocal
music as w111 give them an intelligent grasp of the fundamentals o!
■ound, and vocal culture.
FEES.-For Voice
Fall Term ............•.............•....•...•...........$18.00
Winter Term ........ ...... ............... • .. . ........•.. 16.00
Spring Term ................................•.......•... 16.00
Summer Term ....•.•......• ...•...•......... •..... ... ... 8.60
VIOLIN
Lessons on this Instrument wm be given by our regular teacher
at the rate of
70 Cent■ Per Le11on
Two leBSona per week; If fewer than two lessons per week are given
the rate 11
75 Cents Per Lenon
Leason.a on the Mandolin and Guitar wlll be given at reasonable
rate■.
HARMONY
Tbe course In Harmony covers one year. It may all be taken
In the third year, or It may be divided among the last three years
of the course.
Harmony I. covers the ftrst twenty lessons in Emery's Elements
of Harmony, supplemented by practical work at the piano. This
course 11 required !pr the completion of the third year work In either
Jlano or voice.
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Harmony II. covers lessons 21 to 41 in Emery's text. Original
work at the piano is required. Candidates for Teachers' Certificates
must completE.> this course.
Harmony III. covers lessons 41 to 64 in Emery's text, supplem•
ented by Bussler's "Practical Harmony at the Piano Forte." Can•
dldates for diplomas must complete the full work in harmony.
FEES-For Harmony

Fall Term ...............................................$6.00
Winter Term ............................................ 6.00
Spring Term ...... ........................................ 6.00
Summer Term ................. . ...... ......... ........... 3.00
HISTORY OF MUSIC
Work in the history of music is begun at the opening of the
third year, and is required throughout this year a.nd throughout the
Junior and Senior Years as a part of the course.
The class in the history of music recites once per week
throughout the Third, Junior and Senior Years.
TEXT BOOKS:
1. Fillmore's "ffistory of Piano Forte Music."
2. Matthews "A Popular History of Music."
In addition to the prescribed texts, reference to the many valuable
books on the history of music found In the college library, le re
quired.
FEES-For the History of Music

Fall Term ................................................$4.00
Winter Term ............... .......................... ... . 3.00
Spring Term ............................................. 3.00
Summer Term ............................................ 2.00
If there be fewer than eight in class the periods will be half an
hour in length.
If there be eight or more in class the periods wlll be one hour
in length.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
Students taking music exclusively are not required to pay any
fees except the fees of the music department.
Pupils who are successful in any competition are not permit•
ted to compete for the same prize again.
Teachers' certificates and diploma, 11,re conferred only on tho11e
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puplls who have completed the regular course of study and passed
the examinations successfully.
Special rates will be made in the following cases:
When more than one person from the same family takes work
In either piano or voice.
When a student takes both piano and voice.
Students wishing to pay all thel.r fees for the full year in ad•
vance will be allowed ten per cent discount.
IMPORTANT: No creditable music school permits students to
graduate now-a-day·s till they have done a certain amount of sub
stantial academic work in addition to their music· requirements,
and we must not fall shorf at Marshall on this score. Accordingly
the following academic requl.rements for music certltlcates and
music diplomas are herewith laid down for future years:
Candidates for Certificates, June, 1909
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
Candidates for Olplomaa, June, 1909.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
3. Rhetoric I., II., and m.
Candidates for Certificates, June, 1910.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
3. Rhetoric I., II., and m.
Candidates for Dlplomas, June, 1910.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
3. Rhetoric I., ri., and m.
German (
( I., II., and m.
or
French (
Candidates for Certificates, June, 1911.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
I. Rhetoric I., II., and m.
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4. Junior English I., n., and m.
6. Psychology.
Candidates for Diplomas, June, 1911.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
3. Rhetoric I., II., and Ill.
4. Junior English I., II., and III.
6. One year o! Ancient or Modern Language.
6. Psychology and Ethics.
Candidates for Certificates, June, 1912.
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

III

All the Preparatory Work.
Freshman and Sophomore English.
Five units of Freshman and Sophomore History.
All the Freshman and Sophomore Science.
One year of Ancient or Modern Language.
Psychology and Ethics.
Candidates for Diplomas, June, 1912.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. All Freshman, Sophomore, ana Junior English.
3. Five units of Freshman and Sophomore Hlatory.
4. All Freshman and Sophomore Science.
6. Two years o! Ancient or Modern Language.
6. Psychology and Ethics.
After the session of 1911-12 all candidates for music certlft•
cates will be required to do the academic work required of 1912
candidates for diplomas, and all the candidates for diplomas after
the session of 1911·12 will be required to do the diploma work for
1912 plus three additional "units" to be selected by the president
of the college.
Candidates for certll\cates and diplomas in the "department of
expression" !or the years 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, and thereafter,
wlll be required to do tho same academic work as is required of
music students for those years.
Candidates for certiftcates and diplomas In the art department,
for the years 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, and thereafter, will be required
to do the same academic work required of the music and exprersslon
students for those years.
NOTE: Any music, expression, or art student m_Bj' substitute
three academic units not named In the above requirements for any
three units in the prescribed lists, provided the president approves
of the 1ub1tltution11 dtaired,

LOOKTNG FROl\1 THE REAR OF '.l'IIE GAJ...:bERY O1� THE AUDI
TORIUM DOWN UPO.:- THE STAGE AND FIRST FLOOR.
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MUSIC ENROLLMENT,

MALE

FEMALE

TOTAL.

4

107

111

Voice
Choral Class
Normal Class

6
0
16

4

172

176

Total In Vocal Division

22

120

Violin
Mandolin

0
1

98

Total In Vlolln Division

1

6

6

27

276

302

Grade I.
Grade II.
Grade III.
Grade IV.
Grade V.
Graduate

Harmony
History ot Music
Total In Plano Division

Total In All Divisions

4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

61
34
14
6
2
1

14
51
14
60
24
6
0

65
34
14
6
2
1

14
51

20
60
40
6
1

EXAMINATIONS.
At the close of the tall and spring terms an entire week Is
set apart tor examination, which are compulsory; that Is, no student
can continue his work during any succeeding term tlll he has passed
his examinations. The only excuse we have yet accepted was that of
continued and severe Illness, in which case a certificate or verbal
report from the physician who attended the student was nesessary.
There might be other extreme cases In which excuses from examl•
Jiatlon could be obtained; JUO■t rules are 1ubJect to 1ome exception•;
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but If a student expects to continue work here or anywhere else
it would be to his advantage to pass his examinations; and If he
refuses to do so without jusifiable excuse he will not only be denied
a special examination but will be dropped from the school.
Students-chiefly teachers from the rural districts whose schools
close before our spring term opens-enter at all times during our
winter term in order that they may get more than one term per
year. Many of these enter so late in the term that they are not pre
pared to take the winter term examinations and if the closing week
of the term be given up to examinations these students who entered
late find a week wherein there are no rcitatlons-almost lost time
to Lheru here on expense. Accordingly we usually have our winter
term examinations in the form of frequent class tests. By this
means those who enter late may pass the tests on those parts of
the texts which they have taken up after _entering and are accom
modated with class work-recitations-up to the very last day of
the term.
And since the vacation between the winter and
spring term is short, only three school days, students entering be
fore the close of the winter term may continue their work uninter
ruptedly to the end of the spring term.
To get one's credits for work during a term when examinations
are given In the form of class tests it Is absolutely necessary that
the student stay till the close of the term; otherwise his name is
not entered on the credit list nor on the grade book of the school
and no report is sent to his _parents unless the principal write a
personal statement as to the general character of the work done.
It Is, therefore, of the very highest importance that the student
study till the close of the term, for sometime, somewhere, in some
way, either here or elsewhere, he will very much need his credits.
Not a year passes but a number of young men and women who
dropped out of the school before the term closed find themselves
In serious need of a statement from the president, of the work
they did here, and write us for the same. It ls a great disappoint
ment to them to find there is no credit here.
In case a student is very sick and we ha,·e proper assurance that
he or she ls too sick to remain in school, tho cause for his withdrawal
s recorded and a general statement of the amount of work done can
be gotten at any time, but no grades can be given.
In case a student drops out of school out of pure laziness or a
few childish pains or other ailments of some kind, no record what
ever Is kept of his work. He usually does not do the kind of worlc
that amounts to enough to record It.
The student will please to remember that If he wish credit for
,vqrk done here his attendance m]Jst be regular and continue tQ
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the very close o! the term except In extreme cases, and the !acuity
must judge as to what cases are extreme.
It may be well to remind new students who enter here that
class attendance Is compulsory; that every absence !rom class is
investigated; that absence !rom class without an excuse which we
can accept will be punished with expulsion I! persisted in; that
when they arrive In Huntington they must enroll at once and proceed
to work; that any student found lounging about the city after ar•
riving is liable to be sent home summarily; that the instructors o!
the school meet weekly and go over the entire list ot students
and know just who are absent and whether absent the entire day;
that the cause for absence Is almost surely Investigated; that when
once here a student must be In school and must he here regularly
and promptly unless h1s excuse will bear investigation; ;that we want
no students who do not come here to work; and that we propose
to get rid of those who will not work.
Attending school ls a bulsness here, not a pastime.
GRADUATION,

A diploma or graduuatlon Is conferred on all who complete
either the Normal, Science, Modern Language, or Ancient Language,
Music, Art or Expression course, with an average per cent o! 80,
and do not !all below 75 on any subject.
No one Is permitted to graduate, however, who has not spent at
least one full year here and the "!ull year" must be either the Junior
or the Senior year.
We caution young people about getting in a hurry to graduate.
Go slowly, do much reading outside your course, do not carry very
heavy work, take part In the social life o! the school, take time
to take care o! your health, always take light enough work to have
some time !or recreation, and especially guard against carrying more
work than can be well done without injuring the health. Take
what work you can do thoroughly well and you will like It better,
will like school better, it will like you better and you and it wm
get very much more out of each other.
Make haste slowly and do your work well, thoroughly well. Get
all possible out o! your school life that can be of value to you
afterward.
A much greater honor is It to graduate than most persons re•
allze, and vastly more to the credit of those who do so. Graduation
means labor, hard, persistent, continuous, systematic labor; It means
courage also, determination, order, system; it means doing, com•
pleUng something valuable and noble; and men and women who do
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and complete things, valuable, useful things, are the men and the
women needed most In the world.
To have It said of a young man or young woman, Indeed a man
or woman of any age, that he or she has graduated at a school of
standing In a city, community, county or state, is to have one victory
recorded to his or her credit which cannot but be worth vastly more
than It cost.
Immediately after the opening of the fall term, each year ,the
"Committee on Graduation" takes up the record of each candidate
for graduation, checks it up and reports to him within two weeks
of the opening of said term what his standing is. It any one Is found
to have more than 15 units against him at that time he Is notified
that he cannot graduate that year, for no one with more than 15
units to make for the year is admitted to the senior class at the
opening of the fall term.
The "senior roll" Is made up at the close of the fall term. At
that time every candidate who has been admitted on trial at the
opening of the fall term is entered on the senior roll or is dropped
finally from the class for that year.
The "senior roll" is called In full faculty meeting four weeks
before commencement day. U, at this roil call, any member of the
class Is found below the "danger line" he Is promptly notified by
the secretary of the faculty and thus Is given one week to "set
himself right" In his credits; at the end of this week the "final senior
roll" is called and the result Is reported to the president of the
class and to the program committee for commencement,
No one could sympathize more truly with a worthy young person
who Is ambitions to graduate than the !acuity of this school; but
all ambition must be founded In reason, and every graduation should
presuppose thoroughness. Graduation must have a meaning besides
the sentiment and pleasure phases that very properly attach to It.
and this additional mean1ng,-lts conditions fully compiled with
must be respected and fulfilled if the sentimental and pleasurable
phases are to maintain their significance.
Our graduates are to be congratulated, as is their alma mater
as well, on the success that has been and continues to be the lot
of most of them.
Many have continued their studies to the completion of some
degree, most of these choosing high class Institutions for completing
their degree courses. We are sorry some of them are choosing
medical schools which are scarcely up to the standard either in the
amount or In the character of the work required, but economy has
been an Item with them. We hope however, that they may remember
that a cheap deg-ree 111 llttle better than no degree at all In recent
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years, and that where they finish their education means almost as
much as how they finish It, at least so with the better lu!orme<I
part of the public. But no matter where they go, good, bard, persist
ent, patient, thorough effort will bring Its rewards.
Our young men are turning their attention prettf largely to
teaching, and are beginning work therein immediately after graduat
ing here, at $60 to $90. per month, a few higher In the salary scale,
some lower, but all of them climbing.
Our young women are getting positions at $50 to $76 per month
as a rule, practically all of them nine months per session.
Good reports are coming from nearly all of them.
We caution both young men and young women about a vain
ambition to "graduate young." This means loss of thoroughness, for
much that Is In our normal course requires maturity of mind to grasp
It lnte11igently. Besides, the publlc Is looking for men and women,
not for boys and girls, to fill paying positions.
Some students who enroll with us seem embarrassea: when we
ask their ages, simply because they are beyond 21, some of them
above 30. We are always pleased to enroll a mature student. It
means , first. as a rule, some one who knows what he is here for, who
will be a worker," who will add to the dignity of tho school, who
will need no discipline, second, It usually means some one with ex
perience In teaching, or some other valuable experience, and hence
some one whom we can recommend for a good position when gradu•
ated, all things else being equal.
Younger students need not rush to complete their course; much
time should be given to reading, (for our library opportunities are
rare), and a good share to the social life of the scliool, the literary
work, etc. It really Is a mistake to ever carry over four regular
studies. When we hear some egotistic student boasting of how many
studies he Is carrying just because the number is "great," and often
adding that he does not have to work hard, our opinion of said
boaster goes down several degrrees at once. It Is a pretty sure sign
of a "soft place" about the capital extremity, and_ a pretty good
Indication that some one Is shirking, skimping, or borrowing, if
not stealing. It would be more to his credit and to the credit of
the school if his remarks were concerning how few studies he was
carrying and how hard he was working on each.
Each year we find that men of Influence, tndeecl the public in
general, attaches more importance to young persons graduating
In some good school before they enter any business, trade, or pro
fession. More and more we find employers of labor referring with
pride to certain of their men being graduates or a good school.
Each year graduation means more to young people, more to
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those who employ young people, more to the public in general, more
to the state, and more to American Institutions.
Just one time in his or her life will the man and the woman of
coming years regret that he or she has not graduated from some
good school offering a good, strong, general course of study which
equips one with a good general education;_ just once, we say, and
that once will be all the remainder of his or her llfe.
Graduate in such a school before the age of 25 If you can, It
you can't then some time, if It be after the age of 40.
We congratulate sincerely every young man who has enough re•
gard tor the needs and duties of citizenship in this Republic, enough
appreciation of himself In the way of developing and training his
mind, enough Jove of country and respect for its needs in every
department of its workings from the humblest laborer to the Presi·
dent of the United States, enough esteem and consideration for the
woman he Is to call his bride and the offspring he may bequeath
to a country that needs clean, honest, cultivated, educated and lo•
dustrlous citizenship as none other has In all history, enough feelings
and sentiments Qf these kinds, we repeat, to educate himself and
to graduate from a good school of general education whether he
has money or not, for there is a way If only a will can be found.
With equal sincerity do we congratulate the young woman who
ts willing to deny herself some of the llner but lighter pleasures
of life, who believes In hard study as an Indispensable training
mentally and morally, wilo has good sense and good judgment
enough to know that education, a good general education, is just as
necessary for one human being as another, regardless of sex, who
has enough pride and ambition to prepare for the best there is in
life !or herself, her we sincerely and earnestly congratulate on her
her determination to graduate.
To such young men and such young women we cheerfully tip
the hat and pay due honor otherwise, ror they are the best hope of
the race, the power that is to enthrone reason as against the mob,
the individuals who are to shape and to direct the destinies of the
American Republic.
No man and no woman In his or her right mtnd ever regretted
that he or she had graduated from a good school offering a good
general education, but hundreds, thousands, millions have regretted
that they did not graduate, are still regretting it, always will regret
lt.
No person who has acquired a good knowledge of Latin
Greek, German, French or any other language, any science, or any
other of the chief studies In our schools ever felt otherwise than
that be would take them again if It were to do over again.
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No sensible man ever regretted learning anything that puts
him in closer touch with man, ancient or modern, with nalure In
any of her manifold forms of revealing herself, with the lower animals
with any part of this universe of space and matter, and with the
great Author of them all, for the more Intimate man becomes with
all these, the more B)rmpathetlc he becomes, the wiser, the nobler,
the more like unto Him who came from humble life In humble
Nazareth to Illustrate what knowledge of the world, of men, and
of God meaneth to the Individual man,-the only means by whlc1'
he can rise to the stature and dignity, and worth, and likeness c
Him In whom knowledge Is complete, the one omniscient.

•

PART IV.
EXPENSES.

I. BOARD.
Board, as spoken ot here, includes room, light, fuel, and food.
In the case ot club board �he room is furnished and cared tor
by the family trom whom the students rent rooms; In the case of
private board this is also true; In College Hall the girls furnish
their towels, soap, and bedding except the mattress; all other things
are furnished them.
The figures given below are taken trom the actual cost tor the
past year, 19 07-'08.
By a "month" below Is usually meant "tour weeks" and not a
"calendar month," although board Is sometimes rated by the calen
dar month, and room rent is almost always so rated.
Board Per Month.
In Clubs ............................. $10.50 to $12.00
1 3.60
In College Hall ...................... . 12.50 to
In Private Families .................. 12.00 to 14.00
Board Per Term.
In
In
In
The

Clubs
$27.50 to $37.00
College Hall ............ '. ......... 36.00 to 4 3.00
Private Families ................. 3 5.00 to 49.00
difference In the total cost of board per term, as shown 1n
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the above 11.gures, is due to the difference In the length of terms,
the fall term being from two and one-half to three and one-half
weeks longer than the winter and the spring terms.
Board Per School Year.
Club Board ....... ......... ......... $ 92.00 to $ 99.00
College Hall ......................... 113.00 to 11 7.00
Private Board . ....... . ......... ..... 1 08.00 to 1 25.00
II. BOOKS.
This Item Is a small one. The school has its own book-store.
Second hand books are kept for sale, also, the custom being that when
a student has completed a text book he may leave it with the college
book-store manager for sale, the price depending of course on
how well the book has been cared for, but varies from 20 to 7 5 per
cent of the original cost. As soon as such second hand book Is sold
the amount realized therefor is handed to the original owner or if
he has gone home In the meantime the amount is forwarded to him.
The cost of books to a student depends:
(1). On whether he wishes to sell any of his books already used.
( 2). On whether he buys new or second hand books.
(3). On whether he Is In our lower, intermediate, or higher
grades, the cost of the higher grade books, such as the sciences,
languages, etc., being �onsiderably more than the cost of the books
used In our lower grades.
About $5.00 ls the average annual cost for books in our lower
grades, and about $8 .00 in the higher ·grades.
Ill. ENROLLMENT.
To all students this fee Is $2.50 per term, payable when the
student enrolls, and Is never refunded. . It ls charged all students
alike, whether from West Virginia or from another state, and ls the
only fee West Virginia students pay-$2.50 per term, or $7.60 per
year-except in cases where they fail to make their term average
of 7 0 per cent, see next section, under tuition.
IV. TUITION.
No tuition Is charged West Virginia students except in the follow
ing Instances:
West Virginia students who fail in any work will be required
to pay tuition for the succeeding term as follows:
1. The student who carries 5 studies will pay $1.20 for each
failure .
2, The 11tudent who carries 4 studies will pay $1.50 tor ea.ch
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failure.
3. The �tudent who carries 3 studies will pay $2.00 tor each
!allure.
Every student is required to carry at least three studies, or pay
tuition, except when the President is satisfied that the student ls
physically uno.ble to do the work. Rate, $2.00 for each study below
three.
Students from other slates pay the $6.00 per term tuition In ad
dition to their enrollment fee.
V. LAUNDRY.

Laundry varies from 75c to $1.60 per month for young men,
according to bow much white and starched clothing one may choose
to wear. For young women It varies from $1.50 to $2.00 per month.
As stated above these are not mere estimates, but the actual
cost as recorded in the accounts gathered from various boarding
clubs, from College Hall, and from the list of private families who
take boarders.
The records further show that the average necessary cost of a
year's schooling at l\1arsball College is less than $125.00.
This, of course, does not include "pin money," clothing, traveling
expenses, entertainments, etc., but these do not come under the
special heading of "necessary expenses," they are necessary whether
at school or at home, except that they amount to more when at
school, owing to the extra attention paid to them.
By "expenses," as outlined above, we have reference to the
regular Normal and Academic courses. Our special courses In which
tuition is charged all students irrespective of what states they come
from, are the special courses In Art, Oratory, Vocal Music and Instru
mental Music. See Part III.
DETAILS CONCERNING BOARD.
I. CLUB BOARD.

This style of boarding has come to be almost the only kind of
board tor boys and young men In the best schools of the country, for
these reasons:
1. It ls cheaper than any other kind. because It is "board at
cost." Private board owing to high rents and the high prices of food
stuffs, has gone beyond the reach of nine-tenths of the young men
who go away from home to school.
2. It is the social way, the college boy's natural way to board.
3. It Is the only way by which young men can have just what
they want,-as much, as little, as cheap, as expensive, when, and
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how-and that means It Is the nearest approach to American ideas
of board.
4. It Is a most potent factor in cultivating a college spirit and
college sentiments and opinions, a means by which college life Is
enabled to assert Itself, to stand out by itself as opposed to the
college lifelessness, the lack of college individuality which character•
izes those schools in large cities where the student body distributes
itself at the close of each day Into so many quiet dens, absorbed
In the greater life of the city, thus giving no opp,ortunity for the
crystallzing of college sentiments and opinions.
6. It has partically all the advantages of private board, since
In this case-club board-the students have their rooms in private
families and come In close touch, in most instances, with the home
life of the family, the only dltl'erence being that, Instead of eating
with the family, thep go to the home of the family that conducts
the club, for their meals. Hence it is necessary to get out of doors
at least three times every day or miss a meal, which is not common
with students. In cases of sickness meals are carried to the student
by friends in the club, and the attention of the mother of the
family where a student rooms is always at command In cases of
Illness.
6. It Is eminently respectable In every waY,, as much so as any
other kind of board, and Is the kind of board all the leading schools
of the country are adopting for young men.
CLUB MANAGERS: These are selected as nearly as possible
from those most In need of financial help, and always from the sen•
!or class If there be a sufficient number In that class really needing
the help, if not then from the junior class; but in selecting them we
feel under no obligation to select some one unsuited to do that
work, no matter how seriously he may need help.
It Is not every young man, by any means, who can successfully
conduct a club, any more than can every man conduct a business
successfully. So, when a ·senior possessed of the requisite quail•
fications cannot be found, a junior will be chosen, or if no junior to
suit, then a lower classman.
A "Club Manager" should have these qualifications:
1. He must be a mature young man, and a thoroughly honest
one.
2. He should be cordial and direct in all his relations.
3. He should be a good business man.
4. He should be economical, cautious, and Industrious. No lazy,
careless, haphazard person should handle a club.
6 ✓ He should be a judge of eatables, a close watcher of the
marljtts, and a close buyer.
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6. He should be a leader, a born one.
7. He should be a good mixer, but not of the political type;
rather of the straightforward business man's type.
8. He should "stand well" among his fellow students and have
the respect o! the faculty.
9. He should be absolutely clean morally and In every other
way.
10. He should be a good collector.
11. His work In school should be of a high order.
12. He should be a good fielder, organizer, and financier.
13. He must be a good student, and a deserving, worthy, young
man.
14. All things else being equal a se0-lor Is first choice, a junior
second choice, a third-years-man third choice, and so on.
Each club manager is, exofflclo, member of the faculty boarding
committee, and as such must assist in whatever ways that commit
tee finds necessary.
Each club manager must also regard himself as assistant to the
president in the field work of the state and Is expected to cooper
ate with hlm,{the president) In such ways as seem best for working
up the attendance of the school.
No student is given a club who has not attended this school
before and proven himself capable.
Each club manager will be expected to keep the president In
formed of any and all irregularities In the club, report the name
place or rooming, and name of family with whom rooming, of every
student Immediately after entering his club; report any changes In
his place of rooming, any misbehavior at the club, or other Irregu
larities the president should know; notify the president Immediately
after any student has left his club and where he has gone, and report
promptly all cases of Illness, all Irregularity in coming to meals.
and any club manager who is found neglectful of any of these duties
wlll be replaced by the next one below him on the list. Weekly
reports must be duly sent In to the president, made out In due form
on blanks furnished managers by the president, and any one failing
to make such reports will be removed as manager.
The boarding committee of the faculty reserve the right to ap
point and to remove for cause all club managers, fix regulations for
the clubs, and rule who may and who may not bvard In a club, it
being the purpose of the committee that only those approved by
them shall take meals at a club. Of course this means that all stu
dents who properly conduct themselves In the club may board there
in, but It does not mean that any one, regardless of his connection
with the school, can do so. And wllen the manager is directed not
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to admit, or longer permit to remain in his club, any person or
persons, such person or persons must be denied admittance at once
on penalty of the removing of the manager or the closing of the
club.
The committee never has interfered to any extent, nor ls It
their purpose to interfere unless it be found necessary, for these
matters should be handled by the students as far as possible. But
the committee reserves the unqualified right to interfere at any
time and to any extent deemed advisable. This Is necessary for the
good of the clubs and of the school.
CLUB MATRONS: Clubs may be opened only at such places
and under such matrons as are approved by the committee. And the
matrons are expected to keep that part of their homes (for all clubs
are in the homes of the club matrons) used by the club in clean,
neat, tidy, and attractive condition, prepare all meals In the best
possible shape, work In harmony with the manager, advise and con
sult with him on all matters pertaining to the club, serve the tables
well and keep the linen ansl other table ware in clean, orderly, and
inviting condition.
They shall also see that all members or the club are orderly
when ln or about the club home, mannerly and gentlemanly in all
their bearing and conversation, and that the atmosphere of the club
shall be as nearly that of a well-regulated home as is possible.
The club matron is also expected to be a lady of sufficient re
finement and carefulness to command the esteem and confidence
of the club, and she is expected to know how to keep the affairs or
the club in the same confidence as a discreet mother would her own
home affalrs. Under no circumstances should a gossipy tongue, a
meddlesome brain, or a careless hand be placed at the head of a
students' club.
II. IN COLLEGE HALL.
THE HALL AND ITS SURROUNDINGS:

On the completion

of the new west section ot the college buildings they formed one
continuous block of five sections facing 400 feet on 3rd Avenue and
College Avenue, 140 feet on 16th Street and 54 feet on 17th Street.
The three west sections are given up exclusively to school work
and the two eastern ones to dormitories for young ladles. These
two eastern, or ladies' dormitory, sections are known as College Hall,
which Includes three wings, arranged in the form of a double cross,
the central divisi�n extending east and west, the eastern and west
ern divisions north and south. The dimensions of theae divisions
or wings are as follows:
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The most eastern one, 26 x 66 feet.
The most western one, 40 x 70 feet.
Tha central one,
40 x 73 feet.
Each wing ls three stories high besides a full basement story
half of which ls above ground, and the knoll on which the buildings
stand, composed of sand, and rolling In every direction from the
buildings, provides such a condition as Is especially favorable for a
basement, it always remaining perfectly dry no matter how wet
the weather. It is the most airy, the most healthful, and in hot
weather the coolest spot in Huntington. It is as well, one of the high
est, commanding a beautiful view in every direction. Approached by
broad, paved walks, by a wide driveway In the rear, and surrounded
by green lawns of exceptional beauty, ornamented with stately old
trees, this school home for girls Is one of rare beauty and attraction,
in the opinion of many visitors the most delightful, as well as the
most beautiful, spot they have ever seen, not overdone by attempts
to make it artistic, but naturally beautiful, and made more so by
judicious contributions to nature's efforts, through the hand of man.
All main hallways extend through both wings, and all floors are
reached by the same stairways-two. On the Third avenue, or front
aide, Is a double veranda, 64 x 14 feet, and on the rear, connected
with the president's rooms, Is one 22 x 8 feet.
'l'he Hall is connected with the regular school buildings on ftrst
floor by means of double doors, which when opened make the school
hall-way continuous with lhe College Hall hall-way, the entire length
being nearly even 400 feet. When the school is not In session these
doors are left open to give the young ladies of the Hall plenty of room
for promenading.
On second and third floors College Hall is not connected with
the school buildings, a heavy brick wall with neither windows nor
doors separating the two above the first floor.
This hall cost, including furniture, $60,000.
The arrangement of the Hall Is as follbws:
The basement ls given up to furnace room, cellar (under dining
room), and laundry.
The first floor ls occupied by two stair-cases tho reception room
matron's room, 'phone room, pantries, kltchen, dining room, hall
ways, and 8 sleeping rooms.
The second floor is occupied by the president's rooms, the guest
room, 16 girls' and teachers' rooms, a bath room, stair-cases, two
cross hall-ways and the main hall.
The third floor is occupied by a bath room, stair-cases, one main
and three cross hall-ways, and 22 girls' and teachers' rooms.
TJie smaller room■ tor 1lrl1 11re 12 x 16 feet: the larger ODl!P
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26 x 18, and there are intermediate sizes.
WHO MAY BOARD IN THE HALL: Some of the lady teachers
board In the hall.
Lady teachers have rooms on first, second and third floors. All
teachers and students have the same arrangements about board, and
all eat at the same time and at the same tables, one or more teachers
at each table.
Only regular students and teachers are allowed to board in the
Hall. Brothers, sisters, parents, and others may visit for a brief
season, but in no case except sickness are they expected to remaiv,
any length of time.
It is a home for lady students and teachers, and is so arranged
that the occupants need not go out in the weather in passing to
and from school, also, that they may have the long hallway for an
exercise space when the daily sessions of school are closed. This
is a great convenience, a most valuable sanitary feature of the girls
school life. Whether It rain or hail or snow, they still have plenty
of room for exercise.
No young gentlemen are admitted to College Hall to room, though
they may, when the dining room is not crowded, take their meals at
the hall.
So much do parents and young ladles appreciate the advantages
and conveniences offered by this Hall, that for four years past all
hope of accommodating every one who calls for room in it has been
abandoned, and each year from twenty-five to fifty have to be turned
away. So numerous have been the calls for room in College Hall
for the last two years that the need for a new hall has grown al
most imperative, and a new one of like size with the one we have,
could be filled the first year if It were only known that we had it.
CONVENIENCES: The building Is heated by steam and lighted
by natural gas.
Hot and cold water is furnished throughout the building, on all
floors, there being an automatic water heater in the basement which
furnishes nine gallons of hot water per minute; this heater is so
regulated that by keeping a small gas jet burning all the time, a
number of other jets are set a-burning the moment a hot water
spigot is opened anywhere In the building, and hot water in abund
ance may be had at any moment night or day.
All bath rooms have hot and cold water connections, the girls'
bath rooms having two bath tubs each, porcelain finish, three wash
bowls in a marble plate and two closets. Earh of these is made
private by Inside screens and doors to the several compartments in
addition to the bath room door, and lhe private bath compartments
have gas jeta.
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Both Mutual and Bell telephone systems are connected with the
Hall, and through these, the Wester n Union and Pos""tal telegraph sys
tem, thus :placing the occupants of the Hali In communication with all
parts of the world. Long distance phone connections are also a con•
venience ot the Hall.
In addition to the two stair-cases as a means of escape in case of
fire, the following are of special value:
1. The large veranda roof, 14 x 62 feet, to which access i1
made by four double windows, two large single windows, and a double
door from which roof escape is easy by ladder or by rope.
2. Through the president's rooms, and the rear veranda, 8 x 22
feet, from which escape is easy by ladder or rope.
3. Two lire escapes, one from each section of the hall, and ex
tending from the third floor windows to the ground.
4. Extending from basement to third floor in each section of
the building, both in the hall and in the school building, are f-inch
water pipes, with a hose 60 feet in length connected with each pipe
on every floor, basement Included, and water pressure sufficient to
throw a flood stream over 200 feet, the pressure being so strong
that It takes two muscular young men to handle each when the
water Is turned on in full force. In case of a stampede there are
three double doors for exit on first floor, two single ones, and !18
large windows, some of them double.
In addition to the conveniences named above the following are
worth considering:
1. Street car connections with all parts of the city and adjoin
Ing towns, the cars passing by the college gate, only 300 feet from
the Hall.
2. The large, beautiful grounds for promenading, athletics and
lounging.
3. The long hallway, 400 feet, for promenading in bad weather.
4. The college library and reading room, which will be open
every Sunday afternoon hereafter, for the ha11 girls, and Is always
open on Saturdays, as well as on school days. This Is on the first
floor of College Hall.
6. The immediate connection of the Hall with the school build
ing, girls thus being able to pass !rom the Hall to class-room, "to go
to school," in short, without going out of doors. So, with all college
entertainments, lectur�s, commencement exercises, etc.
6. The large front veranda, 14 x 62 feet, a luxury indeed, sum
mer and winter.
7. The college parlors, which are open to all Hall students.
ADVANTAG�S:

1, The protect1011 a11sured young ladles against
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undesirable company, male or female.
2. 'fhe sistematizing o! their work. A time to work, a time to
sleep, a time to recreate, etc.
3. The oversight of a preceptress, whose sole duty it ls to care for
the girls, to live !or them.
4. Care and attention when sick.
6. Assistance when shopping.
6. Chaperones who can be trusted to diligently serve the young
ladies.
7. Board at reasonable rates.
8. Opportunities for associating with the instructors of the
school.
9. Facilities for culture in the way of receiving company, pre
paring for company, table manners, hygienic culture, dress, conver•
satlon, etc.
10. Counsel and advice from the president, whose rooms are in
the Hall.
ROOMS: The rooms are furnished with bedtsead, mattreaa, ward
robe, dresser with mirror, chairs, table, light and heat. Students
are required to furnish their own bedding, (except the mattress) their:
own napkins and towels, and keep their rooms clean and in order.
The simplest rules of hygiene demand this arrangement.
All rooms are furnished with drop-light gas lamps with Welsbach
burners, but all breakage of lamp, mantle, or other fixtures, about
the light after girls take possession of a room is paid for by the
occupants of the room.
While there is vecy little difference in the advantage derived
from the location of the various rooms, some preferring one floor,
some another, yet there is some dil'ference in a few instances and
the room rent has been scheduled so as to average these dil'ferences.
It is our opinion, and an opinion formed after having our own rooms
on the second floor of the Hall ever since it was completed, January,
1898-that the third is preferable in every way to the second, un•
less it be in case o.f fire, and with fire escapes on every floor, and
large hose, 60 feet in length; with enormous water pressure for
preventives from danger in this respect, there ls little more danger
on the third than on the second floor.
We should prefer the third floor for three reasons:
It 111
warmer in winter, it Is much more quiet, and, the ventilation ls
vecy much better because the long hallway on that floor extends the
entire length of the Hall and has a large double window at the end.
But every girl has her own Ideas about such things.
Two of the lady teachers have rooms on the third floor, three
a11d the preceptre11s on the secf?nd, and one and the matron on firisi
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floor.
Wherever the room be located, there is practically no difl'erence
as to the health!ulness of the location, witness the remarkably small
amount of sickness we have ever had in the Hall.
Located on a high terrace, in sandy ground, with perfect drainage
in all directions, plenty of sewerage, fine circulation of air, excellent
plumbing, and perfectly dry basements, with such conditions sur
rounding the buildings there is practically no reason why College
Hall should not be almost immune against all ailments that come
with lack of pure air, pure water, and proper sanitary conditions.
ROOM RENT-First Floor: Rooms No. C. and D. are rated at
$16. per term, two in a room ($8. each); $18. per term, three in a
room ($6. each); or $20. per term, four In a room ($5. each). These
rooms are 18 x 26 feet.
Rooms No. 6, 8, and 15 are rated at $10. per term, two in a room
($5. each). These rooms are 12xl6 feet.
Room 4 is rated at $16. per term, 2 in a room.
Second Floor: Rooms 21, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, and 34 are all rated
at $10, C'ach per term, two in a room ($5. each person). No. 21 Is
the lightest room in this list, but the partition separating it from
the hallway does not extend to the ceiling, It being a section of the
hallway cut off by a wood �artltlon eight feet high.
All these rooms are 12xl6 feet.
Suite No. 17 and 18 ts one of the most desirable in the house. It
Is rated the same as No. D. on the first floor.
Rooms No. 19 and 20, a suite arc rated at $13. per term, two
in a room ($6.60 each). $15. per term, three in a room ($5. each), or
$16. per term, four in a room (4. each.)
Third Floor: Rooms No. 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 52, 56, 58 and 69
are all rated at $9.00 per term, two in a room $.4.60 each person).
These rooms are each 12xl6 feet.
Room No. 37 Is rated at $14.00 per term, two In a room $7. each,
$16.60 per term, three In a room ($5.50 each), or $18. per term, four
In a room ($4.50 each).
Rooms 39 and 40, are rated at $12. per term two In the suite ($6.
each), $13.50 per term, three in the suite, $4.50). or $15. per term,
four in the suit (3.75 each.)
Rooms Ko. 42, 43 and 44 (three nos, or doors to two rooms) may
be used as a suite at $12.50 for two, $14.26 for three, or SlG.50 for
four, per term. Room No. 46 is rated at $10. for two, ($5. each.)
Suite Nos. 50 and 51 is rated at $14. per term for two, $15.75 for
three, and $17, four. This suite has a large and airy bed-room,
a nice light work room with beautiful view, and Is Immediately at
tJi, head ot the e1l1t 11tJtr,c�••·
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Room No. 54 is the S. E. corner room with two windows, line
view, exposed lo the morning sun, and near the head ot the stair•
case. It is rated at $10. per term, two in a room (5. each).
ROOM-RENT IS NEVER REFUNuED: 'l'here are always calls
for more rooms than there are rooms to reut; accordingly some girls
lllUSl bt:: left out; and it a girl leave before the term closes not
only has some other girl who would, In all probability, hav� re
mained the entire term, been denied room in the hall, but should
the state refund room-rent it would lose part ot a term's rent when
the other girl would likely have paid the full rent. And since the
income for room-rent is much iess than is necessary to keep tho
hall in order, the state is obliged to enforce a rule ot this kind
to protect itself against the loss of needed funds.
Room-rent in College Hall averages just halt what it averages
In the city, and the expenses of running the Hall are more than
double the Income from the room-rent; but thanks to the state, this
additional expense has always been met in the interest of the young
ladies.
So numerous are calls for rooms during the last three years
that to be sure of one a girl should engage her room some time in
advance of the opening of the term, and "engaged" means "paid for"
not merely "spoken for." First paid for, first served, is our rule.
No room is intended to accommodate fewer than two girls, and
some suites are expected to accommodate three or four; but should
any girl wish a room to herself, she can be accommodated by pay
ing the rate for two girls unless there are more calls for rooms
than we can accommodate in the other rooms. All rooms are now
furnished with single beds except suites and Nos. 52 and 63.
CONTINGENT FEE: A "Contingent Fee" of $2.00 per term4will
hereafter be paid by all who enter the Hall. Heretofore this has
been only a deposit known as the "Damage Fee," and was refunded
in case there were no damages assessed agatnst the girl so de
positing. It has been found.however , that the contingent expenses
of the Hall have run behind more and more each year, hence, in
order to keep the Hall In better repair and In better condition as a
home, which means the employment of more service, the "refundable
Damage Fee" has been discontinued and the "Contingent Fee" sub
stituted. This fee will not be refunded, but will go Into the "Repair
and Service Fund."
The Room-Rent Fees go into the "Hall Furniture Fund."
All damages done to the building, funiture, fixtures, &c., will be
paid for 1n full by the girl responsible therefor, and the amount
there-of wl11 be assessed by the treasurer and the preceptress.
The occupants ot a roo1J1 are responsible tor the furniture an4
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the condition of everything else In their own rooms, whether dam•
age be done by them or some other, unless they make known the one
who did the damage.
Sometimes girls leave water 11plgots open on leaving the bath•
room. These cause overflows which seriously damage the rooms
below. Such things result in damage from overflow of water. A fee
of $2.00 will be charged for every case ot neglect. A tee of $1.00 is
charged In every case of leaving the laundry gas burning or the
laundry spigots open. This will apply to teachers or students. Teach
ers and students who are so careless of the Interests of the State
should and will, make proper returns therefor. Carefulness in the
use of another's property Is an essential part of a student's training.
· This carefulness should be observed especially in the following
ways:
1. Economy In the use of lights. Common honesty toward the
state would require that no lights be kept burning when not neces
sary, just as In domestic economy.
2. Care of furniture. All unnecessary breakage or destruction
of property either in the school or in the Hall should be studiously
avoided.
3. Windows should always be closed when leaving the room,
except when out for just a moment. No one knows when a rain
storm will come up and rain dash In a window, ruin some furniture,
and run through the floor, staining the ceiling below.
4. Caring for the walls, by refraining from driving nails therein
or tacks, or In any way abusing them.
5. Window shades should always be left above a raised window
to prevent the wind from threshing them about or the rain from
soiling them.
Neglect for such things as enumerated above, or ot any other
feature of caring for the Hall, will be paid for by the one or ones
responsible therefor, for there Is no excuse for either careless or
willful neglect.
Room-Rent, Contingent Fee, and Table Board are payable to
Mrs. Kearn, matron, at room No. E., first floor. Room-rent and Con
tingent fees are payable In advance per term, that ls, at the open
Ing of each term.
TABLE BOARD: All money paid In for board goes to defray
the expenses of conductin6 the boarding department, Including the
employment of matrons, kitchen servants, and the purchase of food
stuffs. None goes toward furnishing the Hall. Bills for furnish
Ing are paid out of the charges made for room-rent.
TABLE BOARD IS $11.00 PER MONTH OF FOUR WEEKS, and
le payable In advance to Mrs. Kearn, matron, room No. E., first floor,
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No deduction is made for paying board for more than one month
at a time, as it requires every dollar of the income from this source
to keep up the table, and by the table we mean the food and service,
as stated above.
No deduction can be made in table board for a few days absence
at the beginning or end of the term, as expenses for service &c. are
just the same.
If a girl live near enough to spend every Saturday and Sunday
at home, her rates are arranged by the month, in advance, according
to agreement between her and the treasurer and the preceptress.
ONLY SEVERE ILLNESS will be regarded sufficient cause for
absence when weekly deductions from table board may be made.
Anything else simply encourages irregularities of attendance and
unnecessary inconvenience in book-keeping.
Meals w111 be served in girls' or teachers' rooms when the
preceptress deems it a case worthy of such attention though this
must be limited to cases of illness of such a nature as to require
extra care.
College Hall as related to Marshall College, is, in no sense of
the word, a boarding school, except so far as it is connected with a
school and ls for young ladles; it is entirely free from the most
objectionable features of a boarding school such as a're connected
with, or go to make up, schools not under state control.
The purpose ls, to make the Hall as nearly as possible one big
family, each as much interested as every other In caring for the
building and furniture, each equally interested in pleasing every
other member, and each equally Interested in everything pertain
ing to the welfare of all, ready to ob�y because It ls the proper
thing to do, and most careful to do nothing that would bring pain
or discomfort to any other.
Be it said to the credit of the young ladles' of the Hall, more
and more do we note the emphasis placed upon a sense of honor
in all matters pertaining to duty and to discipline. The feeling
that it is not a boarding school with all the foolery and folly and
freaks of such, but a school family of young ladles, becomes more
wholesomely evident year by year. Only good, well-disposed, work
inclined girls are welcome here. Rich and poor receive exactly the
same treatment. Not who they are, what their parents are worth
in money or bonds or securities, but what they are decides bow
girls shall be received and treated. If they come here to show
their fine clothing, boast of their fine possessions, and display their
tine accomplishments, or if they come to "have a good time" and
work as little as possible, they soon find themselves In uncomfortable
quarters.
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There Is no discrimination or ravoritlsm because or these things;
all are on the same rooting, and those possessed of more of the means
that minister to material comforts vie with the rest In trying to do
something to make all about them happy. Indeed the popularity
or the Hall Is largely due to the disposition or everyone therein to
try to make new girls feel "at home" at once, and all girls happy.
GOVERNM ENT: What about rules and regulations, the reader
may Inquire. We answer: None If at all avoidable. At most, just
as rew as possible. Well organized families need none, except the
unwritten laws or obedience, propriety and order, and the fewest
possible, the better In any organization.
To be, and act as, a lady, under all circumstances, Is the only
requirement; and entire respect for the opinions or those In authority
In the Hall Is the preventive or rules.
PARENTS wlll please take notice or the following, which w!JJ
be observed to the letter:
1. I! they send their daughters, or others, for whom they are
responsible, here, they must send them wholly _subject to the method
or conducting the Hall which the faculty deem best, for whlle under
our care we must decide what ls best, and not they.
2. Young ladles do not receive callers at the Hall. Every
Saturday evening the Hall Is open to young gentlemen who are In.
vlted by the chairman or the Hall committee. Any young lady Is
permitted to request that any particular young man be Invited, but
the Dean of Women, just as a parent in the home should do, must
decide whether the young man Is or a character such as should be
permitted to associate with the young ladles or the Hall; If not,
his name ls stricken from the list without further explanation.
These Saturday evening socials are under the supervision or the
preceptress, and continue from 8 to 10 p. m.
Calling on the young ladles or the Hall Is permitted when and
to whom the preceptress sees proper, and she ls a most reasonable
lady.
As a rule, however, all calling consistent with school propriety
and with good work, can bo done at the Saturday evening socials.
3. Study Hours are from 2:00 to 4:30 p. m. and from 7:00
(7: 30 In late spring), to 9: 45 p. m., during which time no visiting Is
1
permitted, and quiet must be malntalned. This is essential to goocl
study.
4. Leaving the grounds Is allowed only when permission has
been obtained from the preceptress. We must know where the young
ladles are If we are to bl' responsible for them.
6. Parents often give permission to their daughters to go out
io spen� tlie njgllt In the city or neighborhood, This may seem a
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simple permission to the,;n; but we who know the city and its people
better than they, deem this a very unwise permission and It cannot be
given. The daytime Is long enough for city calls.
6. We must use our judgment as to where young ladies are to
go, who goes with them, and how often. If close to lhe city, of
course, young ladles are permitted to go home somewhat often,
provided they miss no lessons; but even this Is not best, at least
it Is easily overdone.
We therefore very respectfully notify parents that when they
send their daughters to the Hall they must send them subject to
the government of the Hall; we can receive them on no other terms.
If they wish special liberties grant.ed their daughters we must know
In advance what they are, for if they In any respect conflict with
our Hall government, they cannot be granted.
7. Every privilege consistent with the safety, culture, and educa
tion of young ladles Is assured them and their parents In advance.
NO FATHER OR MOTHER who knows anything of the advan
tages of school days spent In a Hall where there are educated
teachers, kindly matrons, considerate young ladles, the oversight of
the president of the Institution whose Interest as well as whose
business It Is to see that lady students are protected and cared for in
every ,;ray, the counsel and sympathy of lady teachers who have only
the good of young ladles al heart, safe company Into the city when
they need to go, unselfish advice when they wish to purchase anything
or make other expenditures, trustworthy escorts to church, and
every other convenience and protection that can possibly be had in
the absence of parents, with all these, we repeat, that no father or
mother who loves his or her child and would protect her, will hesi
tate a moment In deciding whether she should board among strangers
who have little or no Interest In her save for her money, or at a
Ladles' Hall.
Young womer., especially, can exercise good judgment and econ
omy nowhere with better results than In the selection of boarding
places. Each year greater care Is exercised In the selection of board
In� places for our students, because we realize how much It means
to them In more ways than simply "the board."
As a precaution, a means of social and educational culture, as
security for careful attention when sick or needing assistance or
advice In any way, first, last, all the time, we recommend College Hall
for lady students unless thc-y have worthy relatives or friends in the
city. Even then with many young ladies, and especially with the
younger class, College Hall Is the proper place if they would do their
best work and be free from needless outside Interference and hurtful
lntiuence In the way of detracting fro!ll study Interest,
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NOTE:-All teachers and students who have rooms in the Hall
are expected to take their full board there and when they wish to
take even one meal per day outside, because of a capricious appetite,
they will be expected to procure their rooms outside. There are
too many demands for room and full board In the Hall to have some
taking only part board.
Ill. IN PRIVATE FAMILIES.
Board can be had in private families from $12.00 to $14.00 per
month, but students wishing board of this kind should correspond
with us In advance to save time after their arrival.
IV. CO-OPERATIVE BOARD.
This system of board, In Its Infancy at this school, tnay figure
as one of the best In due time.
Briefly stated It is conducted as follows: Any number of ladies,
from two up to as many as can be accommodated, rent a suite of
rooms, divide the work of keeping them, cooking, buying, etc., bring
as many things from home as possible, and thus save all expenses
of service, supervision and other Items which add to the cost. Under
this system as tried so far, board, everything Included, has been kept
as low as $7.50 per month, or $2.00 to $2.50 lower than club board.
This means co-operative board for ladles, for gentlemen will eat
about one to two dollars per month more food than ladies.
Sometimes brothers and sisters make arrangements of this kind
and flnd It very cheap. In such case the father or older brother
should come and select the house or suite of rooms desired, as the
boarding committee of the school might not always succeed In select
ing just what Is wanted,' though they are always glad to help
V. KEEPING HOUSE.
In several instances, more each year, a mother or older sister
rents a suite of rooms or a small house, brings several of the family,
sometimes friends and relatives. anrl conducts regular housekeeping.
Smaller children come also,
now tbat there Is a model department
for children of all ages from five years up. This ls the Ideal plan,
and cannot be too highly commended.
If only parents and young people would ta ke pains to Investigate.
they would be surprised to find how many ways there are by which
the best schools of the state can be mado accosslblo to all who are
anxious for an education. Particularly Is this the case at Huntington,
the largest town In West Virginia In which a state school is !orated.
Education, higher education. Is coming more and more to be a matter
of "wish" Instead of "a way." The way Is at the hand of practically
everyone who will look about and find It.

COLLEGE HALL GIRLS AMONG THE C.-\NNA8 BEDS.
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COLLEGE VIEW FROM THE NORTH-WEST.
Corner of 3rd Avenue and 16th St.

PART V.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS: Thea are located In the center of the
school grounds on an elevation of about 20 feet above the surround
Ing streets, overlooking the entire grounds, a wide aera of the city,
the Ohio hills on the north, and the West Virginia hills on the
south.
With the addition of the new buildings our school edifice now
consists of a series of flve buildings sol!dly connected, a continuous
hallway extending from one end to the other.
The buildings have their main frontage on Third avenue and
Sixteenth street.
The Third avenue or north frontage Is about 400 feet In length,
and faces the Ohio river, two blocks distant, with the fine range of
hills that fringe its banks on the Ohio side.
The Sixteenth street or west frontage is 140 feet In length, facing
the main part of the city.
The secondary frontages are the College avenue or south trout,
400 feet, and the Seventeenth street or east front, 55 feet.
The two eastern sections of the buildings, composed of three
wings, 26x55 feet, 40x70 feet, and 40x73 feet, compose the ladles
dormitory sections known as College Hall. Between these and the
other sections there Is a heavy brick wall with no openings In It
above the first floor.
The three western sections are given up exclusively to school
work. These are, respectively, beginning with the most eastern,
70x78, 55x84, and 101xl40 feet. All have been built since 1897, one
excepted, and that one was thoroughly overhauled inside and out In
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1899, thus making the entire series uew and up-to-date, in thel.r ap
pointments.

I
I

I

SCHOOL GROUNDS: The school grounds, located between Third
avenue on tho north and College avenue on the south, and between
Sixteenth street on the west and Seventeenth street on the east, two
city blocks In length and one and one-half blocks in width, contain
even sixteen acres of land, for which nature has done as much, per
haps, as for any school grounds of their size in the United States,
toward adapting them for tho purpose for which they have been ap
propriated. The elevated center, seemingly intended to receive some
royal palace, extends from within 200 feet of the west end, where
the summit of the somewhat abrupt but extremely graceful incline
from the Sixteenth street level is crowned with a large widespread
Ing beech and some smaller trees ten to twelve inches in diameter,
eastw.ard 600 feet where it terminates in a deep terrace thirty feet
high, which terrace serves as the west bank of a deep ravine. This
ravine, or brooklet, enters the grounds at the southeast corner and
winds its way in deep, graceful curves north-westward through the
grounds, lined throughout its course with noble trees varying in diame
ter from ten to thirty Inches. It is the beautiful curving of the
deep banks of the brooklet, !ringed with stately trees and covered
with verdure, espclally at its northwestern portion, that Dr. Goss,
of Cincinnati thought the most beautiful spot he had ever seen on
a college campus. The brooklet, with an arm extending eastward and
covered with over fifty trees, forms the eastern boundry of the
elevated center of the campus referred to above. Beyond the ravine
and about twenty feet lower than the elongated elevation of the
<'enter, to the eastward, are the young men's athletic grounds, about 4
::rres, and almost Pntirely level. The northern or Third avenue front
age descends by a deep, carefully cultivated terrace some twenty feet
from the hll?h central portion, a:id from the foot of the terrace to
Third avenue It i'I nearly entirely level. On this portion are the
main entrance, (a brick walk twelve feet wide), fifteen of the finest
old trees. To the so11th of the riFe extending east and west through
the center. tho gronnds slope r:ently to College avenue, this section
being a little wider than the northern frontage. The driveway enters
from College avenue. about the middle from east to west, comes at right
angles to the bulldlngs, curves p;racefully around the large sycamore at
the immediate south of the College Ball, and retraces itself The east
ern portion of the south side is given up to the girls' basket ball
grounds.
Besides over 100 small trees, chiefly sugar maple, planted within
the last five years, and the shrubbery scattered over the Third avenue
front, tnore are the rollowing trees: Pawpaw l, unname(l 1 1 c�erry l,
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mulberry 1, weeping mulberry 2, ash 3, locust 3, poplar 3, sugar 4,
walnut 4, gum 6. oak 11, beech 23, lombardy poplar 25, sycamore 36,
elm 67, total 182, more than 100 of which are large trees, and few
of the 182 are less than eight to ten inches In diameter.
Paralleling the longer dimensions of the grounds, (the eastern
western dimensions), and but two city blocks to the north, Is the
Ohio river; one block nearer on the same side ls the B. & 0.
Railway, and bounding the northern front Is Third avenue, 100 feet
wide, on which ls the Ohio Valley Electric Railway, connecting the
College with all parts of the city, with Guyandotte four miles to the
east, Central City four miles west, Ceredo 8 m1les west, Kenova ten
miles, Catlettsburg, Ky., twelve miles, Clyffeside Park with Its beau
tiful groves and beautiful lake, fourteen miles, Ashland, sixteen
miles and Ironton, Ohio, twenty one miles west, students from which
centers and from the Intermediate smaller towns landing from this,
one of the finest electric roads in the United States, at the very gate
of the College. This electric line brings Marshall College in immediate
connection with the hom.es of about 76,000 people.
'l'o the opposite side of the grounds, (the College avenue or south
side) and three blocks distant, is the C. & o. Railway, and but one and
one-half blocks distant Is the Sixth avenue branch of the Ohio Valley
Electric Railway.

----

PART VI.
GOVERNMENT.
STATE BOARD OF REGENTS.
TENURE OF OFFICE:-Marshall College, the state normal school
of West Virginia, and Its tlve branches, are under the genei:al super
vision and control of a state board of regents, six In number, of which
board the state superintendent of schools Is ex-officio, president and
active member, thus making a board of seven members. This board
Is appointed by the governor of the state for a period of four years,
assuring three experienced members on the board all the time.
The office of state superintendent of schools Is an elective one,
hence the president of the normal board Is an elective officer, his
election occurlng at each regular quadrennial state election.
P(?LITICAL COMPLEXION:-Politlcally the board Is composed
of four members and the state superintendent, selected from the dom
inant political party, and two from the minority party. The term of
two members of the dominant and one of the minority party expire
every second year, thus leaving at least one expericnced·member of
the minority and two of the majority party on the board all the time.
At the present time In West Virginia the board stands, therefore, five
Republicans and two Democrats.
OFFICERS:-The officers of the state board are president and
secretary. As stated above, the state superintendent of schools is,
ex-officio, president; the secretary Is chosen by the board from among
their number.
DUTIES:-Brlefly put, the duties of the board of regents con
sist of the following:
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To decide upon the number of teachers, appoint them, remove
same for cause, and ftx salaries.
To provide courses of study (or approve same when submit
ted by the principals), select text books (or approve same
when selected by the principals.)
To adopt by-laws, rules, and regulations for the government
of the schools.
To appoint an executive board for the normal school and
one for each of its branches.
To perform all other duties necessary for the government,
progress and development of these schools.

COMPENSATION :-The sum of $1,800 Is appropriated for the
annual expenses, traveUng and per diem, of the regents, and the secre
tary Is allowed $200 additional to his traveling and per diem ex
penses. A.11 or a part of the regents attend the annual commence
ments of the normal school and Its branches.
EXECUTIVE BOARD.
The law prescribes that the state board of regents "shall appoint
three Intelligent and disinterested persons, residents of the county
in which the school Is located, who shall constitute an executive
committee for the care and Immediate management and control of
said school, subject to the
rules and regulations prescribed by the
board of regents."
It Is the duty of these committees to make reports fl•om time
to time concerning "the condition, workings and prospects of said
schools," and "to do and perform 5uch other duties in relation thereto
as the regents may perscribe."
THE FACULTY.
A.11 matters of discipline, so far as is possible, are referred to the
faculty; Indeed the very healthful sentiment prevails with the board
that theirs should be a laissez faire policy In such matters untll
actual necessity arises, which cases have been remarkably few in
many years at Marshall College, partlcally nil for a quarter of a
century.
Aside from the fixing of salaries, the employment and removing
of teachers, and the fiscal af?airs of the normal school and Its bran
ches, the duties of conducting these schools are almost exclusively
left to the faculties, who have learned to appreciate their responsi
bilities and not to worry either executive or state board with de
tails except when absolutely necessary. Indeed this Is so much
the case at Marshall College that we should feel humlliated were
we compelled to be making frequent appeals to higher authority,
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thus not only troubling them but confessing our inability to cope
with the situation within the limits of the authority vested In
us as a faculty.
Government at Marshall College may be said, without semblance
of boast or approach to exaggeration, to be reduced almost wholly
to self-government on the part of the student body; this is facilitated
by the appointment of various standing committees, some selected
exclusively from the faculty, some exclusively from the student body,
and some from both the student body and the faculty, the num
ber, and the nature of the duties of which, will be found under the
head of "Standing Committees," see "table of contents" in the front
of this book.
It le a pleasure to record in this connection that it is matter of
almost universal comment among strangers and friends alike, that
the students of Marshall College are noted for their courtesy to
strangers, fellow students and faculty, their respect for authority,
and their thoughtfulness for their own good name and that of their
school.
Suspensions seldom, very seldom occur, expulsions rarely and
when they do, no cymbals are sounded, no public proclamations are
made, and no red flag is hung out to notify the school and the public,
stir up public comment, and add unnecessary, it not criminal, humilia
tion to the expelled and his or her parents and friends. Usually
such things are done without the knowledge of any one, at the time,
except the president and the expelled one, and only by degrees do
the facts come to the notice of the school, sometimes not at all.
We have but little sympathy with that theory of punishment
In school life that has for one of its main objects the deterring of
others. Both law and reason, to say naught of charity and hum anity,
should be satisfied with simple justice to the offender, especially if
he or she be young and unhardened to crime, hence worthy of eve11
possible eff:ort to redeem him and to make him useful.

PART VII.
GENERAL REGULATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

1. Every student is expected to carry at least three regular
studies, and four if he is able to do so, except in the following
cases:
(1). Teachers who wish to carry one or more studies while
teaching in the city or adjoining towns or rural districts.
(2). Married persons, very mature persons, or men and women,
(young or old) who are engaged in business and cannot carry more
than one or two studies.
(3). Students who wish to give special attention to music, art,
or oratory.
(4). Those suttering from any physiclal aliment such as weak
eyes and who furnish a physician's certificate staling such to be a
real impediment.
These cases will be considered by the faculty, who insist upon
the right to pass final judgment in all such matters.
2. Students from other states are required to pay tuition at
the following rate. . For one study $2.00 per term. For two studies
$4.00 per term. For three or more studies $6.00. They pay their
enrollment fee of $2.50 per term in addition to this.
3. Private lessons in any subject taught by the faculty will be
given at the following rates:
One person only, per lesson, one hour ......................... 60c
Two persons, each, per lesson, one hour ....., .................40c
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Three persons, each, per lesson, one hour ......................35c
Four persons, each, per lesson, one hour ......................30c
Five persons, or sli, each, per lesson, one hour ................26c
Seven, eight or nine persons, each ..............................22c
Ten or more persons, each ....................................20c
4. Students who come here for the purpose of carrying music
only, art only, oratory only, or any two or more of these subjects,
unleee they live in town, will be required to give at least four full
hours per day besides their recitation hours, to their practice work
in these subjects.
5. All students, in whatever departments they may be engaged,
are required to attend chapel exercises, which are- conducted once
per week, Wednesday, from 11:00 to 11:46 a. m.
6. No student is permitted to board anywhere or room anywhere
except In places approved by the boarding committee; and should
anyone be found in a place not approved by the committee he or she
will be notified at once to move, on penalty of being dropped from
school.
7. When a student wishes to change hls boarding or rooming
place, permission must first be obtained from the boarding committee,
and satisfactory reasons therefore must be given. They must give
� number of the house and the name of the family that the com
mittee may Intelligently pass upon the advlsablllty of the change.
There are several reasons for thls regulation. Those refusing to
comply with it may expect their names to be dropped frnm the roll
of the school at once. We cannot be responsible for the success of
a student unless we have something to say about his boarding place,
for with whom he boards is a matter of first Importance.
8. Students are not permitted to board or room in those parts
of the city where either the water Is unhealthful, or the surround
ings undesirable. Searching Investigation of the premises where
students board and room will always be made before locating them.
It Is often too late afterward.
9. Students are expected t-0 report to the president's office for
enrollment within twenty.four hours after their arrival In the city,
and sooner If convenient.
10. Every student who does not board In College Hall Is ex
pected to report to the president the number of the house (street
number) and the name of the family where he has his room and where
he takes his meals, within twenty.four hours after enrolling. Failure
to observe this regulation will result seriously.
11. A rule of the state board of regents limits all students to five
full studlea,-25 regular recitations per week.
12, There are few olfen1e1 a1aln1t the 1uccessful work of a
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school that are regarded more serious at Marshall College than
those of irregularity to class without good cause, or leaving the
building be!ore one's recitations for the day are over without noti
fying the teacher or teachers of said class or classes.
Not only ls a student expected to be In school every day he ta
at all able, after enrolling, but he ls expected to be present at every
recitation unless excused by the teacher.
13. Under no circumstances Is a student permitted to change
from one study to another, drop a study for any reason, or take up
a new study, without consulting his "class officer" and getting his
written permission.
14. When a student withdraws from this school or any of its
five branches, or ls dropped by the faculty, for cause Involving hie
Integrity, honor, or other like reason such as disobedience, good
for-nothingness, etc., and wishes to enter any other of the state
schools of West Virginia, he must present a written permit to do
so from the principal or president of the school from which he has
withdrawn or has been dropped, before he can enter.
16. All students who have not been in this school before and
are not vouched for by some member of the faculty must bring a
letter of recommendation from some thoroughly reliable citizen not
related to them, on presenting themselves for enrollment.
16. Very many parents and young people write us to Inquire
about appointments. Do not forgtit no appointment Is needed. That
Is all attended to after students arrive. Simply get a letter of rec
ommendation, for that l11 necessary for all new students.
17. Every student Is expected to notl!y the president before
leaving the city, whether temporarily or to withdraw from the school,
and state the reason. In no other way can the president keep posted
as to the whereabouts of students in order that he may anawer calls
for them by telegram or by friends and relatives. Any student leav
ing the city without the president's permission may expect to be
dropped from the rolls unless satisfactory explanation be made In
due time; and anyone withdrawing from the school without giving
notice of the time and cause, may expect to be denied re-admittance
at any future time, unless due explanation be made.
18. The use of tobacco In any form on the school grounds, the
frequenting of saloons, or the drinking of intoxicants while a student,
no matter whether on or off tbe grounds, In the city or out of it,
wi11 be treated as offenses of sufficient gravity to require with
drawal from school, or, in case of extenuating circumstances, sus
pension.
19. Sometimes parents who send children here to school ■end
us word to look after all expen1e1 and send b1ll1 to them. We are
"lilnrollmen,
•l•d to do thfa, but ,v,ry 1tudent 1hould have hf■

,uo
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Fee" with him when he enrolls. By so doing much Inconvenience
In bookkeeping is saved us. Please do not forget the regulation
which requires that the "Enrollment Fee" must be paid before the
student can enter his classes, also the "Tuition Fee" in case of stu
dents coming from other states.
20. In no way, seemingly Innocent In ltsell, can a strange girl
cause a whirl of unsavory gossip about herselt any more quickly
than by buggy-riding with a gentleman or with a "loud" woman In
a strange town of any size. Once we have been compelled to send
a girl home from this school to silence such things. Consequently,
only with lady members of a family or relatives who live In this
city, or with the permission of Mrs. Everett, dean of women, is a lady
expected to go buggy-riding while a student here. Girls must not
!orget that they cannot do as they do at home, when attending
school. The public eye ls especially critical of a girl student away
from home.
It one chooses questionable associates one becomes questionable
at once. Men of a kind, and women too, naturally attract each
other. One Is judged by his associates, no matter what excuse he
make. The first ..pointer" as to his character the president gets
after his arrival here, Is the students or .the city people he selects
as his associates.
21. Now that the school Is much too large for the president
to act as personal advisor to all students In all things of lesser
moment, each student on enrolling will be furnished with a card
stating which member of the faculty is to be his personal advisor,
and he will consult that teacher In all matters in which he needs
counsel, and the teacher will consult with the president In all
cases requiring especially careful decision. Of course the president
will always be approachable to all students when they wish to advise
with him. Every student should know the president, personally,
and he should know every student personalJy, if possible, know their
home lite, their financial and social situation, their ambitions and
their limitations. Unless he do, he cannot know their needs either
as he would like to know them, or as he needs to know them to do
his best by them as students. One of the first things, therefore, a
student should do after entering school, Is to have a plain talk with
his class officer and as soon afterwards as possible, with the president.
SUGGESTIONS.

1. Come the full year il possible.
2. Get acquainted with the best students.
3. Join one of the lllerary societies within the first month after
entering.
,. Attend the exercises of the "Lecture Course."

'
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5. Take part, and take part earnestly and enthusiastically, In
all the students' exercises approved by the faculty. We like and the
students like enthusiastic boys and girls.
6. Good study means a good appetite, a good appetite means a
clear head and a warm h_earL In order to have the appetite one muat
exercise at least "one hour" each afternoon, and exercise vigorously.
7. Take plenty of exercise and take it between 2 and 7:30 p.
m., sometime; not earlier, nor later.
8. Take part in athletics. It pays the school to have hearty,
vigorous students. And it pays the students.
9. See that you are in the Study Hall at Intervals between re
citations. Lounging In the hallways, on verandas or on the grounds
between 8: 00 a. m. and 1: 15 p. m. may result serlou.sly.
10. Take the !ull course. It pays. The world likes a boy or
girl who complets, who 11nishes things.
11. Never write on the walls or on the furniture of the buildings;
no matter what one writes, this Is always an evidence ot grossness.
12. Uncombed hair, . unblacked boots, soiled collars or shirt
bosoms, carelessly tied. neckties, untrimmed (�t least uncleaned)
finger nails, unclean teeth, unbrushed clothing, walking or standing
habitually with hands in the pockets, a slouchy walk, these are
the marks of inexcusable carelessness or of unpardonable neglect,
and go to help unmake a gentleman.
13. To expectorate on anybody's floor, private or public, whether
it be in one's home In another's or In a public building, is Indecent,
vulgar, dangerous, and In many places criminal.
14. Always take off your hat to your teacher when you meet
him on the grounds, on the street, or elsewhere out ot the class
room.
15. Enter on the opening day of the term and stay till the term
has closed.
16. It Is well, especially it you are a young lady, to let us
know on what train you will arrive unless there is someone with
you who knows the city.
17. No student ever got any Inspiration to study by lounging
on the streets. Lounging Is usually the beginning of "failure."
18. Hotel lobbies are about the last respectable resorts In the
world tor students. Avoid them.
19. Every good student is at his books at least two hours every
afternoon and at least three hours every night. Any less than
this means not up to the standard-not a success.
20. Read the list of text books used in this school, (see under
that head In the Index), and bring those books that can be used here.
21,

Do not forget that special railroad rates can be gotten
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when as many as ten come from any one point.
22. Never go off and leave your books lying In the study hall
or anywhere else about the building. They are not too heavy to
carry with you, or should not be. We cannot be responsible tor
losses thus Incurred.
23. Learn the rules of the library before taking advantage
of library privilege&.
24. If you come to board in College Hall, see that all bed
clothing and all wearing apparel have been carefully examined, so
that the unnamable insect which gets into the best of homes now
and then,-the "clniex lecturlarlus" as zoology calls lt,-may not
come with you.
The Hall ls thoroughly renovated every summer, once in June
and once in early September, thus assuring ourselves that it Is in
first class order. The beds are thoroughly attended to once a month
during the school year also, and the girls who room in the Hall are
expected to do the rest.
25. Boys and girls coming to room in the city in other people's
homes should always look out that they bring nothing of the kind
into those homes, and if they find them already there they should
report at once to the mother of the home.
26. Do not hesitate to come to school because you are out
of your teens or twenties or thirties even. If we had our perference
we should have no one graduate under 21. It is much easier to find
them good positions when mature. ETery year we enroll students
who are married, who realize that when an education is needed there
ls no age limit.
27. Make your school your home. Treat It as your home and
it will so treat you. You will be received just as you receive others,
loved just as you love othc,rs. Be loyal to your school and your
teachers and help make the school a part of yourself as well as
yourself a part of your school. Let your motto be: "I'll do every•
thing in my power to make the school glad I am a part of it and
myself glad that is is a part of me.
28. If any one wants Information not given in this catalogue
write for it and we shall promptly answer.
29. Every student who handles his own money should either
deposit nearly all of It in his home bank before leaving home then
pay his bills, by checks, �r should, on arriving here, draw a check
on his home bank !or the amount needed for the term, at least for
some time, deposit the check in a Huntington bank and pay his
bl1la by check thereon or by drawing out small amounts by check
u he needs cash. Thia not only ls safer than carrying one's money
"bout in one'• pocket or having lt locked In one's trunk, It ls niore
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businesslike and usually teaches economy by having a balance
statement of one's capital before one's eyes every time one draws a
check.
30. Parents who wish their children's money handled by some
one connected with the school can make such arrangements by writ
Ing the president, who appoints a member of the faculty to assume
this responsibility and keep an Itemized statement of all expenses
and for what purpose made. Blanks for this purpose are kept on hand.
31. Be careful what kind of fun you Indulge In. Many things
college boys and girls call "fun" Is nothing other than roughness,
devlltry, rowdyism, or rufflanism. Fun, real fun, Is honest, manly,
womanly, Injures no one, hurts no one's feelings, and respects Jaw
and order.
32. Beware of that elusive and dreadfully misunderstood thing
known as "college spirit". If you recognize the real thing we strongly
advise that every one get It In large but wholesome drafts, for
the real thing Is a fine thing. But few things are so poorly under
stood as "college spirit." College rudeness, college meaness, college
lnclvllltles, college nonsense, college disorder, college Insubordina
tion, college rufflanlsm, college debauchery, and college a-good-many
other things are usually mistaken for college spirit. Genuine "college
spirit" never hurts the character or reputation of either the college
Itself or of any person or persons connected therewith or not con
nected therewith. On the other hand It helps all these; It builds up
the college In the estimate of right thinking people, extends and
establishes Its good name; It does not manifest Itself In rowdyism
In any form! It ls a high-toned, a manly, womanly, a Joyal, an en
thusiastic, an esimest, hopeful, a healthful, a happy "spirit.." It does
not create and foster class, or factional, or sectional bitterness and
hatred; It heals wounds, adjusts dltrerences, harmonizes opposing
elements. It does not seek to write Its name highest or most con
spicuously on material things, especially to the defacement of these
things; it seeks recognition In no such common form. It makes
students loyal, obedient, manly, true, and It creates a pure wholesome
atmosphere in a school.
Get the real spirit when you get this thing called "college spirit",
and get plenty of It. It pays the student and It pays the school
large returns.
33. GOING TO SCHOOL: A few years at the head of a school
of a few hundred students gives one a deeper Insight Into the aim
lessness, the lack of well-defined purpose, the meaninglessness, the
drifting tendency, the lack or persistence, the helplessness, the good•
for-llttle, and In too many cases, the good-for-nothingness of a large
per cent of young people. It Is truly dreadtul to observe anq
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to reflect upon these things. It is no wonder there are bosses in
our city, county, state and national political campaigns, in social
competition, in business enterprise, In almost all departments of life.
To contemplate the sltuatlo1i one can not help excusing monopolies,
trust magnates, princes of finance, and bosses great and bosses
small to a large degree. All these are but the natural outgrowth of
a condition. ThPre could be no bosses if there were not hundreds
thousands, millions who prefer to be bossed, or who cannot help
themselves because they have carelessly, I! not criminally, let their
opportunities for meeting and crushing the bosses p;1ss. What cau
we expect but bosses in all lines of work and in all situations so long
as but a hand1ull of our young people show any purpose In life,
any genuine back bone, any real manly spirit of Individuality, per
sonality or Independence? A pretty mess we'd have of it In some
situations I! we had no bosses; at the helm they are better than
blubber back-bone, !or all bosses have some well-defined purpose.
They are not drifters, but pushers, pullers, leaders, men of ability
of some kind and are wllllng to try to use It independently.
34. FULL YEAR ATTENDANCE: Only a few years ago was
It the rare ex�eptlon that students from a distance came to attend
school the entire year. Now a large per cent of our attendance
from a distance Is !or the full year; aud what a difference in the
What a difference in the system and the
work and In results
thoroughness with which class work Is done! What a difference
in the entire work of the school and what a diITerence to the students
In their relations to the school aud in the thoroughness of their
work! The class work Is much better, the work Is easier,
and yet more thorough, the literary societies are better, there Is
much more reading and investigation, the College spirit is remarka
bly improved, the social feature Is so much better it seems another
place, th·e students enjoy the school better, like their schoolmates
better because they have time to get acquainted with them, there
is more homellkeness about It, there is more enthusiasm, chapel Is
more Interesting and better, every phase of life and work In the
school seems absolutely rejuvenated; why? Try attenumg school by
piecemeal once and then try It by the full year, see why. The very
atmosphere of the school changes !or the better to both students
and teachers for the simple reason that the school becomes the home
of the students in a large measure; lhey are here three-fourths of
the rear; if here but one term the school seems more like a work
shop or visiting place. It takes time to convert a new place into
homellkeness. 1t takes time to learn lo like st.rangers well. It
takes time to learn how to study. We candidly believe that more
Jiloliq resulti. are derived !rom one session or nine months than In
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fifteen months c,f broken attendance. Has the reader ever attended
school three or four days per week and missed one or two days
per week? Has he missed about one recitation out of three? Or
has be ever taught and had a pupil to do these things? If so, how
about the progress made? How about the Interest in the work?
This is the same thing, on a smaller scale, as attending school by
broken terms.
There are thousands of young persons solving this problem
this way every year. At Marshall College are at least fifty young
men aud women each year who solve this problem without any help.
Some do janitor work at the school building, some manage students
clubs, some wait on table and assist In house work In private homes
and boarding houses, (not simply girls, boys as well; Indeed they
are mostly boys). some assist our city livery men, some work at the
barber's chair at evenings and on Saturdays, some do work on Sat
urdays, holidays and special days In dry goods stores, groceries and
other mercantile houses, and so through the list. The president
does his best lo assist In procuring such places, but the majority
of the boys who thus earn their school money skirmish around and
find these places. Many of the young men get employment for the
summer at wages much better than they can command at home, and
stay here from one year's end to the ne,._-t until through school.
Most of those who Cormerly came by single terms did so bec.auee
they thought It Impossible to do otherwise owing to their financial
situation. In some cases It was almost impossible to do otherwise.
But when the majority of those who were attending one term per
year began to count the difference In the time required to finish
their education in that way and by attending full years, they realized
at once that. It might be economy In dollars and cents to throw all
their energies and time into the work, to count the gain by doing so,
and then to see H there was not some way to arrange things to
meet the financial requirements of coming here full years. A vig
orous, earnest promising boy or girl's head once set to work to
solve a problem like this, solves It completely In more than nine
cases out of ten. Indeed It Is a matter very much more of the boy
or girl than of money. What a boy or girl can do depends almost
wholly on who he or she is, the material of which made; and what
a boy or girl of good material decides to do because best for him or
her to do, that ls what he or she finds It possible to do when the
cost Is counted-that ls what he usually does. Wby do not more
young men and women throw the whole power of their personality
-their will. their business judgment, and their Inventive genius
Into the solution or this problem or pushing their education to a
finish at the earliest possible moment? If they will but Urns apt)IY
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themselves to the solution of the problem, the number of those
who attend school full sessions wlll be more than doubled at this
school each year. My young friends, seriously consider this matter.
What kind of boys and girls are those who work to pay all or a
part of their expenses? Easlly answered. The fact that they are
wllllng to do this work to educate themselves really answers this
question; they are among the very best students; they are respected
for their energy and lose no esteem or social standing because they
work; In the estimation of the president and the faculty of the
school they rank all the higher because they are willing to help
themselves.
There are other young people here, quite a number of them, who
borrow money from friends, relatives, or others, some take out
life lnsurllnce policies and turn them over to those from whom they
borrow till the money Is returned.
Still others have other ways of getting through school. But the
question ls, get through, and get through by attending full sessions
if at all possible-and there are very few with whom It Is not pos•
slble.
With those, however, with whom it is not possible to come full
years, we are just as deeply ln sympathy; special pains are taken when
they do come to give all the work they can do well, and to give
them the studies they feel that they most need.
The final question, Is whether It be by full sessions or by part
sessions, educate yourself. Let not the road rush for money that
has so savagely taken hold of the people of all countries within the
last decade blind any young man or woman to that most serious
of all publlo questions for the young people of today, that question
which appeals to all alike: The young of today are to be the citizens
the teachers, the ministers, the officials, the statesmen, the Jurists of
tomorrow; do not forget that each succeeding generation Is going
to demand better educated people for these places; do not forget
that more and more a man or a woman's education Is to be his or her
passport Into good society, Into positions of trust, honor, and money.
The question Is not so much how soon young people educate
themselves, though that means much, but whether they do It at all.
We admire very much the push and sticking qualities of young peo
ple who come to us one term per year from session to session.
To stick to a thing means very much. Many of the best graduates
have been those who came but one term per year till they had
reached their senior year. We want you, want you educated, and
are glad to have you even one term per year. Come as much each
session as possible, but be sure to come. We'll find classes for you
and you'll find very warm friends. The 'very heartiest welcom� to
yo1; at �1?,rs!l!LH College.

PART VIII.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

LITERARY SOCIETIES.
On the completion of the thJrd floor of the new college build
Ing new homes were provided for the ltterary societies.
These
halls are 40x66 feet, floor area, and have arched ceilings 30 feet
high in the center.
The new homes of the literary societies are a decided Improve
ment over the old, though those were In every way creditable.
EROSOPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY: The hall of this society
Is handsomely carpeted with brussels carpet, beautitully frescoed,
and Is furnished with nice chairs, secretary's desk, debaters' tables
president's table and chalrs,
and other necessary furniture,
On its walls are some pictures, one a beautiful painting of Psyche,
3x5 feet, painted by Prof. E. El. Myers of the art department and
purchased by the society for $60. There are 4 wall brackets for
gas jets, and two five IJght chandelters, making a total of 14 gas
jets for Jlghting the hall.
All furniture and furnishings were paid
for by the society except the plumbing. This society spent $400
in beautifying Its hall withln the past year.
VIRGINIAN LITERARY SOCIETY: The hall of thJs society
Is also handsomely frescoed, furnished with nice chairs, debaters'
tables, secretary's desk, president's table and chair, wall pictures,
and has 4 wall brackets and two five ltght chandeliers, furnishing
a totlll ot H �!LS Jets. As In the case ot the other society, all furn!-
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ture and furnishings except the plumbing were paid for by the
society.
There Is no feature of the lite and character ot the school that
le of greater value to It than these literary organizations.
There are two annual literary contests between these two
societies:
1. The Annual Inter-Society Contest, (the only one held here
tofore,) which occurs within each annual commencement week, on
which occasion the following programme is offered, with the monetary
awards attached:
(1). Debate, one contestant from each eoclety,-$36.
(2). Oration, one contestant from each aoclety,-$2-4.
(3). Essay, one c;ontestant from each society,-$18.
(4). Reading, one sontestant from each soclety,-$12.
At the June commencement, 1908, the Erosophians won the
debate and the oration, and tied with the Virginians on the essay,
thus winning $69. of the award, while the reading and halt the
essay went to the Virginians, $21.
Heretofore the honor and awards have been pretty evenly divided
on the whole, sometimes even, sometimes almost entirely one way,
sometimes the other.
2. The Valentine-Garland contest in debate.
This contest t.s a new feature, the award, $50., having been
offered tor the year 1908-'09 tor the first time.
As the name suggests, It consists of debate only, one young
lady and one young gentleman from each society to take part.
The date for the inauguration of this annual Inter-society contest
has not been decided upon at this writing, but It will be either
near the Thanksgiving vacation, or the Washington birthday holiday.
In addition to the two regular literary societies as centers of
literary interest for the student body, the following have been organ
ized within recent months, and are proving valuable auxlllarlee to
the literary opportunit!es offered students at this school:
1. Tho Excelsior Club.
This club was organized during the session ot 1906-'07. Its
membership ls limited to twelve. Its object is, lm1>rovement of
Its members In the art of public speaking. Only young men are
ellglble for membership.
2, The Ciceronian Debating Club.
This club was organized on the 12th of October, 1906. Its
membership Is limited to twenty-five. Its objects are explained in
Its name. Only young men are eligible for memberahlp.
3. The Senate Club.
This club was organized on

tl1e 24th

of January, 1908.

Its
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membership Is limited to twelve. Its purposes are the same as
those of the two preceding clubs. Only young men are eligible as
members.
Other school organizations for Uterary work are:
1.

The Zeta Rho Epsilon.

This, as Its name Indicates, is a Greek organization. Any one
having taken Greek In Marshall College Is eligible for membership.
The object of the organization is to encourage the study of the
Greek language, Greek literature, and Greek art. The annual ban
quet at commencement time Is well attended, and very commendable
enthusiasm characterizes the work of the organization at all times
as well as Its banquets, lectures &c.
2.

Die Deutsche Gesellschaft.

This organization's purposes are clearly Indicated by its name,
it being a parallel, but neither so old nor yet so e!l'.ectlve as Its
sister Zeta Rho Epsilon; but It promises much for the department
of German.
3. The Dramatic Club.
This organization is a feature of the work In the department
of expression and has made an excellent Impression upon the public
by the programmes it has o!l'.ered thus far In its brief history. Its
name Is self-explanatory.
4. Current Events Club.
This Is a club made up of ladles from College Hall who are
interested along the line indicated by the name. It was organ
ized on October 18, 1907, and has made an excellent beginning In
a work which will mean very much to Its members, both now and
hereafter.
Of chrlstian organizations we have three.
THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSSOCIATION was 'lr·
ganlzed in the fall of 1903 and has grown gradually and substantially
since that time. The first halt hour of the service Is Bible-class work
and Is under the Instruction of a teacher. The last half hour Is
given up to devotional exercises and is under the direction of a
member of the organization, who must be a student of the school.
The Influence of the Y. W. C. A. on the life and discipline of
College Hall has been something remarkable, and Its good e!l'.ects
have permeated the life of the entire school.
THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION was organized
in Janu.11,ry, 1905, and Immediately took rank as an Important feature
of school lite at Marshall CoUege. In every way It has been a
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success, and has added an Influence altogether wholesome to the
work of the school.
THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS seems to us an extremely
valuable auxiliary to the school work here. Its relation on the one
hand to the Christian lite of the student body, and on the other
to the literary and historical attainments of our young men, cannot
but prove In every way useful and wholesome.
To encourage this work quite an amount of expensive. and
valuable literature bas been placed o.t the disposal of this, the Y. M. C.
A. o.nd the Y. W. C. A. among which Is the new Jewish Cyclopedia, 12
volumes costing $96.
The Y. M. C. A. work proper and the Young Men's Bible Classes
are entirely distinct organizations, as are the Y. W. C. A. proper and
the Young Ladies' Bible Class.
The Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. hall Is a large, nicely carpeted,
well lighted, and well furnished room,-11eatlng capacity over 200,
on the 3rd floor of the 1899 building.
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PART IX.
LIBRARY AND READING ROOMS.

Thie, b6yo:ad quefltJon, Is the strongest advantage a 4iood school
bas to 011'.er, (excepting alone the faculty), over· scb.ools that d<' not
have good libraries, tor nothing except gooa, strong well educated
college-trained teachers Is so Important In one's education, as a
fine collection ot books ..
Nobody who knows what a good library Is has ever visited
and examined the library of Marshall College who has not been
Impressed with the fine assortment of books found in it; and when
they have learned how these books were selected they at once under
stand why the collection Is a rarely good one.
There are about seven thousand volumes In the collection besides
a large number of valuable pamphlets, maps, etc.
The new building contains admirable library quarters,-a suite
of roorus about 45 x 120 feet In floor area,-whlch Is furnished with
every convenience needed by the students.
The library Is catalogued by the Dewey system and le in charge
ot a trained and capable librarian.
THE READING ROOMS are regarded an essential part of the
library, their purpose being to afford opportunity for reading and
reference work In the library proper, also to give the students
access to the best magazines published, an unusually fine supply of
which Is placed on the tables of our Reading Rooms.
These magazines, as will be seen from· the list given below, are
selected with reterence to the needs ot every department of the
11chool and not simply to fill up the tables or to accommodate :my
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particular class ot readers.
M.agazine& .and Other Perlodical& Found on the Tables of the Marshall
College Reading Rooms:
LIST OF MAGAZINES.

American School Board Journal
American Historical Review
American Journal of Psychology
American Naturalist
American Journal ot Sociology
American Journal of Philology
American Magazine
Atlantic Monthly
Baltimore Sun
Banker's Magazine.
Bird Lore
Bookman
Broadway Magazine
Charities & The Commons
Century
Collier's Weekly
Contemporary Review
Cosmopolitan
Country Lite In America
Current Literature
Dial, The
Edinburg Review
Education
Educational Review
Elementary School Teacher
Etude
Everybody's
Fortnightly Review
Forum
Good Housekeeping
Harper's Bazaar
Harper's Monthly
Harper's Weekly
House Beautiful
Inter Ocean
Independent
Intelligencer
Journal ot Education
Journal of Geology
Journal of Political Economy
,Journal of Geography

Journal of Pedagogy
Ladies' Home Journal
Le Messager France-American
Library Journal
Literary Digest
McClure's
Munsey's Magazine
Musical Leader and Concert Goer
Musical Courier
Musician
Nation, The
Nature Study
National Geographic Magazine
Nineteenth Century.
New York Times
Normal Instructor
North American Review
Ohio Educational Monthly
Outlook
Pedagogical Seminary
Political Science Quarterly
Popular Science Monthly
Popular Astronomy
Primary Plans
Psychological Review
Putnam's Monthly
Readers' Gulde to Periodical
Literature
Review ot Reviews
Saturday Evening Post
School Arts Book
Scientific American
Scribner's
Success Magazine
Theater
World, New York
World's Events
World Today
World's Work
Youth's Companion

.,

PART X.
PRIZES, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS.

PRIZES.

1. The Mozart Prize," offered by the president to the student
of music who passes the best examination In the "History of Mu1Slc"
and The "Biography of Musiclans,"-$10.
2. The "Bach Prize," offered by Miss Rhoda Crumrine to the
student who excels in playing selected preludes from the "Well
Tempered Clavichord" of Bach,-$10.
3. The "Beethoven Prize," offered by Miss Flora Hayes to the
student of music who excels in playing a sonata selected from Beeth
oven.
4. The "Modjeska Prize," ottered by the president to tho student
in voice who sings a selection in sacred music, (his or her own
choosing), In the most acceptable manner to the judges,-$10.
6. The "Forum Prize," department of Expression, offered by
the president to the student who reads best, In a public contest, a
selection from some standard author, the selection to be made by
the president and the head or the department,-$10.
6. The Raphael Prize," to be offered for the best pleca of work
in colors, Art Department. This offer is made only to those taking
regular work in art, and the work must all be done in the college
studio. This piece of work must be on a card not less than 18 x 24
Inches, or If of different dimensions, then of this area, and the color
part must not be less than 12x18 inches or its equivalent in area.
The painting is to become the property of the college without ad•
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dltional consideration to the palnter,-$15.
AWARDS.
The "Annual Inter-Society-Contest" Awards:
Reading, .................................•.....$12.
Essay, . ..... ... . ............................$18.
Oration, ................................•...•...$24.
Debate, ........................................$36.
The "Valentine-Garland" award: Inter-Society debate, $60.
SCHOLARSHIPS.
The "Mra. Elizabeth Corbly Scholarshlp1," two In number, the
Junior $50., and the Sopohomore $50., are offered by the prealdent
In loving rememberance of his wife, whose gentle, self-sacrificing,
earnest devotion to the Interests of the school, and whose enthuslast!ic,
consecrated and most efficient assistance to her husband In every
phase of his work In trying to build up the Institution changed
discouragement Into hope, disheartening reverses Into more determin
ed persistence, seeming impossibilities Into succesa on many a
trying occasion.
The character, class standing, habits of study, decorum, financial
situation, attendance and punctuality of the students are the chief
points considered In the awarding.
These scholarships were awarded to W. R. Goff, of Roane county,
W. Va., and Miss May Cokeley of Ritchie county, tor the session of
1907-'08. Several other scholarships will be announced later, for the
session of 1908-'09.

PART XI.
ATHLETICS.
After. several years of tireless effort, patience, pains, time In a
liberal measure, and good management on the part of the Athletic
Committee, this branch of college lite and college study-for college
athletics is a study-has begun to take place alongside other bran•
ches of school work-for athletics is work too-at Marshall College.
The new gymnasium supplies a long and seriously felt want in
our college life and wUI be enjoyed to the utmost, especially dur
ing the months when outdoor athletics are out of the question. A
floor area of 45x65 feet affords ample space and the room Is to be
fitted with all of the appliances found in any modern school gym
nasium.
A physical Instructor wm be provided for the girls and here
after they will have regular drill.
TENNIS: This is one of the finest games yet brought for
ward. especially for ladles and for men who prefer the moderate
forms of exercise. It is as modest as any one could desire, requiring
no special dress, though long skirts are much In the way. It com
bines In very good proportions the out door feature, vigor, ready
judgment, alternation among players, and an air of the popular.
There are iwo nice courts on the campus and these are very liberally
used. Every girl should play tennis as an intellectual game which
combines the physical in excellent ratio, yielding fine results.
FOOTBALL: The record made during the football season for
the session of 1907-'08 was a good one. The most important games
played were the following:
Ashland 0-Marshall 0
Parkersburg 0-Marshall 22
W. Va. Wesleyan 18-Marshall 0
Georgetown 5-Marshall 11
Charleston 12-Marshall 0
Morris Harvey 0-Marshall 5
Games tied, 1.
Games Won, 3.
Points won, 38.
Games lost, 2.
Polnst lost, 35.
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BASE BALL: The students went back to the "school team"
this year, as against "class teams" of last year, and their record
was an exceptionally good one. No detailed record, however, ls at
hand for publication.
BASKET BALL: Only for the past two years have our young
men taken hold of this game, but when they did they went about
It in earnest. Their record for the session of 1807•'08 was:
Charleston, 6-Marshall, 7
Hinton, 4-Marshall, 30
Ronceverte, 11-Marshall, 11
Charleston, 11-Marshall, 18
Allegheny, 12-Marshall, 14
Ashland, 2-Marshall, 21
Games Won, 6.
Points won, 101.
Games tied, 1.
Points lost, 46.
Games lost, O.
The following rules have been adopted to govern the organi•
zatlon of all Athletic teams:
1. Athletic teams which represent the college shall be com•
posed of bona fide students only. No one is to be considered a
bona fide student unless he carry as many as three units In one
of the regular courses given In the school.
2. Any student who has deficiencies In scholarship, shall be
considered ineligible to any team until such deficiencies are made
up. Athletics should promote physical vigor without lowering the
educational standard of the college.
3. No member of any team shall receive any remuneration
for services In playing on that team.
4. Every contest entered Into by any manager of a Marshall
College athletlc team shall make rules 1, 2, and 3 apply to both
parties to the contract.
5. All members of teams and those who accompany them on
their "trips," are absolutely forbidden to indulge In alchollc liquors;
and smoking Is to be discouraged among active members of teams.
6. All business proceedings of the Athletic Association shall
be carefully recorded, to show financial relations, from both debit and
credit sides. This record shall be open to tho inspection of all.
7. A list of players shall be handed to the faculty before each
game, and only those players who are approved by the faculty
shall be eligible to play In that game.
8. The schedule of games for each branch or athletics Is sub
ject to the approval of the faculty. As a rule, It Is not deemed
advisable to schedule games with other than college teams.
9. The enforcement of these rules shall lie with the Executive
Committee of the Athletic Association, the Faculty Committee on
Athletics, or the faculty as a whole.

PART XII.
ADDITIONAL FEATURE.S
LABORATORIES AND APPARATUS: The practical teacher,
especially In history, geography, the sciences, Latin, and Greek,
knows very well the difference between teaching with and without
apparatus such as maps, charts, casts, etc., and the science teacher
realizes at once how poorly almost any science Is taught without a
laboratory. The student, too, who has seen the difference reels
that science teaching without laboratory tacllltle11 is not science
at all, but the theory of science.
In planning the new building, we have diligently looked after
this feature for the future; In this building is one work
laboratory 28x32, and another 28x60. In addition to these there
are a geography, physical geography, geology, astronomy, and botany
laboratory and museum, with cases for keeping au specimens label
ed, classified and In order, and a physiology and zoology laboratory
and museum.
Our already large collection of fl.ne mat's tor the history, geog
raphy, Latin, Greek, and other classes Is to be added to, and the
collection is to be nicely housed and classified.
Several hundred geological specimens have been collected and
placed In the cases.
Indeed the new building with lts ample space and laboratory
facilities has revolutionized the work in science at .Marshall College,
and all lines of work have been greatly Improved because of new
tacillties.
INSTRUCTORS AND INSTRUCTION: At last the Instructor,
his character, his culture, his scholarship, his sympathy with his
students, his Interest in his work and In them, his enthusiasm,
his pedagogical sklll and training, his experience, his devotion to
his work, his ability to do work as well as Insist upon it, his quall
lca� tor h11 particular k1D4 of work, to do thorou9hly well Ua•
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work he Is expected to have his students do, his measure In scholar
ship above and beyond the things he teaches, all these are, In the
last analysis, the test of a school. Unless there Is broad, liberal
college training covering some years, brought by the teacher to
bear upon his class work there Is no genuine progress.
Scholarshlp we do Insist upon at
Marshall, and with It experience and skill. We have not always gotten It but mistakes will
always be made while man remains human. Each year we insist
on strengthening our faculty, and year by year It I-ea been strength
ened.
The reader is welcome to refer to the 11st of instructors with
their experience and training as recorded In the first part of this
catalogue, and if they do not stand the test, then come not to Mar
shall, for good, well educated instructors are Indispensable to the
education of youth. r-.� Instruction can be gotten out of an Instructor
which was never gotten into him, no matter what the process be,
whether pumping or probing. It Is simply Impossible. So, ·see to it
carefully, kind reader, before going to or sending to a school, that
the instructor is a thoroughly educated lady or gentleman.
SUMMER SESSION: Immediately alter the close of each "ten
months" session a summer session is opened, thus giving those who
are teaching seven to nine months, and those who have work to make
up in order to hold their places in their classes, opportunity to gain
time.
Some of our students save one to two years' time In their
course by taking the work of the summer session, credit for all
which is given on graduation. This session Is five weeks, or half
a term, in length; students carry half as many studies as during a
full term and do twice the amount of work per day In each, thus
coming out with full terms work In what they do.
ADVANTAGES TO TEACHERS: The "Training Department for
Teachers" is now thoroughly established, the Model school including
all grades from the "first primary" to the "hlgh school;" practice
work Is given also in high school work, thus covering practice work
for teachers from the lowest to the highest grades of the public
schools, whether In the country, village, town or city schools.
The advantages offered teachers aud prospective teachers In the
way of meeting with other teachers trom every part of the state and
from many parts of other slates is one that Is very valuable. These,
plus the advantages named above and those named below, make this
school especially attractive and helpful to teachers.
Morever, the state legislature at Its last session, passed a law
which authorizes the State Superintendent of schools to Issue a
number one certificate, good for three years, and renewable at tho
expiration of that time under certain conditions, to all persona 51radu·
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atlng from the Normal Department of Marshall College or any of
It■ five branches after May 31, 1908.
SOCIAL ADVANTAGES: This feature of school Ii1e Is ot very
much greater Importance than the average young person, or the
average, parent for that matter, is apt to suppose. The student who
goes through with his higher education without paying careful atten
tion, very careful attention to the social side ot his culture, neglects
one ot the essentials of education.
These things are supposed to belong to girls and women only.
What a mistake! Young men are tailing lo "measure up" to hun
dreds of good positions every year solely because of their lack of
good address, of self possession, of ease and self command in the pres
ence of strangers, of appearing to advantage "under pressure." Man
Is by nature the most social of animals-if he be a normal man.
and every year the social requirements of men and women for any
position In lite grow more exacting.
At school Is the place ot all places that one"s social lite should
be developed, a.nd this cannot be done without opportunity and time.
The size and location of Marshall College make the advantages
ot social life especially good here, and these opportunities are not
over-rated or overdone as they are in "fashionable schools," schools
where the social Is about the only thing emphasized.
RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES: In Huntington and In Marshall
College these are especially good. In the city are eighteen churches
tor wnlte people; two M. E. churches, three M. E. South, three
Baptist, two Christian, one Jewish, one Congregatlonal,one Catholic,
two United Brethren, one Episcopal, one Presbyterian and one Holi
ness unto the Lord.
All these are especially cordial In theh' welcome to students of
the college, and In practically all the church choirs are found one or
more students. Hundreds ot them attend Sunday Schools of the
city, a number of classes being composed exclusively of students,
and every year a number of church socials are given especially for
the students, where they meet the church people and learn to feel at
home among them.
In the college are the two Christian organlzations,-the Y. M. C.
A. and the Y. W. C. A.,-wWch have their own religious exercises In
the college; also the student's Bible Study classes. These organi
zations, open to students, only, have grown to be strong influences for
good In our college life here.
The Christian spirit throughout the entire school Is of an excep
tionally high class.-solld, substantial, high-toned, and not merely
I passing sentimentalism born of church prejudice or of Inherited
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superstitions which are dignified with the term "beliefs." Beliefs
all have, most of us well defined beliefs on all ,matters pertaining to
religion, but these are not allowed to prejudice our estimates of
good in others, no matter what their beliefs may be.
The National Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. reported the moral and
Christian tone of this school as of the very best.
HOSPITALS: There are three hospitals ln the clty,-the C. &
O. Hospital, the Huntington �ospital, and the Kessler Hospital.
Only those who have had to be severely ill away from home
can fully appreciate the value of the hospital with its appointments
and equipments suited for caring for the sick and the injured. The
value of kind, trained nurses and skilled physicians means much to
those who are severely ill away from home, and a number of our
students can testify to these as advantages of a rare kind.
TRAVELING FACILITIES: The city is reached by three rail•
roads direct, and two others unite with Huntington railroads within
eight miles of our city and make immediate connections. 'These, with
the Ohio river, make our school city one of the most easily accessible
points in the state.
TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE: There are two telegraph
companies and two telephone companies with foreign connections
reaching every part or our state, of the United States for that mat
ter, all which are connected with the college, the 'phones directly,
the telegraph companies by telephone from their city offices to the
college, so that parents and friends may reach students here at any
time during the day and till late at night.
SOME ADVANTAGES OF A CITY: Carefully, even critically,
have we watched and studied the relative advantages of city and of
small town ·or village, on the life and work of a school. We have
taught in both places and attended college in both places. We have
talked with many men and women, both in and out of school on this
subject. The following are the results of this study.
1. The small town with its unlicensed saloons ("speak-easies"),
or even the town into whic.h intoxicants are smuggled (and that
means practically all so-called "dry" towns), is worse cursed with
drinking and drunkenness among the students than the larger place
with its open, licensed saloons; and we are of opinion it will remain
so so long as there is a whiskey plant or a saloon to supply the
sneak drinker and smuggler of intoxicants in the smaller places.
ThJs is no argument for the saloon, but a statement based upon
observation for years whJch has for its point In a temperance way
the theory that the effective stroke at intemperance ls the stroke
that puts the S!lloon and the speak-easy out of business by putting
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the whiskey, rum, and beer plant out of existence; if the latter can
not be done then regulation seems to us the solution of the temper
ance problem: We are no friend of the saloon; very far from tt.
As It le conducted ordinarily It Is not only a curse to youth and
to manhood, It Is a curse to any civilization. But if we can't dis
pense with it, we can regulate it so that its ugl1est features will
disappear; however, unless we mistake the temper of the American
people on this subject, they are about to put an end to whiskey
selling and whiskey making in almost all forms; they are about
to say to the whiskey men, as we see the situation, "you have tem
porized with our proposals, trifled with our feel1nge on this subject
just a bit too long; we now have no compromises to make. Both
the saloon and whiskey are doomed.
2. In the smaller places the school's atralrs and business are
enllrely too much the town's alfalrs and the town's business. Gossip
and mischief-making between the school and the town become the
order and the bane of the teacher's and prlncipal's or president's
life.
In the larger place the life of the school is a thing apart and
independent of the city,-though a part of It by individual ass1m1la•
tlon, here and there, at so many points and these so far removed
from the heart of the school, that unpleasant reactions are virtually
unknown. The healthful Influence of a good teacher counts for more
on his students In a large Pl.ace than in a small one, because the
school ll!e is more completely an Independent and Individual entity
where the city Is so much larger than the school that It is Inde
pendent of it as a civic entity.
This vjew, carried to its logical completeness. however, requires
the dormitory feature.
3. The advantages for culture and refinement in a city mnch
more than offset the boasted advantages of quiet and seclusion In
smaller places.
4. We grant that the city has its vile quarters or sections, but
observation teaches us that many scarlet women housed in a par
ticular quarter of a city, which quarter cannot be approached day
or night without suspicion and danger of publicity, exert a less
baneful influence over men, young or old, than few or even one
such person who has made herself notorious in a small place and ls
subject for comment on all sides.
On the whole the city seems to use the more desirable place for
an Institution, for many reasons besides those named, and our con
victions are drawn from sources other than self-Interest.
EXPENSES: Beyond question the facilities for cheap board and
for means of earning a part or all of one's expenses are much
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better in a city than are possible In smaller places, as are also the
opportunities for purchases.
True, there are more ways to spend money in a city; but even
that is a matter easily regulated by the parent; and If the student
has plenty of funds of his own he wlll spend them, if a spendthrift,
no matter where be ls, and wl11 save them if economic, no matter
whether in city or country. This fact bas been clearly demonstrated
in our experience and observations with young people.
LECTURES: A first-class lecture course ls given every winter,
including lectures by some of the best speakers in the country and
several musical numbers by leading artists. We consider this an
especially fine feature of school life at Marshall. From this source
alone there is quite an education for young people which cannot be
had in smaller towns and schools.
LITERARY SOCIETIES:
The benefit to be derived from this
source can scarcely be appreciated by one who has not bad these
opportunities, or has not availed himself of them. This is a very Im•
portant part of one's education.
For a description of theses societies at Marshall, see under the
heading, Students Organizations, Part VII.
LIBRARY: Under this head as an advantage it would be diffi
cult to speak too strongly, The difference between even a com
mon school education obtained where there are no advantages in
the way of large, well-selected library, magazines &c, to supple
ment study in all branches, and a common school education obtained
where there are such advantages, is too great to permit of intell!
gent comparison. Text books are but guide books, a well selecte(!
library ls the laboratory, In obtaining a real education. And yet
we find hundreds and hundreds of young persons choosing to attend
a local school with no large library advantages, when they could
get the larger advantages of a good library at little, if any more
expense, by going out to our state schools.
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